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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation focuses primarily on the Impressionist artist Gustave 

Caillebotte’s paintings of rowers on the Yerres River outside Paris, created in the late 

1870s. The works engage with many of the radical shifts in social and cultural norms that 

took place during the latter half of the nineteenth-century as industrialization and 

urbanization increasingly affected daily life in Europe and America. The paintings are in 

dialogue with developments in the fine arts, including the growing influence of 

Impressionism and avant-garde artists, and deal extensively with the male figure, reacting 

to and engaging with changing norms of masculinity. 

To fully examine the works, I focus on five areas of comparison. First, in 

considering the possible implications of changing masculine ideals in relation to the 

physical body during the period, I consider Caillebotte’s controversial nude male bathers. 

I then contrast Caillebotte’s oarsmen with both the professional rowers portrayed by his 

American contemporary Thomas Eakins, and the more leisurely boating scenes of his 

fellow Impressionists. Finally, I examine the history of the dandy/flâneur figure, arguing 

that Caillebotte’s rowers illustrate the artist’s attempt to reinvent and modernize the 

concept.  

 My thesis attempts to bridge different methodological approaches that 

have tended to isolate aspects of the artist’s work, thereby obscuring his overall project of 

engaging with both the social and theoretical concept of modernity. Although the artist is 

underrepresented in the general literature of Impressionism, he has lately played a 

significant role in texts examining Impressionist interest in the suburban vacation spots 

along the Seine River. Such authors have illuminated Caillebotte’s background as a 
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serious sportsman, an aspect of the artist previously underexplored. I also build on 

feminist and queer theorists, who in recent years have called attention to the potential for 

sexual subversity within Caillebotte’s œuvre. Although acknowledging a debt to all of 

these scholars, my dissertation is an attempt to expand the scholarly conversation by 

examining how these works explore the concept of modernity, both formally, in the 

manner in which Caillebotte calls attention to the artifice of painting and socially, in how 

he engages with the changing physical landscape and the increasing potential for leisure 

activities outside Paris following the Franco-Prussian War. Finally, in arguing that 

Caillebotte rowers are transported flâneurs, who, though now engaged in daytime 

paddling rather than evening strolling, continue their mission of anonymity and 

observation, I suggest an expansion of the very definition of flâneur, and by extension, 

the dandy figure that remains relevant as a type even today.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

By the time of his death, Gustave Caillebotte (1848-1894) had amassed a large 

group of works by Impressionist and related artists, and it was as a collector that he was 

mostly known for the next three-quarters of a century. Caillebotte’s relationship with his 

fellow Impressionists was that of both patron and colleague. He was quite a bit younger 

than many in the group, but died a number of years before them, when the art historical 

place of the movement was not yet cemented. Even before his untimely death, the artist 

had retreated from the Parisian scene and taken up residence at his vacation home in 

Petit-Gennevilliers, where he pursued a myriad of hobbies and activities in addition to 

painting. However, he participated in five of the eight Impressionist shows held in Paris 

between 1874 and 1886, often acting as organizer as well as funder. Critics regularly 

commented on the paintings he showed, suggesting that they considered him an 

important member of the group. With a few key exceptions, much of his work remained 

in the family collection after his death and so was not available for public viewing for 

many years.1  

The controversy surrounding his bequest and his early death, coupled with the 

unavailability of his work for critical consumption, combined to render him nearly 

invisible to scholars until the 1970s. His brushwork and choice of subject matter often did 

not seem to fit into the discourse of modernism, and this also hampered scholarly interest 

in the artist. Since that time, however, there has been a steady increase in interest in 

                                                
1 This is still true to some extent today; many of his most controversial and important works 
remain in private collections. One major early exception was The Floor-scrapers (1875), which 
resided at the Musée de Luxembourg as early as 1897, having been included in the bequest at the 
suggestion of Renoir.  
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Caillebotte, as evidenced by scholarly publications and museum exhibitions devoted to 

the artist. Beginning in the 1970s, however, Caillebotte’s work has been somewhat 

rehabilitated by post-modern audiences, who see in his work a questioning or discomfort 

with individual and class identities in Paris during the late nineteenth century.2 Since the 

early 1990s, much of that interest has centered on the potential for transgressive or 

problematic sexuality in images that focus on the male figure at home, on the street or at 

the river.  

It is these works, especially those focused on boaters and bathers, which form the 

basis of this dissertation. I take such important scholarship as a starting point, arguing 

that while such potentialities are intriguing and quite possibly present in some of 

Caillebotte’s male figures, a full examination of such paintings reveals that they are even 

more engaged with issues of modernity than sexuality. Such a focus is evident in 

Caillebotte’s male bathers, who are positioned in a contemporary setting and whose 

nakedness lacks art historical context. It is also clear that such experimentation is evident 

in Caillebotte’s oarsmen, who engage with the modern sports of rowing and sailing 

sweeping France at the time, and even more so with newly emerging ideals of 

masculinity following the devastating and emasculating loss of the Franco-Prussian War.  

To elucidate these issues, I examine Caillebotte’s sportsmen in light of those 

painted by his contemporary Thomas Eakins. The American artist shared Caillebotte’s 

subject matter during the 1870s and in recent years has been exhaustively examined by 

gender and queer theorists. I follow this by parsing the differences between the leisure 

scenes painted by Caillebotte’s fellow Impressionists and the athleticism that dominates 

                                                
2 Norma Broude, Gustave Caillebotte and the Fashioning of Identity in Impressionist Paris, 
Rutgers University Press, New Brunswick, NJ, 2002, 1. 
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many of Caillebotte’s ostensibly similar images. Finally, I locate Caillebotte’s most 

intriguing exploration of modernity, as seen in his rowing pictures, as the transfer of the 

dandy/flâneur figure from its pre-Franco Prussian War origins on the streets of 

Haussmann’s Paris to the newly populated suburban leisure haunts of the Yerres River 

and surrounding towns along the Seine River. In doing so, my intention is not to discount 

previous scholarship on the artist. Rather, I aim to nuance his intentions as an artist, and 

to further cement both his artistic place as a key member of the Impressionist group, and 

his importance as a significant theoretician of modernity in nineteenth-century French art, 

a position that until recently has been credited solely to Édouard Manet (1832-1883). 

As a collector, Caillebotte began accumulating artwork in 1875, and in his will 

included plans to donate these works to the French State in his will as early as 1876. In 

the will, which was renewed twice before his death, the artist stipulated that the 67 

paintings3 he wanted to donate must go “neither to an attic nor to a provincial museum, 

but right to the Luxembourg and later to the Louvre.”4 The artist was right to be 

concerned about the fate of his collection; for various reasons the government was 

unwilling to accept the bequest as it was stipulated. After nearly a year of negotiations 

between the French state and Caillebotte’s close friend and fellow Impressionist artist 

Auguste Renoir (1841-1919), the executor of the will, the government agreed to accept 

only forty of the paintings and pastels offered,5 and the rest were left in the possession of 

                                                
3 The collection constituted 68 works, but the will stipulated that Renoir chose a work in payment 
for acting as executor.  
4 “…le soit de telle façon que ces tableaux n’allant ni dans un grenier ni dans un musée de 
province, mais bien au Luxembourg et plus tard un Louvre…” Kirk Varnedoe and Gustave 
Caillebotte, Gustave Caillebotte, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1987, 197 
5 38 works were accepted for the Musée de Luxembourg, while two drawings by Jean-François 
Millet (1814-1875) went directly to the Louvre. Archives du Louvre. Paris p8 1896, from Anne 
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Caillebotte’s brother Martial. The portion of the estate accepted by the government was 

put on display in a newly constructed annex at the Musée de Luxembourg on February 9, 

1897. The display of Caillebotte’s collection constituted the first exhibition of 

Impressionist works in a public museum. This group of works would later form the core 

of the Musée d'Orsay when it opened in December 1986. The remaining 37 works were 

offered to the French government again under the same stipulations in 1904 and 1908, 

and were again refused. Two years later, the American physician, chemist and art 

collector Albert C. Barnes (1872-1951) purchased much of the rest of the bequest, which 

now forms the core of the collection at the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia, PA.  

Caillebotte was born in 1848 into a wealthy Parisian family. His father, Martial 

Caillebotte, Sr. was a contractor who supplied beds and blankets to the military and also 

served as a judge at the Seine’s Tribunal de Commerce. In 1861 the elder Caillebotte was 

awarded the Chevalier de la Légion d'honneur. Gustave grew up in a large apartment in 

Paris with his two younger brothers, René (1851-1876) and Martial (1853-1910). 

Beginning in 1860, the family spent holidays at their palatial estate on the Yerres River 

where their father constructed a variety of buildings, including a chapel that was 

consecrated in 1864. Two years later, the family moved to a new home they had 

constructed at the rue de Miromesnil and rue de Lisbonne, purchased from Baron 

Haussmann (1809-1891). Thus Caillebotte grew up amidst the new and modern Paris 

designed by Haussmann during the mid-nineteenth century. He began drawing at the age 

of twelve and started painting by 1869. Both the Paris apartment and the estate on the 

Yerres would appear repeatedly in his work during the 1870s.  

                                                                                                                                            
Distel and Gustave Caillebotte, Gustave Caillebotte, Urban Impressionist, Réunion des Musées 
Nationaux, Paris, 1995, 318. 
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Caillebotte received a bachelor’s degree in law in 1868 and by 1870 was licensed to 

practice law. He served in the Garde Mobile de la Seine during the Franco-Prussian War, 

from June 1870 until March 1871, when the Commune came to power in Paris.6 After 

being demobilized the following year, Caillebotte traveled to Sweden and Norway with 

his brothers, and then to Italy with his father in 1872. By this point, the artist had little 

interest in law, and had begun frequenting the studio of the realist artist Léon Bonnat. In 

1873, under the older artist’ sponsorship, Caillebotte passed a competitive examination 

and was offered a place at the École de Beaux-Arts. He was mentioned only once in the 

school’s archives (when he unspectacularly placed 42nd out of 80 students in a 

competition), suggesting that he did not frequent classes at the École.7  

Although Caillebotte did not participate in the first Impressionist exhibition in 

1874, it is likely that he already knew some of the artists involved with the 

Impressionists, including Edgar Degas. The next year he began to attend the painter 

Giuseppe de Nittis’s “spaghetti dinners,” also attended by Edgar Degas and Édouard 

Manet. That year, in his father’s obituary, Gustave was listed as an “artiste peintre.”8 

However, the fledgling artist was unhappy with his career that year, having been rejected 

from the Salon of 1875. Of his denial de Nittis, who had exhibited with the 

Impressionists in 1874, wrote to his wife, “Invite Gustave Caillebotte so he’ll learn a real 

lesson from the situation, so he’ll make art and tell the jury to get lost, for the future is 

                                                
6 Varnedoe (1987), 33. 
7 Archives Nationales, AJ 52 254, no. 2202, from Distel, 312.  
8 Distel, 312. 
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ours.”9 It is clear that even before he began exhibiting with the Impressionist group, his 

early artistic training was influenced by the emerging independent ideals of the group.  

In 1876, Caillebotte bought four of Claude Monet’s paintings, including Interior 

of an Apartment, directly from the artist, and the next year he purchased Pierre-Auguste 

Renoir’s Moulin de la Galette before it was shown to the public.10 This was only the 

beginning of Caillebotte’s patronage; he quickly amassed his collection, including it in 

his first will in 1876, written following the untimely death of his younger brother René. 

When the second Impressionist exhibition opened that year, the artist sent eight works, 

including the two versions of The Floor-Scrapers (1875) (Fig. 1). He worked tirelessly to 

promote Impressionism and its creators, often taking a lead in organizing the 

Impressionist exhibitions and encouraging others to patronize the painters. “Their 

company had opened up new life for him, and he delighted in the leisure hours he spent 

with them, either debating or discussing in cafés, or, frequently in the 1870s, sailing at 

Argenteuil…this camaraderie was an essential part of his relation to the group.”11 It was 

at the third Impressionist exhibition, held in 1877, that Caillebotte exhibited perhaps his 

most famous painting, Paris Street, Rainy Day (1877). 

At the fourth Impressionist exhibition, held at 28 avenue de l'Opéra, the artist 

showed the works most central to this dissertation—Oarsmen (Fig. 2), Oarsman in a Top 

Hat (Fig. 3), and four of his Périssoires (Figs. 4-6) canvases (all ca. 1877-1878). By the 

next Impressionist exhibition, held in 1880, there was friction between Caillebotte and 

Edgar Degas, who complained that the younger artist wanted to encourage the artists to 
                                                
9 Letter to Mme De Nittis, April 17, 1875 from Mary Pittaluga and Enrico Piceni, Da Nittis, 
Bramante editrice, Milano, 1963, 283-84. 
10 Pierre Wittmer and Gustave Caillebotte, Caillebotte and His Garden at Yerres, H.N. Abrams, 
New York, 1991, 270. 
11 Varnedoe (1987), 37. 
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“play the star” by including their names on the exhibition poster. Caillebotte seems to 

have been particularly sensitive to group dynamics and worked hard to minimize the 

space between himself and the other Impressionists that resulted from their class 

differences. Yet these differences between himself and the other Impressionists were 

always present. The artist did not participate in the sixth Impressionist exhibition, 

complaining to Pissarro that “Degas is sowing discord among us” by highlighting the 

class differences between the members of the group that Caillebotte preferred to 

downplay.12 Despite their differing class backgrounds, he was especially good friends 

with Renoir and Renoir’s wife Aline Charigot and became godfather to young Pierre 

Renoir, born in 1885.13 In a June 1879 article, the critic Bertall noted, “The confidence of 

the Independents could, moreover, not be better placed. If we can believe in completely 

authorized sources, Monsieur Caillebotte, a charming young man, among the best 

brought-up, is sitting on an income of about a hundred thousand francs: that is something 

to assure independence forever.”14  

Perhaps as a balm for the tension he now felt concerning the Impressionist 

exhibitions, in 1881 Caillebotte began focusing more attention on sailing. He seems to 

have taken the fracturing of the Impressionist group very hard, writing to Pissarro “I am 

disgusted, I’m withdrawing to my tent…I await better days.”15 That year he left the 

Parisian scene, preferring his home in Petit-Gennevilliers, located next to Argenteuil. 

With Degas boycotting the seventh Impressionist exhibition in 1882, however, 

                                                
12 Letter from Caillebotte to Pissarro, January 24, 1881 in Marie Berhaut, Gustave Caillebotte, 
and Sophie Pietri, Gustave Caillebotte: catalogue raisonné des peintures et pastels, Wildenstein 
Institute, Paris, 1994, 275-76. 
13 Varnedoe (1987), 40. 
14 Varnedoe (1987), 218 
15 Letter from Caillebotte to Pissarro, February 1882 in Berhaut (1994), 276. 
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Caillebotte again agreed to participate. The following year his attention returned to 

sailing, and he spent the summer competing in regattas.  

At Petit-Gennevilliers, he continued to paint mostly landscapes and marine views, 

and became friends and sailing partners with a new generation of painters, including Paul 

Signac and Georges-Pierre Seurat. He was also elected a town councilman in 

Gennevilliers, where he helped oversee committees on education and public festivals and 

fought against a boat mooring tax he argued would hinder recreational sailing. However, 

he retained his address on the Boulevard Haussmann in Paris, and was a regular at the 

Café Pierre and the Café Riche in the city, where artists and intellectuals gathered 

regularly. Through letters and visits with other Impressionists, especially Claude Monet 

and Renoir, Caillebotte kept abreast of news and the art world in Paris. Although he did 

not participate in the final Impressionist exhibition, he did send eight paintings to the fifth 

exhibition of Les XX in Brussels, where his Man at his Bath (Fig. 7), the subject of the 

next chapter, caused controversy and was hidden from view. However, as the rest of the 

Impressionists grew to fame and financial solvency, Caillebotte generally faded into 

obscurity.16 On February 21, 1894 Caillebotte died at home, either from a stroke or, as 

some obituaries claimed, “a long illness.”17 At his crowded funeral services, four sailors 

acted as pallbearers. A few days later, Pissarro wrote to his son Lucien, lamenting “We 

have just lost another sincere and devoted friend, Caillebotte has died suddenly of brain 

paralysis. He is one we can mourn, he was good and generous and what makes things 

even worse, a painter of talent.”18  

                                                
16 Varnedoe, (1987), 41. 
17 Distel, 318. 
18 Camille Pissarro and Janine Bailly-Herzberg, Correspondance de Camille Pissarro, Ed. du 
Valhermeil, 3, 3. Paris (14, rue du 8-Mai-1945, 75010), 1988, letter 991. 
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According to exhibition reviews from the Impressionist shows, Caillebotte’s 

paintings drew a great deal of attention from critics. Positive analysis noted decorative 

aspects of the work, his bold use of colors and perspective, the fun and friendly world he 

portrayed, and the energetic draughtsmanship of his paintings. In an exhibition review 

from 1879, the critic Bertall wrote (sarcastically but nevertheless informatively):  

Among the thirty-four canvases by the new pontiff of the 
movement, there are a great number of astonishing straw-hatted 
boaters, of apocalyptic lady-boaters, and amazing landscapes 
shaped in solid blue or solid green.  He has friends he loves and 
who love him. He seats them on strange couches, in fantastic 
poses. The strangest colors, among them green, black, and red, are 
involved in Homeric struggles.19 
 

Negative reviews complained of a poor sense of composition, an overuse or inappropriate 

use of color, especially lilac, and claimed the work was too photographic. In a review of 

the second Impressionist exhibition, Emile Zola complained that the artist’s work was 

anti-artistic and bourgeois, noting that “photography of reality which is not stamped with 

the original seal of the painter’s talent—that’s a pitiful thing.”20 Caillebotte’s choice of 

subject matter, in portraying house painters, floor scrapers, or people simply strolling 

along the street, was admired by some and confusing to others. Even with the negative 

criticism and confusion he was often credited as a leader of the Impressionist group, 

especially during the late 1870s. The critic Bertall went so far as to use a boat metaphor 

in 1879 to suggest that although it was Manet who had launched the ship of 

Impressionism, its rudder had been firmly taken into hand by Caillebotte.21 

                                                
19 Charles-Albert d’Arnoux in L’Artiste June 1, 1879, from Moffett, 274. 
20 “La photographie de la réalité qui n’est pas marquee du sceau original du talent du peintre—
c’est une piètre chose,” from Emile Zola, “Deux Expositions d’Art en Mai,” Le Messager de 
l’Europe, June, 1876, quoted in Varnedoe (1987), 187 
21 Bertall, “Exposition des Indépendants, Ex-Impressionistes, Demain Intentionists,” L’Artiste, 
June, 1879, from Varnedoe (1987), 193. 
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Upon his death, the artist was the subject of a retrospective publication by Paul 

Durand-Ruel, an Impressionist art dealer and supporter, and included in an early history 

of Impressionism written by the French journalist and art critic Gustave Geffroy in 

conjunction with Renoir.22 Following these notices scholars generally ignored the artist 

until the mid-twentieth century, when he was the subject of several French publications, 

including a catalogue raisonné by Marie Berhaut, a French art historian and curator of 

the Musée des Beaux-Arts in Rennes, which acquired two of his paintings during the 

1950s and 1960s. During the same period, there were also a number of publications on 

the artist and his fellow Impressionists by the Wildenstein Institute, an off-shoot of the 

Wildenstein Gallery of Paris, London and New York, which had long focused on 

purchasing and exhibiting the works of French painters of the latter nineteenth century. 

Such mid-century publications relied heavily on archival information and formal analysis 

of the works.  

Serious scholarship on the artist in America was ignited by an exhibition held at 

the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston and the Brooklyn Museum in 1976-77, with an 

accompanying catalog written by Kirk Varnedoe.23 The author followed up with a 

volume entitled Gustave Caillebotte in 1987, based on his earlier catalog, in which he 

provides basic analysis and information for a wide variety of paintings by the artist. This 

book is certainly the nexus of modern Caillebotte scholarship, from which all recent 

publications evolved either to expand or dispute his reading of the artist and his work. 

                                                
22 See Galerie Durand-Ruel, Exposition rétrospective d'œuvres de G. Caillebotte, Galerie Durand-
Ruel, Paris, 1894 and Gustave Geffroy and Auguste Renoir, La vie artistique Troisième serie, 
Troisième serie, E. Dentu, Paris, 1894. 
23 Kirk T. Varnedoe, Marie Berhaut, Peter Galassi and Hilarie Faberman, Gustave Caillebotte, A 
Retrospective Exhibition, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, TX, 1976. 
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The second important Caillebotte exhibition, held in 1994-1995 at the Galeries 

Nationales du Grand Palais, the Art Institute of Chicago and the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art, with an accompanying catalog written predominantly by Anne Distel, 

chief curator at the Musée d'Orsay, considered Caillebotte predominantly in relationship 

to the Parisian metropolis. It was the first to firmly connect Caillebotte the painter to 

Caillebotte the boatman by including not only a chronology of Caillebotte’s artistic life, 

but also a specific chronology devoted to sailing. The format of including a few 

paragraphs analyzing individual paintings, inherited from previous scholarship remained, 

and again there is little indication that the artwork is particularly controversial.  

The first indication of recent trends in Caillebotte scholarship came with the 

artist’s inclusion in Terry Smith’s 1997 publication In Visible Touch: modernism and 

masculinity, which theorized the manner in which heterosexual masculinity was 

embodied in modernist art, and focused attention on how such artists shaped their 

sexuality in their own work.24 The following year, Tamar Garb included a chapter 

entitled “Gustave Caillebotte’s Male Figures: Masculinity, Muscularity and Modernity,” 

in her book Bodies of Modernity: Figure and Flesh in Fin-de Siècle France, now firmly 

acknowledging Caillebotte as an artist who explored the intersection of modernity and 

masculinity by focusing on the bodies of late nineteenth-century men.  

That chapter was also incorporated in Norma Broude’s 2002 collection of essays 

Gustave Caillebotte and the Fashioning of Identity in Impressionist Paris. For the 

publication, queer theorist Broude included an essay entitled “Outing Impressionism: 

Homosexuality and Homosocial Bonding in the Work of Caillebotte and Bazille,” in 

                                                
24 Terry Smith, In Visible Touch: Modernism and Masculinity, University of Chicago Press, 
Chicago, 1997. 
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which she argued for a variety of instances in which the homosexual gaze is apparent in 

the artist’s work, and the possible implications for his personal life. It is the recent focus 

of scholars on Caillebotte’s exploration of masculinity, and in particular Broude’s essay, 

that acted as a catalyst for this dissertation. It is my intention to build upon this 

scholarship by recontextualizing Caillebotte’s work not just as a historical modernity, but 

a theoretical modernity, as embodied by Charles Baudelaire’s notion of the painter of 

modern life. At the same time, I will examine Caillebotte’s sporting works, often utilized 

by gender and queer theorists as evidence of Caillebotte’s struggles. My work, however, 

considers his art in light of the explosion of sport as an entity and activity in late 

nineteenth-century France, and the artist’s intense interest and participation in these 

sports, always present in conjunction with his interest in painting.    

To do this, I have utilized both historiographic and sociological texts that delve 

into issues of masculinity and the history of sports in France during the latter half of the 

nineteenth-century. I have also enlisted museum publications more germane to 

Caillebotte and the Impressionists, such as Impressionists on the Seine (1996), The 

Impressionists at Argenteuil (2000), Impressionists on the Water (2013), and more 

specific to the artist, Gustave Caillebotte (2008), an exhibition held at the Brooklyn 

Museum of Art that focused heavily on the specifics of Caillebotte as a boat builder and 

yachtsman. Interestingly, this exhibition did not engage in any manner with the recent 

gender or queer theory publications that had recently co-opted Caillebotte scholarship. It 

is my intention to illustrate how the artist’s work can be understood best by a 

combination of both approaches. 
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In order to fully understand Caillebotte’s approach to sporting art, the impact of 

the loss of the Franco-Prussian War and the subsequent anxiety concerning the 

masculinity of French men must be taken into account. This is an issue that I intensely 

address in the fifth chapter of this dissertation. The history of sports itself must also be 

considered, in order to determine why it was athletics that offered such a promising 

avenue for correcting the deficiencies found in French men following the war. The pre-

history of athleticism existed in the desire to explore the physical potential of the human 

body, especially the body of the healthy youth—to run, throw, race, dance, lift, to 

conquer another person, an animal or even one’s own limitations. Ritualistic play, often 

in the service or for the attention of a deity or as a means of physical and psychological 

preparation for battle, created traditions that later moved beyond their original intention. 

Thereafter sport, in its primitive as well as in its modern conception, became a means of 

expressing communal feelings amongst both participants and spectators. In France, as 

well as in England, there was a desire to locate modern society as a direct cultural 

descendent of ancient Greece. Beginning in the eighteenth century, sports and athletic 

training became one important means to this end.  

In this desire can also be found the original impetus for connecting sport to art, a 

relationship that Caillebotte would mine to such effect in his life and his art. The ancient 

Greek concept of agon, which connotes a struggle or competition, related both to athletic 

contests and to the arts, such as music and literature performed during public festivals. 

The Greeks used the term athlios to refer specifically to outcome driven contests, while 

agon focused more broadly on the idea of a gathering,25 where the event itself superseded 

                                                
25 For example, Agora, the marketplace intended as a gathering space, has the same derivation.  
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victory as the main purpose.26 Although much of the modern history of sport, especially 

in the growing importance of professional sports, has come to focus on athlios, amateur 

contests or athletics for pleasure or exercise, such as those portrayed by Caillebotte, and 

the drive to bring sports to various populations as a cure-all to the vices of the modern 

world, is more akin to agon. That term foregrounds the event itself, and especially the act 

of training for the event, which brought benefit to the participant and to society at large, 

rather than the end result of the activity.27 

On a practical level, the emphasis on sports that developed during the nineteenth-

century is fundamentally tied to the emergence of a middle-class masculine ideal with 

common roots throughout Western Europe and by extension, the United States. The 

development of this model has been traced back to the Protestant Reformation, which 

emphasized the importance of the individual, albeit within culturally prescribed limits, 

and to the subsequent growth of large cities such as London and Paris. These 

developments focused on the Protestant work ethic and put pressure on men to define 

themselves through their work activities. As revolution and civil war weakened the 

hegemony of the aristocracy and strengthened the social and economic position of the 

professional, commercial and bureaucratic factions, the nascent middle-class looked 

towards the old chivalric ideals as a guide. The new political order in Europe increasingly 

called for universal conscription, which lead the soldier (he who is physically strong, 

disciplined in body and mind, and follows orders) to become the predominant ideal of 

masculine behavior. By the mid- nineteenth century, education and homosocial group 

socialization combined the old chivalric ideals of behavior with the physicality of 
                                                
26 Debra Hawhee, Bodily Arts: Rhetoric and Athletics in Ancient Greece, University of Texas 
Press, Austin, TX, 2004, 15. 
27 The term agon has also been translated as to educate or even to train. (Hawhee, 16) 
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soldiering,28 and the result was an increased emphasis on sports—the battlefield cum 

playing field.29  

In theoretical terms, such developments also rested on a duality of bodily purpose 

first identified by Michel Foucault—the desire, beginning in the seventeenth century, to 

conceptualize the person as a working machine whose capabilities should be optimized, 

and the recognition of the body itself as the nexus of the basic biological processes 

necessary for the continuation of humanity. Foucault termed the desire to recognize, 

control and discipline the body in this manner as the “bio-politics of the population.”30 

Under this paradigm, along with administrative bodies such as secondary schools, 

universities, army barracks, workshops and factories, and hierarchical social 

organizations, the emergence of sports can be considered a political and social tool in 

achieving command over both the individual body and the body politic.   

By definition, sport is an organized and rules-bound subset of play, which for the 

most part involves an element of conflict.31 Symbolic military or political battles are 

often acted out in athletic events or become an arena for political negotiation.32 Sporting 

                                                
28 The soldier as masculine ideal engendered its own cultural anxiety in nineteenth century 
France, as universal conscription created a large population of young men, caught in the liminal 
space between the irresponsibility of childhood and the responsibility of adulthood, untethered 
from parental and village control. For more on this, see Judith Surkis, Sexing the Citizen: 
Morality and Masculinity in France, 1870-1920, Cornell University Press, Ithaca and London, 
2006, Chapter 8.  
29 See Chris Blazina, The Cultural Myth of Masculinity, Praeger, Westport, CT and London, 
2003, R.W. Connell, Masculinities, University of California Press, Berkeley, 1995, George 
Mosse, The image of man: The creation of modern masculinity, Oxford University Press, New 
York, 1996.  
30 Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality, vol. 1: An Introduction, Vintage Books, NY, 1978, 
p. 139. 
31 This occurs not only between two competitors or two teams, but between nations, schools, 
villages, one’s own limitations, or in the case of hunting sports, a non-human opponent.  
32 This can be seen, for example, in many famous moments at the Olympics over the past century, 
particularly when so much political and cultural meaning is attributed to events such as the 
American hockey team defeat of the Soviets at Lake Placid in 1980.  
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events can become metaphors for much larger ideas: epic heroism, the agony of loss, and 

responsibility for oneself and others. Such activities also instruct participants and 

spectators alike in the benefits of team cohesiveness and how to be gracious in both 

winning and losing. Furthermore, athletic contests can act as an ideal context for conflict 

resolution, in which the problem is solved through metaphorical combat, either with an 

opponent, or within oneself. Like art, sport communicates through a language of symbols 

and metaphors, making the examination of the latter, as portrayed by the former, 

especially fruitful.33  

In France at the start of the nineteenth century, the athletic body was considered a 

mark of the lower class. The early industrial revolution required a middle-class of urban 

clerks and businessmen whose pursuit of profit became synonymous with manliness. 

Their work was sedentary and performed indoors, so that a pale, slender build 

telegraphed the success of a man. The tanned, full-chested, muscular physique that today 

suggests manliness was in fact a sign of masculine failure, that of a lower-class man 

forced to menial labor and therefore less able to support his family.   

When Johann Winckelmann published his History of the Art of Antiquity in 1764, 

he named the Apollo Belvedere as the highest ideal of art (Fig. 8). The sculpture, in 

Winckelmann’s words, was “sublimely superhuman, [combining the] charming 

manliness of maturity with graceful youthfulness, and plays with soft tenderness on the 

proud build of limbs.” 34 For Winckelmann, the Apollo Belvedere was not simply the 

most perfect of ancient sculptures, but the pinnacle of modern manliness. According to 
                                                
33 For more on sports as symbolism in art, see Mary Womack, Sport as Symbol: Images of the 
Athlete in Art, Literature and Song, McFarland & Company, Inc., Jefferson, N.C. and London, 
2003.  
34 Alex Potts, Flesh and the Ideal: Winckelmann and the Origins of Art History. Yale University 
Press, New Haven, CT and London, 1994, p. 118. 
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contemporary belief, the sculpture represented a moment of victory, in which the god 

Apollo has slain the Pythian serpent. Yet, he remains soft, ethereal and sublimely 

beautiful, his “hard manliness melting into a graceful ease”35 that exudes a subtle, 

ambiguous eroticism. This disjuncture of body type and physical capability also 

underpinned the success associated with the pallid office-worker.  

Winckelmann’s reading of the statue, in which aggression and sensuality are 

conflated into a “single intensely homoerotic drama acted out by a male spectator,” is 

particularly sharp. 36 However, it is generally in line with the early and mid-eighteenth 

century understanding of the sculpture, which rarely found such a combination of traits 

problematic, or such a body incapable of performing physically. This is the body type 

that can be seen in works such as Jacques-Louis David’s Cupid and Psyche (1817) (Fig. 

9), or those of his students including Anne-Louis Girodet’s The Sleep of Endymion 

(1791) and François-Pascal Gérard’s Psyche Receiving Cupid’s First Kiss (1797-98). 

As the standards of masculine behavior changed, ideals of manly appearance and 

representation shifted in the art world as well. The Apollo Belvedere began to appear 

rococo rather than classical, and was, to some extent, replaced as the embodiment of the 

ideal by newly discovered marbles such as the Parthenon reliefs and the Farnese 

Hercules (Fig. 10). This was true for an increasing number of commentators in England 

and the Germanic states as well as in France, who might not necessarily question the 

centrality of the male nude but the ideal attributes of the male body.37  

                                                
35 Potts, 123. 
36 Potts, 123. 
37 For example, the statue was criticized by British writer William Hazlitt (1778-1830) in 1825, 
and picked up by the German philosopher Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831) in his 
lectures on Aesthetics during the 1830s.  
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The growing meritocracy brought on by the emergence of the bourgeoisie as a 

cultural force retained some of the noble criteria, but added military virtues such as 

utility, competence and benevolence. It soon became obvious to some that those same 

qualities could be gained by partaking in athletic contests and successful participants 

were, by definition, physically strong, hard-working and in pursuit of a specific goal. The 

later explosion of sports in France that followed the defeat of 1870, which “sought to 

train the young to manifest the mental and physical courage needed for revenge,” 38 was 

already evident in mid-century sportsmen such as wrestlers, whose bodies appeared to 

many a reincarnation of the Farnese Hercules himself—a manly ideal that retained its 

classical pedigree and avoided the pitfalls of a complacent, overly polite bourgeois 

society. A preference for a more solid male presence and a more muscularly virile 

appearance can be seen first in works such as Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres’ Jupiter 

and Thetis (1811) and Jean-Louis André Théodore Géricault’s Race of the Barberi 

Horses (1817), and by mid-century in Honoré Daumier’s The Wrestler (1852-53) and 

Gustave Courbet’s The Wrestlers (1852-53) (Fig. 11).  

Regardless of its class connotations, the athletic body remained connected to the 

cultural glories of classical Greece and therefore fascinated that segment of the 

population across Western Europe that was most interested in emulating the ancients. In 

Britain, it was specifically the pugilistic body that began to gain attention around the turn 

of the nineteenth century by artists, writers and archeologists who realized that the sport 

developed a weighty musculature akin to that of the Farnese Hercules. Artists, dismayed 

by the unevenly developed bodies of artisan models who were too skinny or too paunchy, 

                                                
38 Robert A. Nye, Masculinity and Male Codes of Honor in Modern France, Oxford University 
Press, New York, 1993, 219. 
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or had only those muscles developed for their particular trade, found boxers to be their 

ideal sitters, models that rivaled the ancients and therefore allowed them to compete 

artistically with classical traditions.  

For example, in 1808 Charles Bell, a surgeon and author of Essays on the 

Anatomy of Expression in Painting (1806), joined his colleagues from the Royal 

Academy in London for a spectacle held at the home of Lord Elgin. Of this visit, Bell 

later wrote, “He [Lord Elgin] proposed a great treat to his friends. He entertained an 

ingenious notion that, by exposing the natural figure of some of our modern athletes in 

contrast with the marbles, the perfection of the antique would be felt.” 39 The athlete in 

question was a pugilist, and no sooner had the comparison begun than the audience forgot 

about the Parthenon frieze in their excitement over the anatomy of the boxer. Young 

aristocratic men, including the essayist Jonathan Swift, artist William Hogarth, poet Lord 

Byron, and the Prince of Wales (George IV) reveled in the inherent manliness of the 

sport, and of the prizefighters themselves. Boxers were weapons unto themselves, and 

they exercised a control over their bodies that many of the young gentry admired. It was 

felt that fist-fighting not only encouraged manly values but also preserved society from 

more violent forms of confrontation such as knifings and shootings. In France, an 

increasing focus on sport during the latter nineteenth century rested in part on the desire 

to control and regulate this type of fighting in order to channel excess energy and the 

desire to compete into contests that centered on fair play and structured physical 

activity.40   

                                                
39 Marcia Pointoin, “Painters and Pugilism in Early Nineteenth-Century England,” Gazette des 
Beaux Arts, October, 1978, 132. 
40 This can be seen, for example, in the transition from the ancient sport of village football, which 
was little more than an organized, frenzied, drunken battle, to the modern sport of rugby, which 
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This connection between fighting, manliness, appropriate masculine interaction 

and civil society was not limited to England. In America, Thomas Eakins, who figures 

prominently in chapter two of this dissertation, painted three large canvases of pugilists at 

various stages in well-organized and highly orchestrated matches attended by all levels of 

society. He also photographed his students playfully boxing and roughhousing as a means 

of studying anatomy and motion (Fig 19). Even Caillebotte felt its influence, as a playful 

picture of the artist and a companion pretending to fight attests (Fig. 12). In that image, 

the two are stripped to the waist and appear to be wearing the same white pants and shoes 

as in another photograph showing the artist lounging with rowing friends. While 

Caillebotte awkwardly thrusts his fist towards his companion’s face, the second man 

stands rigid, arms thrust outwards, as though mimicking the effect of a hard punch to the 

nose. The scene takes on the feeling of excess energy, as though having finished their 

rowing exercise for the day, the two friends are riding a wave of adrenaline and act out 

the ancient sport as a means of continuing the fun and camaraderie of their initial activity.  

Although France was slower than England and the United States to adopt both 

athletics and the aesthetic of the athletic body, by the time Caillebotte began his sporting 

pictures, such issues had become normalized in French cultural life as well. Early in the 

nineteenth century, many critics were less concerned with the specifics of the body type 

than with the question of male nudity in art. The Revolution of 1789 was intended to free 

the French body from the tyranny of outward social signifiers such as dress and wigs. 

This was a period that was constantly experimenting with the implications of fashion and 

other outward means of identity. In this atmosphere, representations of the male nude, 
                                                                                                                                            
retained a great deal of physicality but transformed into a game with elaborate rules and a code of 
conduct. For more on developments in sports and organized games in France, see Richard Holt, 
Sport and Society in Modern France, Archon Books, Hamden, CT, 1981.  
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even in a classical setting, might invoke anxiety in the viewer, who could not help but see 

the heroic male nude as little more than an undressed Frenchman.41 Focus on physical 

culture helped shift this view by the end of the century. For example, in La Revue 

athlétique, first published in 1890, the author takes his readers through a thought 

exercise, asking them to imagine the kinds of bodily deformities they would surely 

encounter at a modern public swimming bath such as knobby knees, stomach paunch, and 

weak posture. This unfortunate image is then contrasted with the gloriously nude 

physique of the ancient Greek athlete, whom the author assumed would look exactly as 

existing sculpture portrayed him.42 The embarrassing comparison was intended as a call 

to action.  

The idea of men using bathing spaces to compare the physical manifestation of 

their masculinity to that of others was not new. An 1858 cartoon by caricaturist Honoré 

Daumier presents the famed public bathing space at the Four Sous as an opportunity for 

observation as much as cleanliness or entertainment (figure 13). A second cartoon from 

the same year also spoofs public bathing and masculine bodies, as two self-satisfied men, 

one extremely corpulent and one ridiculously skinny, light their cigarettes after a swim 

(Figure 14). The viewer is aware that at least for these two, such an activity has clearly 

not done its job. If French men were to live up to their Classical predecessors and 

compete with their current foes, they were going to have to take such activities much 

more seriously.  

In Caillebotte’s paintings, the artist experiments with the body as a working 

machine and as the embodiment of both an art historical modernism and an incarnation of 
                                                
41 See Abigail Solomon-Godeau, Male Trouble: A Crisis in Representation, Thames and Hudson 
Ltd, London, 1997.  
42 G. Strehly, ‘Causerie sur la Gymnastique,’ La Revue athlétique 1, January 25, 1890: 26. 
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the physicality modern France strove to achieve as a bulwark against its political peers. 

Both Caillebotte the cantonier and Caillebotte the painter became a part of the drive to 

literally and physically strengthen both the body and the body politic. In so doing, he 

became an important figure in the history of sports in France, a key albeit sometimes 

misunderstood member of the Impressionist group, and a significant purveyor of 

modernity in art. 
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CHAPTER 2 
CAILLEBOTTE’S CONTROVERSIAL BATHERS 

 
During the late nineteenth-century masculinity was synonymous with the control 

of appetites and emotions, along with power over one’s environment. By this period the 

concept of sexuality had been disassociated from biological sex; sexual identity was 

therefore not immutable but rather a quality that could be enhanced or lost based on 

behavior.43 A male who let his desires take over, or who allowed others to control him 

physically or psychically, risked the possibility of compromising his status as a man. 

Athletics could of course ameliorate some of this societal anxiety, but it continued to 

exist nonetheless. The potential remained for the conflation of domesticity and self-

display with feminization and by extension of feminization to be confused with 

homosexuality. In this context, the appearance of Caillebotte’s controversial nudes Man 

at his Bath (1884) (Fig. 7) and Man Drying His Leg (1884) (Fig. 23) was shockingly 

inappropriate for the period.  

The images remain surprising and difficult to reconcile even today, so that the 

sexual implications have lately come to eclipse all other potentialities for these two 

works. Viewed closely, however, these paintings challenge not only normative sexuality, 

but also issues of class, modernity, artistic friendship and inspiration, the 

phenomenological experience of viewing art and the twin concepts of interiority and 

privacy. In much of the most recent literature on the artist, the sexualized reading of Man 

at his Bath and Man Drying His Leg has influenced interpretations of other important 

works in the artist’s oeuvre, including the rowing pictures. It therefore becomes 

impossible to fully examine the connection between the rowing pictures, late nineteenth 
                                                
43 Judith Butler explores the psychology behind this shift in Gender Trouble: feminism and the 
subversion of identity, Routledge, New York, 1990. 
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century athleticism and the evolving definition of successful masculinity in Caillebotte’s 

rowing pictures without fully parsing the two works under discussion in this chapter.  

Caillebotte was a consummate dandy-flâneur, and in another chapter of this 

dissertation, I argue that he successfully transitioned the flâneur from the streets of Paris, 

its usual haunt, to the newly developed leisure space of the Yerres River. In so doing, 

Caillebotte imbued the dandy figure with a new athleticism, but maintained its position as 

an active observer of the world around him. At the same time, an important portion of 

Caillebotte’s oeuvre is set in the domestic interior, including a number of transition 

scenes where figures, especially well-dressed men, gaze outdoors, the domain of men, 

from indoors, the feminine sphere.44 This exploration of transition can be seen, for 

example, in Young Man at the Window (1875) (Fig. 24), two versions of The Man on the 

Balcony (1880), A Balcony (1880) and, assuming a male viewer, View through a Balcony 

Grille (c. 1880) and A Balcony in Paris (1880-81). In his paintings, the artist also 

                                                
44 For more on the balcony/window as a liminal space in Caillebotte’s painting, see Michael Fried 
in Broude, ed, 50-57. The theory of “separate spheres” can be traced back to the ancient Greeks 
(Aristotle, Politics) and in the early nineteenth-century was famously articulated by Alexis de 
Tocqueville in Democracy in America (1840). In industrializing countries during the nineteenth 
century, home and workplace were increasingly separated, and this concept conveniently 
explained why women had to be assigned to the home sphere while the natural destiny of man 
was the public sphere. Examining the implications of “separate spheres” has a long history in 
feminist criticism and theory, starting in the modern age with Betty Friedan in The Feminine 
Mystique (1963). It has also been examined in developmental psychology, notably by Erik H. 
Erikson in "Inner and Outer Space: Reflections on Womanhood," in The Woman in America, ed. 
Robert Jay Lifton, Boston, 1965, in political theory by Hannah Arnedt and Margaret Canovan, 
"Chapter II: The Public and the Private Realm," The Human Condition, University of Chicago 
Press, Chicago, 1998 and by mid-century historians in works such as Barbara Welter, “The Cult 
of True Womanhood: 1820-1860,” American Quarterly, 18, Summer 1966, 151-74 and Aileen S. 
Kraditor, ed, Up from the Pedestal: Selected Writings in the History of American Feminism, 
Chicago, 1968. See also Robert A. Nye, Masculinity and Male Codes of Honor in Modern 
France, Oxford University Press, New York, 1993, Rosalind Rosenberg, Beyond Separate 
Spheres: Intellectual Roots of Modern Feminism, Yale University Press, New Haven, 1982, and 
Lynn Abrams, The Making of Modern Woman: Europe 1789-1918, Longman, Harlow, 2002. 
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occasionally gathers his fellow flâneurs in the more public spaces of his home for the 

enjoyment of masculine pursuits, as in The Bezique game (1880) and the unfinished 

Billiards (1875-76). He further examines the spaces in his own home by painting rooms 

frequented by the family, such as in Luncheon (1876).  

In Man at his Bath and Man Drying his Leg, however, Caillebotte takes the 

viewer into the heart of the domestic arena, the most private, and therefore most 

feminine, room in the home. That expectation of privacy was also fundamentally 

connected to class. As the French historian and sociologist Georges Vigarello has noted 

“The exclusion of others became an obligatory element in the cleanliness of the elite at 

the end of the nineteenth century.”45 All figural artwork is voyeuristic to some extent, but 

by placing the viewer in a space in which there is an absolute expectation of privacy, the 

artist makes this the dominant feature of the two paintings. The body, in a space created 

to prepare the self for public display instead betrays the body by exposing it to the outside 

world well before it is ready.  

Caillebotte clearly had an interest in depicting men—at home, at work, on the 

street, engaged in both active and passive leisure, alone or with companions. To include 

naked men in the act of bathing is to celebrate the whole existence of modern man, and to 

position the modern undressed man as part of a philosophical history that aligns the nude 

body with concepts such as “truth” and “beauty.”46 As the original historian of the nude, 

                                                
45 Georges Vigarello, Concepts of Cleanliness: Changing Attitudes in France since the Middle 
Ages, trans. Jean Birrell, Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, 1988, 216. 
46 For more on the history of the nude, see Paolo Fabbri and Peter Weiermair, The Nude: Ideal 
and Reality: from Neoclassicism to Today, Painting and Sculpture, ArtificioSkira, Florence, 
2004, Frances Borzello, The Naked Nude, Thames and Hudson, New York, 2012, Flaminio 
Gualdoni, The History of the Nude, Skira, Milan, Italy, 2012, Margaret Walters, The Nude Male: 
A New Perspective, Paddington Press, New York, 1978, François de Louville and Edward Lucie-
Smith, The Male Nude: A Modern View, Sarema, Surrey, UK, 1991.  
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Kenneth Clark noted in relation to the Greeks, depicting men in the nude “expresses 

above all their sense of human wholeness. Nothing that related to the whole man could be 

isolated or evaded.”47 A decade and a half into his career, Caillebotte pushed his special 

project—the male body—into the final frontier. 

Long considered the basis of classical art theory, the representation of the male 

nude itself came under suspicion during the early nineteenth-century. Abigail Solomon-

Godeau notes, “This new discomfort with an aesthetics and an erotics of masculine grace, 

sensual beauty, and bodily display can be interpreted as a sign of cultural transition; it 

marks the passage…to sexual modernity.”48 The shift in preference from a sensuous 

Apollo Belvedere to a more insistently masculine Farnese Hercules to Venus and her 

exotic Odalisque counterparts (Fig. 25) reflected society’s uncomfortable awareness that 

these images could provoke reactions of a base nature in addition to, or even instead of, 

the officially sanctioned spiritual and intellectual reaction. The codification of bourgeois 

gender ideology and the increased presence of women at expositions and in museums 

added to this discomfort.49 The female nude had been synonymous with “carnal desires 

and sensual appetites” and the male nude with “lofty or heroic ideals.”50  By the 

beginning of the July Monarchy in 1830, however, the decency of the male nude had 

been called into question, at least in painting, and had lost its privileged position in the 

hierarchy of art to the female nude. It retained, however, its theoretical superiority, 
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especially in certain academic circumstances, such as the Prix de Rome contest at the 

École des Beaux-Arts.51   

While the male nude was traditionally portrayed as mythical or biblical, the 

female nude was more elastic and could also be justified through a program either of 

realism or of romantic Orientalism, both of which were focused on the contemporary 

world rather than the ancient world. For Jacques-Louis David, for example, the “nude 

signified art because it signified antiquity…nudity was the guarantor of art’s aesthetic 

power to ameliorate a stratified and fractured society.” 52 By the time of the unveiling of 

his Interventions of the Sabines in 1799 (Fig. 26) the male nude, especially in the 

company of dressed females, had become problematic and even scandalous. It was so 

shocking that David was forced to defend his work with an address entitled, “On the 

nudity of my heroes.” 53 Rather than acting as an aesthetic common ground, changing 

social politics, as well as ideals for gender, made classicism seem affected and foreign to 

contemporary French values.54 In 1853, Realist Gustave Courbet solved the problem of 

the male nude by stripping him of his classical heritage and placing him in one of the 

very few situations in which contemporary French citizens might publicly view a scantily 

clad man in the flesh—during a wrestling match at a fair (Fig. 18). In doing so, he made 

explicit the connection between permissible nudity and the performance of sport in 

French art.  
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The acceptability of the nude in art had long rested not only on the idealization of 

the body, but also on the notion that fine art somehow enjoyed a state of heightened 

morality that rendered moot any association between the nude body in painting or 

sculpture and any real world issues such as sexual desire, eroticism, prostitution, 

homosexuality, or venereal disease. Nudity in art was not the same as nudity in real life, 

and therefore the nude figure was not a representation of the real, but of the ideal. Under 

this rubric, the artist was freed from suspicion of vulgarity, and viewers were able to 

enjoy the unclothed figure without recrimination. Starting at mid-century, challenging 

this easy making/viewing position became one of the tenets of moderns. This was done at 

times by making the viewed aware of the spectator, or by eschewing the trappings of 

history, mythology or Orientalism that firmly divorced the figure from modern French 

life, but it was most often accomplished by painting an unidealized body. In his bathing 

paintings, Caillebotte presents the latter, male to boot, in a setting that is unabashedly 

germane to modern Paris. By doing so, he positions himself on the absolute vanguard of 

that tenet of modernism.  

Furthermore, by depicting a man in a bathroom setting, the artist clearly 

challenges normative sexuality (as has been noted by recent scholarship), but I argue, 

also tests the limits of the concept of the flâneur; if sexual identity could rest on factors 

beyond the limit of the physical body, did the flâneur also require a setting and activity 

appropriate to his station to hold onto his status as flâneur? In her important chapter on 

Caillebotte’s male figures in Bodies of Modernity, Tamar Garb notes, “the male nude had 

traditionally been used as a vehicle to signify abstract truths and lofty aspirations, not the 
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mundane day-to-day functions of contemporary men.”55 While that is certainly true, here 

Caillebotte challenges the elasticity of the flâneur concept rather than simply presenting a 

naturalistic rendering of daily activity, therefore rendering his bathers as potential lofty 

aspirants after all.  

Recent scholarship has rightly noted that despite his privileged gender and class 

status, some of Caillebotte’s paintings of the male body are ambiguous, suggesting a 

sense of discomfort and displacement within society. As Tamar Garb further elucidates, 

“he produced an image of modern man that is never exclusively either a representation of 

the self or the other, never exclusively subject or object. Processes of identification and 

objectification, mirroring and distancing, co-exist in this practice.”56 His male figures are 

considered subversive because they are unresolved; the artist does not provide the viewer 

with an absolute relationship to the subject of the painting. Are we looking at an 

undressed flâneur? A lower-class worker of the type portrayed in The Floor Scrapers 

(1876) (Fig. 1) or The House Painters (1877)? An artist’s model? 

For Caillebotte’s contemporaries, it was only when his explorations of the body 

became overt, as they did in his nude bathers, that the propriety of his images were called 

into question. Although Caillebotte had been invited to participate in an exhibition at Les 

XX in Brussels in 1888, a review of the show in La Chronique suggests that the 

organizers found Man at his Bath distasteful and it was eventually hidden from view.57 

Literary theoretician Peter Brooks has noted, “Most of the time, the body maintains an 

unstable position between such extremes (the primary narcissism of psychoanalysis and 

the enemy of spiritual perfection to religious ascetics), at once the subject and object of 
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pleasure, the uncontrollable agent of pain and the revolt against reason.”58 This unstable 

position was unacceptable to late nineteenth-century medical professionals, moralists and 

social critics. An increasingly urban society, with outwards signs of class blurred by mass 

manufacturing and the availability of cheap good and transportation, the development of 

psychology, the nascent feminist movement and other factors all increased the sense that 

the world was dangerously in flux, without anchor or immutable truth. For many, this 

anxiety became located in gender, with the attempt to define it and to definitively 

differentiate between male and female, masculine and feminine. Artists and writers 

reacted by reinforcing or subverting gender norms in an effort to explore their own 

personal and societal anxiety.  

The normative man was “virile, manly, masculine, vigorous, healthy, vital”59 but 

most of all, he was in control. He looked, in fact, just like Caillebotte and Martial in a 

photograph taken of the two brothers in 1886 (Fig. 16). Although Caillebotte never 

married, we have no written evidence that the artist doubted his own masculinity or 

sexuality, or failed to perform appropriately in that manner. In 1883 and 1889 updates to 

his will, Caillebotte left twelve thousand francs and a small house on his Petit-

Gennevilliers property to Charlotte Berthier,60 a woman listed in the 1891 census as a 

“friend” and member of the Caillebotte household.61 There is such a lack of concrete 

evidence concerning the artist’s private life that this tantalizingly vague piece of 
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information can be used in any manner of argument—Berthier becomes mistress or 

beard, depending on the scholarly case her presence is intended to support.  

While a successful marriage and the birth of children certainly played a role in 

normative masculinity, artists of the period often remained at least officially unattached. 

It is true that many eventually married their mistresses late in life, but that was an 

opportunity that the artist, who died barely middle-aged, would not have had. On the 

other hand, there is no suggestion of illegitimate children, and the Caillebotte’s financial 

situation did not preclude support of a wife or family in order to pursue artistic aims. 

Even lack of family support is unlikely to have been a deciding factor in the final half 

decade of Caillebotte’s life, when both his parents had passed away. In any case, 

regardless of whether Caillebotte’s relationship to Berthier was sexual in nature, as art 

historian and queer theorist Michael Hatt writes, “Whatever else manliness might have 

been, it always connoted a man’s power over himself, his appetites and emotions, and 

over his environment, both geographical and social.”62 The artist’s wealth, athleticism 

and confidence assured that power, despite his refusal to marry and have a family.  

Caillebotte did paint during a period of increasing interest in, and regulation of, 

sexuality.63 Once considered simply vices, in the 1870s and 1880s French medical 

practitioners, psychologists and sexologists began to view certain sexual behaviors, 

including masturbation and homosexuality, as perversions.64 Thus such behavior became 

abhorrent, and the individual who practiced it was himself considered abnormal. In his 
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history of masculinity in France, Robert Nye notes, “the presence of symptoms of 

perversion was often taken to be adequate proof that the individual in question was a 

pervert, so that a behavior was converted into an identity.”65 Historically, sodomy was a 

grouping of forbidden acts perpetuated by a person, whereas in the nineteenth century, 

the person himself became homosexual. As Michel Foucault noted, “It was 

consubstantial with [the nineteenth-century man], less a habitual sin than as a singular 

nature.”66 Foucault traces the birth of modern homosexuality to an article in Archiv für 

Neurologie, written by Carl Westphal in 1870, which characterized homosexuality not as 

a type of sexual act but rather as a particular sensibility that inverted traditional masculine 

and feminine within oneself. Thus enacting laws against particular acts was no longer 

sufficient to protect French norms and mores—a holistic, all-encompassing program was 

necessary to inoculate French men and boys from such a fate.  

Normative sexuality and strict gender roles were important signifiers in the fight 

for social control in mid-nineteenth century France. The acceptability of gender fluidity 

was tied to other types of social upheaval, such as that experienced during the July 

Monarchy (1830-48). A novel such as Théophile Gautier’s (1811-1872) Mademoiselle de 

Maupin, which included cross-dressing and same sex relationships, is an example of such 

fluidity. By the June Days of 1848, sexual flexibility had been rejected along with any 

notion of class or social fluidity. Such a sense of society in flux was no longer exciting, 

and social order was to be maintained at all costs. Although the term homosexual (or 

invert) did not yet exist as a medicalized problem, by mid-century there were clear 

distinctions between masculine and feminine, and an early labeling of people engaged in 
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same sex relations as antiphysique (men) or tribade (women).67 It is interesting to note 

that such a term for a man would translate roughly to “against nature,” referring to broad 

concept, while the name given to such women refers primarily to the act itself.  

By the time Caillebotte attempted to display Man at his Bath, homosexuality was 

undergoing a transformation from crime to mental disease. Leading psychiatrists of the 

day hypothesized it as an innate predisposition, theorizing that at some point during 

development, a female brain had developed in the body of a male, resulting in a 

homosexual.68 This “problem” was termed “moral hermaphroditism,” and was hotly 

debated during the mid-1880s, exactly the years when Caillebotte was painting his 

bathers. It is possible to see his men in the bathroom as acting out just this kind of 

duality—a masculine appearing man, but in a feminine setting—a male interior with a 

female exterior. Reaction to the painting can be couched in a similar manner, as more 

than anything, offending the deep desire of contemporaries for rigid categorization. 

Caillebotte’s masculine looking men, displayed in a space for women (both in terms of 

the subject matter of the painting and the male figure as “viewed”) were just too 

ambiguous to be easily sorted out.  

In France, the development of ideals of manliness was tied to the concept of 

honneur, related to the Latin honestās, meaning virtue, nobility or integrity. As in the 

ancient world, such attributes could be ascertained through a person’s deportment, 

including correct posture, gesture, movement, etc. became a visual reinforcement of inner 

strength and righteousness. Aristotle’s axiom that “healthy walking means walking as a 
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healthy man would walk”69 would certainly ring true for nineteenth-century readers 

concerned with the proper development of the body. Manliness in early modern Europe 

was associated primarily with the martial virtues of strength and courage, but by the turn 

of the nineteenth century spiritual and moral aspects also played a role. Honor became 

something that a male member of the bourgeoisie could gain or lose. It was not an inbred 

quality but was a part of an individual’s identity that “radiated out from [him], producing 

signs that could be read by those who knew the code.” 70 As the eighteenth century 

waned, the old nobility lost its monopoly on the concept of honor. In the world of 

business and work, honor became attached to reputation. Honesty, skill and good work 

habits, as well as the observance of certain social rituals, defined this quality in an 

increasingly broad manner.71   

In view of these beliefs, Man at his Bath represents a confused hodgepodge of 

signifiers. On one hand, the figure is clearly strong and muscled, with excellent posture. 

These factors suggest a robust personality capable of successful masculinity. How then 

could this man find himself so easily compromised, publically caught naked and 

performing a mundane task that quickly strips him of his masculine power and honor? In 

this sense, the painting acts as the visual manifestation of the underlying fear and 

uncertainty experienced by late nineteenth-century men (and perhaps the painter himself) 
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in confronting their own sense of masculinity, and the fear that they too will be exposed 

as lacking.72    

During the early Third Republic, doctors, psychiatrists and social commentators 

publically and insistently wrung their hands over the state of French masculinity in 

general. At the same time, threats to the traditional patriarchal family from the emerging 

feminist movement were seen as an attack on French manhood and traditional morality. 

When, for example, Marshal MacMahon assumed the French presidency in 1873, he 

declared his first order of business “the reestablishment of moral order in our country.”73 

His pronouncement was intended to cover a wide variety of threats to the “moral order,” 

including prostitution, divorce and homosexuality. Commentators feared that the capacity 

to reason, their ascendency of the professional life and their involvement in cultural 

achievements, exactly those qualities positively attributed to bourgeois masculinity, were 

draining men of traditional male qualities such as physical strength and martial 

astuteness. This, in turn, would create a power vacuum in society, allowing women to 

assume societal supremacy and completely turn civilization on its head.  

It is in this context that Man at his Bath has recently been considered. In this 

work, a man stands with his feet planted sturdily, and dries himself. He is clearly in a 

bathroom, and the tub, wooden bathmat, a chair draped with clothing and the man’s boots 

surround the figure. The history of the bath in art goes back to antiquity, and was 

commonplace in medieval manuscripts that depict mixed gender bathing.74 By the 

nineteenth-century the bath in art had become a place for the female nude. This change is 
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certainly partly the result of the historical shift from bathing in public bathhouses to 

bathing in the domestic setting, an arena associated with the feminine by this period. 

When bathing is performed privately, viewing someone at his or her bath becomes a 

voyeuristic action that potentially questions the position of the viewer in a manner not 

problematized by a public bath setting.  

Although the room is austere and the color palette virtually monochromatic, these 

factors alone cannot overcome the undressed male himself. Utterly absorbed in his task, 

the man provides a prurient thrill that is at once titillating, confusing and threatening to 

nineteenth century social and artistic norms. There is no biblical or mythological screen 

to contextualize the nudity of the figure. It is left to the body itself to claim its power and 

dominance, and there is no protection for the male artist, from “a body which both 

mirrors his own and functioned as a forbidden erotic object.”75 Even more disconcerting, 

in Man at his Bath, the figure is life-size, and the size and positioning of the canvas 

practically requires that the painting be hung so that the buttocks are approximately eye-

level to the viewer. Additionally, Caillebotte has located the figure at the very front of the 

picture plane. We do not even view him from afar, but from right behind the man, within 

the confines of his shadow. The man is little more than an arm’s length away, his back 

and buttocks just out of reach of an outstretched arm. Not only is the body here 

encroached upon, but as viewers we are also implicated as intruders. We have, perhaps 

unexpectedly and unintentionally, invaded the man’s privacy.  

The unidealized male nude problematizes not only the relative position of the 

painter, but the viewer as well. Placing the viewer within the confines of the picture plane 

is a technique Caillebotte had earlier utilized in his sporting pictures Oarsmen (1877) 
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(Fig. 2) and Oarsman in a Top Hat (1877) (Fig. 3), to be discussed in later chapters. In 

those paintings, the artist included the spectator as coxswain and passenger, providing an 

exhilarating synesthetic experience for the viewer, who, located within the confines of the 

boat, can almost feel the wind in his hair and the sun on his face, as he is rhythmically 

jerked back and forth with its motions. Such a viewer could easily and unproblematically 

imagine the total experience of being in the boat, enjoying the camaraderie and fresh air. 

The two bathing pictures, however, compromise that easy involvement so that instead of 

adding a layer of pleasure to the viewing experience, they engender a sense of anxiety 

and unease.  

Simply by inserting a male into a scene so dominated by images of females in the 

art historical discourse of the period, Caillebotte subverts normative gender roles. If a 

nude male is the viewed, for example, who is the viewer? If, as is generally agreed by 

scholars of the period, “vision is typically a male prerogative,”76 than such a viewing may 

call into question the sexuality of the viewer as well as that of the figure being viewed. 

This thoroughly modern scene of the body caught in a mundane action leaves the viewer 

to wonder uncomfortably, “Why am I here?” According to Kirk Varnedoe and Thomas 

Lee, who wrote the 1976 catalogue for the Caillebotte retrospective in Houston and 

Brooklyn, “Among Caillebotte’s numerous views of private, interior life, this is 

simultaneously the most anonymous and the most intimate.”77 While that is certainly true, 

it is that intimacy that makes this painting discomforting for the viewer and fascinating 

for the modern scholar. Not only does the painter thrust the viewer into the scene 

visually, but also as Michael Fried points out, he creates another version of the 
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synesthetic experience, in which the painter desires the viewer to actually feel the 

“chafing sensation of the towel against the skin.”78 Again, the phenomenological 

approach is similar to the one that Caillebotte employed in some of his rowing paintings 

from the previous decade, especially Oarsmen and Oarsman in a Top Hat. There, 

however, the sensory experience has the effect of a virtual vacation day on the river 

rather than an interrupted moment that is either simply awkward, or awkward in the 

excitement it produces. 

The variety of textiles found in Man at His Bath fail to cover the man’s 

nakedness, and thus serve to enhance his vulnerability. His cloth coat and boots are 

uselessly strewn around a chair, divorced from their purpose of covering and protecting 

the body not only from the elements but from prying eyes as well. The image also 

contains three white sheets. The curtains in front of the man hide him from the outside 

world but not from the viewer’s eyes, and the towel the man uses to dry himself occupies 

his attention but fails to cover the most fraught areas of the body. Finally, the sheet on the 

floor in the right corner may be a larger towel, or a type of sheet commonly used in 

bathing to mitigate the coldness of the metal tub.  

In Man Drying his Leg, the presence of identical curtains indicates that the setting 

is the same bathroom. Once more the man is absorbed in drying himself with a towel, 

which again fails to provide any protection. In each case, the towel serves the same 

purpose as the luscious or varied textiles of countless Odalisques or reclining women in 

art history, contrasting texture with flesh to enhance the impact of the undressed body. 

Additionally, in Man Drying his Leg, the man’s right elbow becomes a masculine version 

of the Venus pudica pose, calling attention to the genitals through the act of covering 
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them. Here the lower arm stands in for the type of conveniently placed sword found in 

Neo-classical works such as Jacques-Louis David’s The Intervention of the Sabine 

Women (1799) (Fig. 26).  

Although acknowledging the connection between effeminacy and bathing, the 

scholar Anne Distel believes that in Man at his Bath, Caillebotte subverts the disjuncture 

of picturing a man bathing by masculinizing the action of the man: “This is not a ritual of 

self-indulgence—the man towels himself with an almost violent intensity and 

impatience.”79 Additionally, Anthea Callen argues that the rigid pose was meant to 

invoke “modern stoic virility” reminiscent of David’s heroes. In practice, the painter 

could not quite achieve his goal, illustrating both the “discursive limits of the ‘acceptably 

masculine,’” and revealing the extent to which bathing had become so entrenched as a 

feminine subject. She notes that the “picture is so odd, so unfamiliar, as to verge on the 

comic: a David soldier with a bath towel?”80 For Callen, neither the nudity nor the sense 

of intrusion can remove masculine authority, a status inherent to the figure that cannot be 

lost based on outward signifiers. Here Distel and Callen stand between Kirk Varnedoe, 

who even in 1987 saw no “problematic overtones” in the painting, which he described as 

“severe,” “sober” and grounded in a “rectilinear architecture,” and Michael Fried, who 

equates the act of the man drying himself with masturbation.81   

The bright white color and malleability of the textiles serve as a foil not only to 

the wood on the floor and the cold metal of the tub, but also the hardness of the body 

itself. Although the figures in both pictures are muscular, they have a sinewy strength, 
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not evident in Caillebotte’s healthy, ruddy, and more softly muscled athletes. The pallid 

skin of both figures, coupled with the large, unattractive left foot, sunburned neck and the 

hint of a bruised or blistered right toe in Man Drying his Leg suggest that these men are 

working-class. They are illustrations of the type of model available to artists during the 

nineteenth century, men “with [their] muscles unequally developed by the labour of his 

trade, —pale and shivering.”82 While previous artists may have attempted to heroicize 

that body when translating it to canvas, here Caillebotte embraces the reality of the 

model.  

In Charles Baudelaire’s essay The Painter of Modern Life (1859), the poet 

describes the type of figure more typically found in bathing scenes—women associated 

with prostitution—by noting that “(e)ach human being bears the distinctive stamp of his 

trade, a characteristic which can be translated into physical ugliness, but also into a sort 

of ‘professional’ beauty.”83 Baudelaire goes on to lament that most artists do not possess 

the courage or imagination necessary to see the potential in these women, and in the 

women’s ability, even if by accident, to strike a noble or beautiful pose. Caillebotte’s 

male bathers certainly bear the unattractive physical marks of the type of trade available 

to them. At the same time, the artist experiments with the potential nobility of the pose, 

especially in Man at his Bath. Here the figure represents a challenge to the skill and 

imagination of the artist—does he possess the acumen to convey a professional beauty or 

nobility despite the physical ugliness of the figure? 
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Man at his Bath is often compared to Caillebotte’s Nude Woman on a Couch 

(1882) (Fig. 17).84 That painting, complex in its positioning of the couch, and its 

unresolved issues of scale, nonetheless fits within the odalisque tradition of nineteenth-

century France. In the same vein, the figure in Man at his Bath is situated within an 

academic tradition of painting the male nude; the severe pose, locked, “into a strong grid 

of horizontals and verticals,”85 recalls countless academic studies of the period. Although 

replacing the towel with a spear, for example, might solidify the pose as academic, here 

the man gazes down at himself rather than straight ahead, exposing the soft skin of the 

back of the neck and the figure’s appearance of vulnerability.86 This man looks no one in 

the eye—he cannot be imagined to challenge a foe, real or implied. Additionally, there is 

nothing heroicizing or classicizing about the setting or his specific action in toweling 

himself dry. Instead, Caillebotte follows Baudelaire’s call to be a painter of modern life, 

by translating a classical motif into a thoroughly modern setting. As the poet wrote in The 

Heroism of Modern Life (1846): “The nude— that darling of the artists, that necessary 

element of success—is just as frequent and necessary today as it was in the life of the 

ancients; in bed, for example or in the bath.”87 Similar to Gustave Courbet, who thirty 

years earlier painted his Wrestlers (1853), Caillebotte found a place that a modern French 

man might actually be unclothed. By placing his own nude male in a bathroom, 
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Caillebotte strove to embody the Baudelairean painter, who was always looking for the 

new.  

It was an experiment that, considering contemporary and modern reactions to the 

work, seems to have gone awry. In fact, recent scholarship has suggested that this 

painting is almost crushed under its problematic sexual overtones. In 2002, Tamar Garb 

noted, “the importance of Caillebotte’s Man at His Bath lies in its capacity to represent a 

consummate image of phallic wholeness while it simultaneously betrays its own lack.”88 

For example, the shape of the buttocks, and in particular the area in which the buttocks 

meets the lower back, has vaginal implications.89 The artist avoids explicit exhibition of 

the genitals in both paintings—hiding them with the man’s elbow in Man Drying his Leg 

and by turning the figure away from the viewer in Man at his Bath, where he provides 

just a suggestion of their presence between the spread legs of the figure. In doing so, he 

presents a man who is irrefutably male, and yet it is still possible to question his 

masculinity. The figure is preoccupied with his towel, caught off guard and vulnerable to 

penetration. It is as though, in nineteenth century terms, the man has literally been 

“inverted”90—the male, penetrative sexual organ replaced by the buttocks, a surrogate for 

the female, penetrated organ.  

The man in this painting has no art historical precedence—although academically 

posed, he is in a genre setting. As Garb further notes, his stance and musculature, as well 

as the lack of mythological cloaking insist that he not be equated with the ephebe figure 

common to Neo-Classical art. At the same time, although the buttocks are muscled, they 
                                                
88 Garb in Broude, ed., 193. 
89 The potential vaginal implications, and Caillebotte’s highlighting of such possibilities, is 
explored in Garb, Bodies of Modernity, 50-51. 
90 “Sexual inversion” was a popular term during the late nineteenth century used to refer to 
homosexuals, whom experts believed had been born with reversed or inverted gender traits.  
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are not clenched in the manner of a Farnese Hercules, whose clamped thighs and cheeks 

leave no potential avenue for penetration.91 Furthermore, the one pop of color in an 

otherwise monochromatic setting is a spot of yellow found on the rattan seat of the chair 

peeking out from beneath the man’s coat. This draws the viewer’s eyes to the chair and 

by extension, to the man’s semi-hidden genitals. The suggestion of effeminization and 

potential homosexuality appears so strong as to eclipse other potentialities for 

Caillebotte’s bather.  

Even without such a prominent display of the body or overt homosexual subtext, 

the simple act of bathing could suggest problematic masculinity. An awareness of the 

body’s effluence and a desire to control how one looked and smelled was certainly part of 

the “civilizing process” famously explored by sociologist Norbert Elias. It was in the 

aristocratic courts of 16th century France (and the Italian states) that a gradual refinement 

of noble manners took hold most firmly. The concept of civilization (civilisé, cultivé, 

etc.) was intended to reinforce a dichotomy between the aristocracy and others, who the 

former identified by quality of behavior as socially inferior. By the mid-eighteenth 

century, “civilization” was defined as the opposite of barbarism. The concept came to be 

understood not as a state, but as a process of continuous evolution, no longer entirely 

dependent on one’s social position at birth. A challenge to the dominance of the 

aristocratic French version of civilization arose amongst the bourgeois and reformers.92  

A fine and oft shifting line developed between avoiding the bodily excesses (stink, sweat, 

and other bodily secretions) of the barbarian, and too great a focus on luxury and the 

details of manner and comportment at the expense of the greater ideal, which could be 
                                                
91 Garb, Bodies of Modernity, 52. 
92 Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: The History of Manners and State Formation and 
Civilization, Blackwell, Oxford, UK and Cambridge, MA, 1994, 39. 
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potentially complicit in the weakened state of masculinity. As historian Christopher Forth 

notes, “Culture threatened to soften the bodies and minds of the citizenry.”93 The 

softening, of course, was the opposite of its intended effect, and some new focus was 

necessary to realign civilization with a physically strong masculinity in the service of 

commercial and martial dominance.  

In the decades following the end of Napoleonic rule, French writers explored the 

post-nobility intersection of honor and manliness, and the subtle differences between 

those who had been born to high status, and those who had earned it. As Honoré de 

Balzac noted, “there is no nobility anymore, nothing more than an aristocracy.”94 The 

new concept of meritocracy retained some of the noble criteria, but added military 

qualities such as utility, competence and benevolence back into the equation of 

masculinity and civilization. Athletes were increasingly recognized as possessing, and 

participation in sports as encouraging, the same qualities as the successful man in 

business, politics, social life and the military—they were physically strong, hard-working 

and dogged in pursuit of a specific goal. 

In the early part of the nineteenth century, men were regularly warned against 

bathing too often, lest it weaken their sexual drive (women risked infertility). More 

regular bathing became somewhat acceptable beginning in the 1860s following the 

advent of germ theory by Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch, which focused attention on the 

connection between good hygiene and disease prevention. It was not until a series of 

cholera outbreaks in the mid-1880s, precisely the years these works were made, that 
                                                
93 Christopher E. Forth, “La Civilisation and its Discontents: Modernity, Manhood and the Body 
in the Early Third Republic,” in Christopher E. Forth and Bertrand Taithe, eds, French 
Masculinities: History, Culture, and Politics, Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, UK, 2007, 89. 
94 Honoré de Balzac, Le Cabinet des antiques in Oeuvres complete, Editions de la Pleiade, 1947, 
p. 459. 
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social reformers and health officials began to encourage regular bathing for medical and 

cosmetic purposes. Cleanliness, not just in appearance but also in scent, became an 

important new way for the wealthy to distinguish themselves from the poor.95 

Nevertheless, bathing in private was still construed as an indulgence, something for 

women perhaps to enjoy, but for men to simply endure. To take too much pleasure in 

one’s bath was unseemly. As late as 1898, the idea of submerging oneself in a tub similar 

to the one in the two paintings under discussion struck some as “pagan, almost 

wicked!”96  

Public bathing was a different issue altogether—a place of homosocial leisure, or 

even perhaps a means of strengthening one’s masculinity. In 1865, for example, the 

famed caricaturist Honoré Daumier published a cartoon in which a muscular man claims 

that cold baths help develop the biceps (Fig. 18). His skinny companions appear 

impressed and yet skeptical of such a claim.97 Cold water had been understood as a 

therapeutic treatment for over a century by this point, and was increasingly credited with 

strengthening the muscles of the body. Cold water was associated with strength, frugality, 

energy and liberty, while warm water was disdainfully linked to weakness, extravagance, 

fragility and the aristocracy.98 As bathing at home became increasingly normalized at the 

                                                
95 Neil Blackadder, “Merdre! Performing Filth in the Bourgeois Public Sphere,” in William A. 
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end of the nineteenth century, ideals of hygiene and pleasurable luxury became entwined 

with the ritual of washing. That aspect of pleasure further associated warm water and 

home bathing with the feminine. As early as the 1840s, Balzac furthered the association 

between bathing and prostitution, already a well-known trope in nineteenth century art, 

and connected courtesans with extremely wealthy women as the two groups of Parisians 

who spent a great deal of time on their bath—the one due to her profession, the other to 

her immense leisure time.99  

Despite the many famed bathing places and mentions in the private press, 

according to statistics, by 1850, the average Parisian bathed only three to five times a 

year. Most public bathing houses were located on the right side of the Seine, where the 

wealthiest districts were located, or to the west of the Rue Saint-Denis, the area where the 

new bourgeois congregated after 1830.100 As Norma Broude has pointed out, the division 

of female private undress and male public undress had a long art historical precedence as 

well.101 For example, the Neo-Classical heroic male nude tended to find himself in a 

public space, such as a battlefield or military camp. From the Renaissance through the 

nineteenth century a female nude—Venus, Danae, Susannah, and by the early nineteenth 

century, the Odalisque—was more likely found alone or with a close companion while 

undressed.102  

However, there is more to Caillebotte’s bathers than the possibility of 

transgressive sex, and more to the confluence of the nude in art and late nineteenth-

century masculinity than has been previously explored. In his work on the male nude, 
                                                
99 Honoré de Balzac, Splendeurs et Misères des courtisanes, in Oeuvres complètes, vol. 1, 15. 
100 Vigarello, 186. 
101 Broude in Broude, ed., 154 
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Michael Hatt has argued that the dual gender assumptions so prevalent in studies of the 

nineteenth century, namely that over the course of the century, the male nude was 

replaced by the female nude as the normative representation and that the male nude was 

problematic because of increasing societal awareness and concern over homosexuality, 

while not without merit, are somewhat simplified. He notes that the male nude reemerged 

in academic paintings during the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Additionally, 

many of the public campaigns and popular tracts concerning transgressive sexuality were 

actually hetero-based, and tended to revolve around the dangers of female sexuality.103 

The loss of the Franco-Prussian war in 1871 focused French attention on 

athleticism and physical strength, while unambiguous representations of the male nude as 

manly and physically dominant again moved out of a purely academic setting as they 

became increasingly seen as patriotic and celebrated in the popular press. In an 1871 

cartoon, entitled Arms of the City of Paris, for example, fault for the loss of the war is 

found in the fully clothed but effeminate Frenchman, who is no match for the successful 

masculinity of the nude, muscular Prussian (Fig. 19). While the male nude was no longer 

as prevalent as the female nude, in and of itself it was not shocking or transgressive—as 

in so many other instances, acceptability depended on context and representation. 

A number of Caillebotte’s Impressionist colleagues, including Edgar Degas, 

Édouard Manet, Camille Pissarro and Mary Cassatt also painted bathers. Like Degas and 

Pissarro, Caillebotte’s two bathers gaze away or are turned away, rarely engaging with 

the viewer directly. In Manet’s pastel Woman in a Bathtub (1878-79) (Fig. 20), a woman 
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who may have been the artist’s mistress Méry Laurent, uses a small, shallow tub like that 

of Degas women, but faces the viewer, acknowledging the presence of the painter/viewer. 

Manet also included such a viewer confrontation in his much earlier The Surprised 

Nymph (1859-61). Pleasure that may result from viewing the bathers of Degas, Pissarro 

and Caillebotte is about voyeurism. It is about the unknown and forbidden. For Manet, 

pleasure issues from being welcomed into the space, or at least acknowledged. For 

Cassatt, the act of bathing was an intimate, sensuous experience exploring the pleasure of 

touch, one that could act as an illustration of maternal love and devotion. This was 

perhaps most famously illustrated in The Child's Bath  (1893). As a female artist, 

Cassatt’s bathing place was an exclusively feminine space, while for Caillebotte it 

appears exclusively male. Not so with Manet, Pissarro and especially Degas, whose 

bathing scenes are almost all heterosocial, inclusive of both the female bather in the 

painting or pastel and the male painter/spectator/client. Interestingly, a similar distinction 

is found in the boating images of the Impressionists, explored in a subsequent chapter of 

this dissertation, in which the majority are heterosocial scenes, while Caillebotte’s remain 

predominantly homosocial in nature.  

Norma Broude has suggested that Man at his Bath and Man Drying His Leg were 

an attempt to play with Degas’ toilette images, two of which—Squatting Woman Seen 

from Behind (c. 1877) and Woman Leaving the Bath (1877) (Fig. 21)—were owned by 

Caillebotte.104 In Woman Leaving the Bath, a young woman climbs awkwardly out of a 

tub similar to the one seen in Man at his Bath and Man Drying his Leg, about to be 

wrapped in a large white sheet by a maid. The sheet is identical to the one discarded on 

the floor in Man at his Bath. In his own work, Caillebotte mutes the opulence of 
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decoration evident in the wallpaper, curtains and carpeting in Woman Leaving her Bath, 

and replaces a voluminous, fabric-covered armchair with the austere wooden chair, an 

attempt to masculinize the space his bathers inhabit. The period around 1884 was when 

Degas was making his most famous images of a single woman in the act of bathing. Man 

Drying his Leg, made in 1884 and set in the same bathroom as Man at his Bath, is 

especially reminiscent of Degas, with its sketchy brushstroke and the absorption of the 

figure in the act of bathing. Although the man does not display his buttocks, the sketchy, 

impressionistic brushwork, unusual for Caillebotte, suggests a formal femininity not 

evident in the hard edged, more smoothly textured Man at his Bath, whose brushwork 

would have read as more masculine to contemporary audiences.  

Both Man at his Bath and Man Drying his Leg are set in a room designated for 

bathing. Although opulent bathrooms, some with piped water, have existed for hundreds 

of years, in 1838, Paris still boasted 1,013 baignoires à domicile (water-sellers who 

brought portable bath tubs and hot water to customers’ apartments) and only 2,224 fixed 

baths.105 As late as 1908, only four percent of Parisian households had bathrooms with 

running water. When Mary Cassatt moved into her new country home in 1894, for 

example, she quickly installed indoor plumbing, though she ruefully noted that such an 

activity made her seem “demented” to her French neighbors. 106 Regardless of other 

luxuries or technological innovations they included, mid-nineteenth century Parisian 

homes almost never included bathrooms. Interestingly, as the century wore on, more 

apartments were designed to have washrooms, which might even include running water, 

but they did not have dedicated, large tubs like the one Caillebotte illustrates. Instead, the 
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washrooms were tiny annexes off bedrooms, nothing like the overlarge room 

Caillebotte’s bathers enjoy. It was only around mid-century, and then just in the most 

opulent of Parisian mansions, that large rooms with tubs meant to be submerged in began 

to appear.107 During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, continuous innovation and 

public works projects allowed for the invention of the modern bathroom—a specific 

room in the home with heated, running water, designated for bathing and eliminating.  

Caillebotte’s room is clearly set aside for bathroom tasks. Although we see no 

concrete evidence of plumbing, it is possible that we are looking at the foot of the bath, 

with the taps reaching beyond the picture plane on the right. On the other hand, similar 

looking copper and tin baths were advertised in 1842 and shown at the Great Exhibition 

in London in 1851; these often had small furnaces attached to one end to heat the water, 

although the baths still had to be filled and emptied by hand. The tub shown here is likely 

too large and heavy to move about; baths often first gained a permanent home because 

they were cumbersome to transport or were attached to a stovepipe for heating, not 

because they were necessarily plumbed.108 Additionally, the tub appears to be made of 

enameled cast iron, which only replaced marble and wooden ones lined with lead or 

copper as the norm in the early 1880s.109 Metal tubs, warmer than marble and less prone 

to rust or decay than wooden versions, were certainly a sign of modernity in 1884.The 

wainscoting on the walls also suggests that preparations had been made to protect the 

walls from splashing water.  

In any case, Man at his Bath is tantalizingly vague about whether or not there is 

water in the tub. The top of the inside of the bath is certainly a lighter color than the 
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middle inside of the tub, but this could be a function of light reflection or might indicate 

that the sides of the tub are still wet up to the waterline but the water itself has been 

drained. Visually, the most noticeable aspect of the tub interior is not water but rather the 

bright white in the far corner that represents light reflecting off of the tub’s metal surface. 

As careful as he was to delineate the fresh, wet footprints that the man has made on his 

journey from tub to mid-floor, the lack of clarity about water in the bath seems 

purposeful. If it is plumbed, then perhaps the water is still draining, accounting for the 

darker colored metal. If it is not plumbed, but still empty, how would a servant have had 

time to empty the entire tub before the man’s footprints began to dry? Are we as viewers 

to believe that Caillebotte has watched this man take a bath, or do we understand it as an 

obviously contrived and staged situation? This disjunction becomes yet another method 

to explore what it means to be the painter of modern life. The artist purposefully 

obfuscates just how modern the setting actually is, while at the same time reinforcing the 

notion of artifice—either the bathroom itself is quite modern in its design, or it is not, and 

the painter has created a deliberate impossibility in the scene that intentionally ruins the 

illusion of reality.   

As evidenced in these paintings, the first permanent bathrooms in the type of 

homes owned by the wealthy were converted bedrooms, needlessly large for the task at 

hand, and often with decorative flourishes such as curtains. It is tempting to see 

Caillebotte’s bathers in the context of their settings—wealthy for sure, and potentially 

technologically modern. This may even be Caillebotte’s bathroom. After all, the artist 

regularly painted his own living room and dining room, and the floors of his family home 

being refinished. Each of the six bedrooms in the Caillebotte’s large apartment in Paris 
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on the rue de Miromesnil had an adjoining dressing room (likely similar to the one 

Caillebotte depicts in Woman at her Dressing Table, c. 1873), but the family shared a 

single bathroom, which may or may not have been plumbed at the time this painting was 

made.110 The apartment did, however, contain a hot water heater in its basement that 

served the building, suggesting that their bathroom may have included a tub made 

stationary by its attached furnace.111 In any case, a lack of plumbing would not be 

suggestive of retrograde modernity but rather the presence of servants to fill and empty 

the bath. The tub in the Caillebotte’s home was made of cast-iron enamel, reminiscent of 

the one in the painting.112 If the setting for Man at his Bath and Man Drying his Legs is 

not the Caillebotte’s own bathroom, than it is at least one that could logically be found in 

a home such as theirs.  

If Caillebotte is quoting or even punning on Degas bather images, many of which 

show the woman bathing in a small, moveable tub located in what is assumed to be a 

prostitute’s room, then both the representation of the men themselves and their setting 

suggest not just gender subversion, but class commentary as well. In both cases, the 

model is a hired person. Even if the male bather is not as automatically associated with 

prostitution as is the case with Degas’ women, he is nevertheless controlled by the whim 

of the painter, his body the source of at least professional, if not necessarily personal, 

pleasure. The gender of the figure in Caillebotte’s bathing scenes invites the viewer to 

associate both himself and the painter with the hired hand, raising culturally 

uncomfortable questions about the meaning of control over one’s physical body and the 

availability of that body to others. This viewer-generated discomfort was of course not 
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present in Degas bathers. Despite complaints that the women were vulgar or ugly, they 

never presented the danger of representing “self” to the viewer, and always remained 

firmly entrenched as “other.”  

Scholarship on Caillebotte nearly always repeats a dictum popular with 

contemporary commentators, who noted that he was extremely rich, but that he always 

worked to lessen the class differences between himself and his Impressionist colleagues. 

His exploration of the male bather could be evidence of both portions of that statement—

here the artist attempts to work within the confines of a traditional impressionist subject 

matter, combining a bather and modern life, and even employing sketchy brushwork in 

Man Drying his Leg. At the same time, his wealth and status allowed him play with or on 

those themes in any manner he saw fit. In this case, Caillebotte is exploring a variety of 

modernisms—art historically, by attempting to bridge Impressionism and academicism in 

a single work of art, so that the figure becomes an art historical quotation in the manner 

of Manet, and historically, by presenting the “truth” about the state of modern man at the 

end of the nineteenth century—“muscular, masculine, and yet curiously defenseless.”113 

These images do deal with unresolved gender issues, but also with Caillebotte’s 

experimentations as to his place as a painter in relation to academicism and art historical 

paradigms. In many of his paintings of women dressing or in the nude, scholars have 

noted that Caillebotte plays with the idea of “the gaze,” so important in painting during 

the latter part of the nineteenth century. Gloria Groom identifies Man at his Bath and 

Man Drying his Leg as the ultimate experiment with the male gaze as “visual 

commodity.”114 The bathing pictures are also concerned with unresolved class issues that 
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existed between Caillebotte and his Impressionist colleagues regardless of his attempts to 

lessen them, and even those that existed between artist and model. In this sense, we might 

profitably consider the two works under discussion as related to Caillebotte’s Floor 

Scrapers (Fig. 1) from a decade earlier. There, the artist clearly equates the physical labor 

of painting and floor scraping. This was an obvious connection for some of Caillebotte’s 

contemporaries, as evidenced by an anonymous 1882 caricature of the artist himself as a 

floor scraper-cum-millionaire.115  

Both subjects, of course, also allowed the artist to explore the lithe, undressed (or 

semi-dressed) male, providing him the opportunity to exhibit his skill at painting the 

entire anatomy—not just skin and muscle, but sinew and bone structure as well. In the 

bathing canvases and in Floor Scrapers, the artist/viewer watches working class men, 

likely pictured in the artist’s home, absorbed in their respective tasks. If he so clearly 

identified himself, or at least his profession, with that of the floor scrapers, it is 

reasonable to assume the same personal identification between artist and bath-taker. 

Michael Fried argues that the combination of such absorption and the simultaneous 

manner in which the figures physically reach towards the viewer in Floor scrapers is at 

the same time an “affirmation of and dialectic response to Manet’s liquidation of 

absorption in the interests of faintness.”116 I would argue that although faced away from 

the viewer, the confrontational size of the figure in Man at his Bath and his placement 

within arm’s reach in the picture plane achieves that same duality, and that as such it 

constitutes yet another means of exploring the type of modernity associated with Manet’s 

innovative paintings of the previous generation.  
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The academic pose of Man at his Bath reinforces the notion that we are not 

looking at a painting of a man bathing, but rather a working model, potentially posing in 

the artist’s own bathroom. That the artist has not idealized the body, as was common in 

academic canvases, further emphasizes the artifice of the scene, forcing the viewer to ask 

himself what a man, who is so clearly working-class, is doing in a type of bathroom only 

available to the well-off? At the same time, the figure’s gender calls into question 

contemporary assumptions concerning the model’s relationship with the painter. By the 

mid- to late-nineteenth century, the model “type” was assumed by popular imagination to 

be first of all female, and secondly, sexually available to the painter. This was, of course, 

a cultural shift from the early part of the century, when the model was assumed male and 

his identity away from modeling was immaterial. The academic pose muddies the 

distinction, so that such a representation can be read as either the painter’s sexual fantasy, 

or his attempt to recapture a moment when painting and being painted were both the male 

prerogative. In that case, the bathing man becomes the beau idéal still associated with 

École des Beaux-Arts in the 1870s and 1880s, embodying only the noblest of qualities.117  

In reminding us that the figure in the painting is a working model, Caillebotte 

reinforces his status as worker/employee, much like the floor scrapers. With the illusion 

of the painting’s reality shattered, it becomes as much a reminder of painting as artifice as 

Manet’s The Spanish Singer (1860). The image as artifice is further emphasized by the 

manner in which Caillebotte handled the paint on both the large sheet and the bathmat, 

which is looser and less blended then the painting as a whole. Up close, the cloth in the 

bottom right corner becomes less a crumbled white sheet partially hidden in shadow and 
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more a collection of paint—white, of course, but also with blues, peaches and even flecks 

of green. More jarring is the bathmat itself. The broad brush strokes, unblended colors 

and heavier impasto on this section of the canvas transform the square of wood in front of 

the tub from a bathmat into a proxy for the artist’s palette. Finally, there is a tantalizing 

connection made between the artist’s large signature in the bottom left corner and the 

bathmat-cum-palette created by the wet footprints of the model, creating a dark, diagonal 

dotted line between the two so that the Caillebotte effectively includes two artist’s 

signatures, one on either side of the naked man. The footprints themselves, of course, also 

act as a dual mark denoting not only that the man in the painting has travelled from this 

point to that point, but as a further “mark” of the artist. He too, was there.  

By painting his version of the beau idéal in a setting and using brushwork 

common to Impressionism, and then further reinforcing the artifice inherent in such a 

scene, Caillebotte created what amounts to a manifesto. By the time the artist created 

Man at his Bath and Man Drying his Leg, Impressionism was a decade past its first 

revolutionary exhibition, and its status as avant garde was quickly being eclipsed by a 

new generation of painters, including Paul Signac (1863–1935) and Georges-Pierre 

Seurat (1859–1891), with whom Caillebotte had become friends and sailing partners with 

after retiring to his vacation home in Petit-Gennevilliers two years earlier. Like many of 

his Impressionist colleagues during this period, Caillebotte grappled with the direction of 

his work.118 In the nearly life-size canvas of Man at his Bath, Caillebotte writes two new 

stories for Impressionism. The first leads back to the male-dominated scenes of the Neo-

Classical period, which found a harmony between avant garde and official painting, so 
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that Impressionism might take its rightful place as an important development within a 

seamless trajectory of nineteenth-century painting. In this vein, it is notable that the most 

famous art historical precedent for a man and his bathtub is of course Jacques-Louis 

David’s Death of Marat (1793) (Fig. 35).119 This status for impressionism, self-evident 

today, was in no way guaranteed it in 1884.120  

At the same time, the bathing pictures constitute a continued effort to break away 

from illusionistic painting, creating a scene jarring even to a viewing public that was 

becoming increasingly used to seeing the artifice of painting. In this he aligns himself 

with the original modern artist, Manet. The two threads of the story are not as disparate as 

they appear, since Manet himself was always interested in working within the confines of 

the academic art world. At the same time, Manet was soon to become the focus of a new 

generation of critics, such as Roger Fry and Clive Bell, who would conceive of Manet as 

the starting point of modernism, the prevailing trend in twentieth-century art. Having 

wedged himself into both the dominant nineteenth and soon to be dominant twentieth-

century trajectories of art, it would seem that Caillebotte perfectly hedged his bets for 

inclusion, regardless of the how the art historical winds blew.  

It is ironic that due to his early death, his technical status as amateur and his 

patronage of other Impressionists, Caillebotte was dismissed as a major artist for nearly a 

century after his death. When he was finally resurrected as a painter, these statement 

pieces seemed  to fit all too well into popular methodologies such as queer theory, so that 

only some aspects of what the artist was attempting garnered scholarly attention. Of 

                                                
119 That work has also, of course, been noted for its pathos and sense of vulnerability.  
120 For evidence of this, one need look no further than the troubles caused by the Caillebotte 
bequest, which I detail in the introduction.   
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course, Caillebotte could not know any of this in 1884, and perhaps whatever 

gender/class/sexuality anxieties and potentialities are read into the painting may not have 

mattered to the artist, who was ensconced in his life on vacation at this point. He did not 

need to sell his work and was therefore less constrained in his choices than most other 

working artists, and freer to explore artistic and social boundaries. As a June, 1879 article 

by the caricaturist Bertall noted, “The confidence of the Independents could, moreover, 

not be better placed. If we can believe in completely authorized sources, Monsieur 

Caillebotte, a charming young man, among the best brought-up, is sitting on an income of 

about a hundred thousand francs: that is something to assure independence forever.”121 

Nevertheless, these pendant works remain crucial in decoding Caillebotte’s motivations 

as a painter throughout his career, and elucidating the meaning of many of his figurative 

works, especially those of sportsmen on the Yerres River from the previous decade. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

                                                
121 Varnedoe (1987), 218 
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CHAPTER 3 
THE SPORTING PICTURES OF CAILLEBOTTE AND THOMAS EAKINS 

 
While his contemporaries in France tended to focus on heterosocial leisure scenes, 

often in the out-of-doors, Caillebotte expressed his need for, and joy in, male friendships, 

masculine activity and homosocial space.122 He was joined in this by the American artist 

Thomas Eakins (1844-1916), who was also known for the paintings of athletes he made 

during the last quarter of the nineteenth-century. Both artists focused on sports that they 

were intimately familiar with, either as participants or avid spectators, including rowing, 

sailing, swimming and boxing. Their images of men participating in such activities drew 

attention to the bodies of the men, leaving Eakins in particular open to contemporary 

criticism from American audiences uncomfortable with nudity, and calling the sexuality 

of both artists, or at least their potential for transgressive sexuality, into question for 

modern scholars.  

Despite the many tantalizing similarities, there are no major art historical 

comparisons of the two artists; instead the Caillebotte literature often contains a few 

sentences noting the similarity in subject matter, while Eakins scholarship ignores the 

Frenchman altogether. In his seminal 1987 tome on Caillebotte, for example, Kirk 

Varnedoe noted that the two artists were “sometimes parallel in choice of subject, they 

share also the desire to combine truth to vision with truth to inner experience—though 

their sensitivity to the latter differs considerably.123 Eakins is generally classified as one 

of the consummate American Realist painters and Caillebotte a major figure in the 

French Impressionist group, and on the surface they seem to have lived starkly different 
                                                
122 See Hollis Clayson, Paris in Despair: Art and Everyday Life Under Siege (1870-71), 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 2002 for more on the male bonding picture in France after 
the Franco-Prussian War and Caillebotte’s continuation of that phenomenon. 
123 Varnedoe (1987), 13. 
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lives. However, there are surprising overlaps in their artistic training and backgrounds. 

The two artists were born just four years apart, and both were the oldest children in 

families with successful fathers. Although the wealth of the Eakins’s did not approach 

that of the Caillebotte’s, family money provided for both artists and a professional career 

was not a financial imperative for either. Both men also received formal artistic training 

in Paris. Although Eakins primary teacher was Jean-Léon Gérôme, both Eakins and 

Caillebotte studied in the atelier of Léon Bonnat, a realist painter who encouraged his 

students to achieve anatomical preciseness in their work, a lesson that was taken to heart 

by both artists. Interestingly, the crux of their art training took place directly after war 

had traumatized their respective nations—Eakins from 1866-1870, following the 

American Civil War, and Caillebotte in the years subsequent to the Franco-Prussian War. 

Although they did not overlap at Bonnat’s studio, and Eakins expressed disdain for the 

emerging Impressionist style, both seem to have taken to heart the lessons of their 

drawing master. They eschewed the historical, oriental or mythological themes favored 

by the French Academy in favor of the modern subject matter of the Realist artists who 

preceded them.  

In choosing sportsmen as his subject, Eakins promoted a rough and tumble, 

against the grain type of manliness that he believed, or hoped, he himself embodied.124 

As Robert B. Johnson wrote in A History of Rowing in America (1871), rowing was “the 

                                                
124 By contemporary American standards, Eakins was failure as a man. He avoided military 
service during the Civil War, had an extended bachelorhood, lacked the ability to support himself 
financially, resided at his parents house during adulthood, and practiced a profession that at least 
in American suggested effeminacy. By portraying sportsmen, Eakins attempted to associate 
himself with a successful masculinity that was more physical in nature, effectively changing the 
parameters of manliness. See Martin Berger, Man Made: Thomas Eakins and the Construction of 
Gilded Age Manhood, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, University of California Press, 2000, 
chapter 1 for more on this topic.   
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noblest, manliest, and approaching to the scientific, of any game, or sport, or play, in any 

nation, clime or country.”125 For Caillebotte, painting athletic activity allowed the artist to 

celebrate masculine pursuits and dedication to a cause. In their respective works, the two 

painters illustrate a desire for belonging, and each used painterly technique and fidelity to 

detail to prove that they were part of the world they painted. Both Caillebotte and Eakins 

painted their series of rowing pictures during the 1870s, while their respective nations 

recovered from the horror of war on their own soil and began to enjoy the increase in 

leisure time and mobility that resulted from the Industrial Revolution. Both artists are 

unique in their choice of subject matter—no other fine artists of their era devoted serious 

attention to athletic homosocial rowing or sailing scenes (as opposed to those intended to 

convey individual or heterosocial leisure, or that focused mainly on the surrounding 

landscape). In America, Currier and Ives printed its first lithograph of oarsmen four years 

before Eakins exhibited his first rowing picture (Fig. 22).126 The British sporting press 

also had a long history of illustrating its subjects,127 and commemorative prints intended 

for sale to spectators was gaining momentum anywhere the sport was popular and 

therefore profitable. Such images were inexpensive to purchase and were often thought of 

as souvenirs to an experience or a wished upon experience rather than as “art.” Although 

images of rowers frequented the popular press, they were considered “peculiar” and 

                                                
125 Helen A. Cooper, Thomas Eakins: The Rowing Pictures, Yale University Art Gallery, New 
Haven, CT, 1996, frontispiece. 
126 Currier and Ives described themselves “Publishers of Cheap and Popular Pictures” and their 
shop on Spruce St in Philadelphia was akin to a lithography factory, turning out over a million 
prints between 1835 and 1907 in categories such as “Disaster Scenes,” “Sentimental Images,” 
“Famous Race Horses,” and dozens of others. From Currier and Ives, “Currier and Ives—The 
History of the Firm,” http://www.currierandives.com, accessed April 1, 2014. 
127 See for example Paul Goldman, Sporting Life: An Anthology of British Sporting Prints, British 
Museum Publications Ltd.,  London, 1983 and Thomas Sawyer, Noble Art: An Artistic & Literary 
Celebration of the Old English Prize-Ring, Unwin Hyman, London, Sydney, Australia and 
Wellington, NZ, 1989. 
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“unsellable” as subjects for serious painting.128 Lithography and cheap woodcuts that 

portrayed often-mundane everyday activities were more advertisement than fine art, and a 

meeting of the two was seen as both confusing and in bad taste.  By choosing to paint 

rowers in a fine arts manner and as participants in actual races, Eakins both appropriated 

his subject matter from the popular press, but also rejected the kinds of boating scenes he 

might have witnessed in the salons of Europe—leisure scenes, holiday rowers, and those 

that utilized boats only as part of a larger riverscape.129  

Rowing appealed to Eakins on a number of levels. Like Caillebotte, Eakins was a 

rower, and was knowledgeable concerning the equipment, the landscape of the river and 

the participants. In choosing to paint rowers, both men focused on a subject with which 

they were intimately familiar, and one that was conceived of as modern. An 1868 

observer in America argued that “No recreation, no method of exercise, no out-door or 

in-door sport, offers less temptations and more advantages than rowing…there is no more 

certain way of fitting the mind and heart for vigorous labor and reception of careful 

culture than by putting the body in perfect condition.”130 Although art historian Helena 

Cooper related this statement to Eakins work, I would argue that it fits Caillebotte’s 

mission just as well. In another chapter of this dissertation, I examine Caillebotte’s 

mission to rehabilitate the French flâneur after the Franco-Prussian War by relocating 

him from the streets of Paris to the surrounding rivers, thereby allowing him to continue 

his modus while imbuing him with the unproblematic masculinity more acceptable in the 

                                                
128 The first from an exhibition review in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, April 27, 1871, and 
the second from a letter sent from Gérôme to Eakins upon receipt of a watercolor of a rower in 
1873, from Elizabeth Johns, Thomas Eakins, the Heroism of Modern Life, Princeton University 
Press, Princeton, N.J.,1983, 34 
129 Cooper, 27. 
130 Charles A. Peverelly, The Book of American Pastimes, The American News Company, New 
York, 1868, 116-117. 
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post-1871 culture. As the above quote maintains, rowing was clearly the optimal method 

of achieving a normalized masculinity for the flâneur. In Eakins case, the lessons he had 

learned while studying in France made rowing a natural choice. From Gérôme, Eakins 

came to understand the portrayal of the heroic male nude as the pinnacle of artistic 

achievement, and from Bonnat, the importance of anatomical precision.  

Eakins is probably one of the few who would have appreciated Caillebotte’s Man 

at his Bath when the artist attempted to exhibit it the following decade. Writing home on 

May 9, 1868 while studying in Paris, Eakins complained to his father: 

When a man paints a naked woman he gives her less than poor 
Nature herself did. I can conceive of few circumstances wher[e]in 
I would have to make a woman naked, but if I did I wouldn[‘]t 
mutilate her for double the money. She is the most beautiful thing 
there is [in] the world except a naked man but I never yet saw a 
study of one exhibited. It would be a godsend to see a fine man 
model painted in a studio with bare walls.”131 

 
Although Caillebotte’s bather is in a modern bathroom rather than against a blank studio 

wall, he is certainly painted without affectation, idealism or association with the 

mythological or historical. The two might have commiserated on the reception of their 

respective controversial nudes—when Eakins exhibited William Rush Carving His 

Allegorical Figure of the Schuylkill River (1876-77) at the Society of American Arts in 

1878, a New York critic complained, “What ruins the picture is much less the want of 

beauty in the model…than the presence in the foreground of the clothes of that young 

woman, cast carelessly over a chair. This gives the shock which makes one think about 

nudity—and at once the picture becomes improper.”132 For both artists the root cause of 

                                                
131 William Innes Homer, ed., The Paris Letters of Thomas Eakins, Princeton University Press, 
Princeton, NJ and Oxford, 2009, 210.  
132 Museum label for Thomas Eakins, William Rush Carving His Allegorical Figure of the 
Schuylkill River, Philadelphia, PA, Philadelphia Museum of Art, February 8, 2014.  
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controversy was their absolute commitment to the reality that the painted nude 

represented a living model.  

Additionally, for both men, rowing was intimately associated with the joys of 

homosocial leisure and the mental and physical benefit of exercise. It represented 

freedom and escape from the demands of their professional or personal lives. Eakins, for 

example, focused his attention on rowing and on painting scenes of rowing in the years 

during his mother’s protracted illness and in the aftermath of her death. During his 

mother’s mental decline she became distraught when he left the house, and the artist felt 

trapped in the domestic interior. Rowing was a means of escaping that burden, and of 

immersing himself in the “world of men and masculine pursuits.”133 Henry Adams 

postulates that by focusing on rowing, Eakins was not only attempting to escape his 

family troubles, but to heal himself mentally and emotionally through sheer physical 

exertion. His mission is evident not only in the subjects that he chose, but in the formal 

qualities of the work as well. “Eakins not only paints this outdoor world as a male 

environment. His strong, hard light here is also masculine…indeed rational and scientific 

in its ordered clarification and control.”134 Caillebotte too has been noted for using a 

more masculine line, in his case as compared to many of his Impressionist colleagues, 

whose brushier stroke and brighter, most pastel colors were often conceived of as more 

feminine in nature.  

Back in America, the young artist searched for a way to translate Gérôme’s heroic 

nude gladiators into a modern context, and sportsmen seemed to fit the bill. It was 

important to Eakins, as it was to Caillebotte, to paint what he knew and to capture scenes 
                                                
133 Henry Adams, Eakins Revealed: The Secret Life of an American Artist, Oxford University 
Press, Oxford and New York, 2005, 199. 
134 John Wilmerding, Thomas Eakins, Smithsonian Institution Press, Washington, DC, 1993, 20. 
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of daily life as they unfolded around the artist. Additionally, as Lloyd Goodrich points 

out, watching rowing regattas was one of the few times Eakins would have been able to 

see the partially unclothed body in motion. Elizabeth Johns considers Eakins rowing 

pictures as part of a series of images depicting activities and people he missed while 

abroad, 135 but they also act as a means of bridging those worlds in his art practice—the 

fantasy that had been his heady student days in Paris and the reality of trying to make a 

living as a professional artist in Philadelphia.  

Rowing was an immensely popular professional spectator sport in America during 

the latter part of the nineteenth century, before the reputation of the sport was sullied by 

gambling scandals and relegated to wealthy scholastic amateurs. Most major urban 

centers of the nineteenth century had navigable rivers, and boat clubs sprung up all over. 

They provided entertainment for the masses in the form of professional races and healthy 

physical activity for upper-middle class and wealthy members in the service of fortifying 

the body against the stresses of city life and office work. In Philadelphia, changes in the 

river intended to aid industrial operations resulted in a flat, easily navigable waterway 

ideal for rowing. When the city created Fairmount Park in 1855, there were already 

boathouses in existence along the Schuylkill River. The Schuylkill Navy, the oldest 

amateur athletic governing body in the United States, was formed in 1858. The first boat 

clubs in the U.S. were dubbed “navies” by their founders, as a nod to the military history 

of rowing. The command structure of the boathouses often included the positions of 

admiral, commander and commodore, while boats were referred to as barges, which 

referenced the crafts used to transport officers and crews of the Royal Navy from ship to 
                                                
135 Considering the explosion of rowing culture along the Seine during the period Eakins was in 
Paris, it is unclear why Eakins did not attempt to participate in some sort of water sports, but he 
never mentions French rowing in his letters home.  
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shore.136 Although these designations were most likely intended to be tongue-in-cheek, 

they nevertheless reveal the contemporary understanding of sport as an important tool to 

mitigate the emasculating effects of living in a less militaristic, modern urban society.  

Races and events on the Schuylkill were advertised and then covered regularly by 

local papers, and of great interest to the viewing public. These articles tended to focus 

equal attention on two facets: the precise details of the race, and the gentlemanly conduct 

of the participants. For example, on September 23, 1870, the Philadelphia Inquirer 

reported on a race between the Nassau crew visiting from New York, and a “picked 

crew” made up of members of the various clubs of the Schuylkill Navy. After noting that 

the event was attended by over three thousand spectators along the shore and in boats on 

the river, the author reported that that Nassau crew “reached the stake-boat in 19 minutes 

and 28 seconds—at least 29 seconds in advance of the picked crew. After the contest the 

visitors were escorted to the Skating Club-house, where they were handsomely 

entertained with a banquet.”137 The other salient feature common to these articles and 

advertisements is the carefully delineated attention to sportsmanship and transparency. In 

an 1868 advertisement for “The Great Sculling Match on the Schuylkill,” nearly two 

thirds of the article is taken up with a list of rules covering both the race itself, the 

appointment of a presumably impartial referee, and the purse for the race.138 These 

articles represent a small sampling of the consistent attention that racing received in the 

press during this era. 

Between 1869 and 1883, which encompassed the years that Eakins painted his 

rowers, nine boathouses were under construction along what became known as 
                                                
136 D. C. Churbuck, The Book of Rowing, Overlook Press, Woodstock, N.Y.,1988. 157-8 
137 Philadelphia Inquirer, “The Race on the Schuylkill-Success of the Nassau Club,”9/23/1870, 2.  
138 Philadelphia Inquirer, “The Great Sculling Match on the Schuylkill,” 4/22/1868, 2. 
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Boathouse Row.139 The houses made up the Schuylkill Navy, which played a major role 

in transforming rowing in America from a popular professional sport rife with 

unscrupulous practices and scandals into a respected and high-class amateur hobby. In 

boathouses along both the Seine and the Schuylkill, exclusivity was an important element 

of appeal. Annual dues were steep, and the clubs socially homogenous, favoring men of 

certain professions or alumni of particular universities. Races in large barges (not unlike 

the one Caillebotte illustrated in Oarsmen) took place on the Schuylkill as early as the 

1830s, but by the 1860s, highly trained rowers raced in streamlined sculls.140   

There are also vast differences between the rowers that the two artists portrayed, 

and their own experiences in the sporting worlds they inhabited. In exploring the body, 

Eakins’ fundamental interest was in locomotion and anatomy. In an article on Wrestlers 

(1899), Bruce Robertson observed that Eakins “had a particular interest in locating the 

precise moment in a range of motion or activity that was its most characteristic or 

essential—[a] momentary balance, full of an understanding of the forces that had led up 

to that point and laden with implications as to what comes next.” 141Eakins’s decision to 

paint the moments between the action in many of his sporting pictures is particularly 

intriguing, and contrary to Caillebotte, who always catches his rowers in the middle of a 

stroke.  Arrested action in Eakins work can be observed in all three of later boxing 

pictures, Taking the Count (1898), Salutat (1898) and Between Rounds (1899), and in 

some of his early rowing pictures, including Max Schmitt in a Single Scull (The 

Champion Single Sculls) (1871) (fig. 23), The Pair-Oared Shell (1872) (fig. 24) and even 

                                                
139 They joined two others already in existence, while a final house was built in 1902. 
140 Adams, 197. 
141 Bruce Robertson, “Thomas Eakins’s Wrestlers and the Practice of Art,” American Art, no. 3 
(Fall 2009): 88. 
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in The Biglin Brothers Turning at the Stake (1873) (fig. 25). In these images, the figures 

are caught resting, at the ready, or at the conclusion of the contest, or in the case of The 

Pair-Oared Shell, in the middle of the race, but captured at a moment of stasis, when they 

must stop their motion and change course in order to continue the race. By contrast, in 

Caillebotte’s rowing pictures, most notably in Oarsmen (Fig. 2) and Oarsmen in a Top 

Hat (Fig. 3) and all but one of the works in the Périssoires (Fig. 4-6) series, the artist 

paints his rowers right in the middle of their stroke, so that they are always in motion and 

never really still. It was instead in Eakins’ photographic studies of his students boxing 

and wrestling that he most often explored the body in motion and in interaction with 

other bodies.  

Eakins continued presentation and defense of the nude needled the American 

public to the extent that the artist was fired from more than one teaching position.142 It 

must be assumed that he either cared more about his artistic integrity than about his 

career, or that he enjoyed, on some level, challenging American Puritanism. Caillebotte 

worked within an atmosphere that accepted the nude, and it was only when he went far 

beyond its usual parameters, such as in the bathing pictures, that he found much 

resistance to his portrayal of the body. His work was rarely criticized in the press, and his 

personal life was unconnected to any major artistic controversy. Both Caillebotte and 

Eakins strove to faithfully and knowledgably render the crafts their figures propelled. 

Caillebotte endowed his anonymous rowers with a kind of athletic realism that makes it 

clear that both they and he are highly knowledgeable about the sport in which they 

                                                
142 Eakins was forced to resign from the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art in 1886, after he 
removed the loincloth of a male model to further anatomy instruction in a mixed gender class, 
and then from the newly formed Drexel Institute of Art (now Drexel University) in Philadelphia 
in 1895 for again utilizing a nude male model.  
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participate. Eakins was more interested in the theme of “perfected physical coordination,” 

a talent the painter admired in his surgeons as well as his spinners, musicians sportsmen 

and others.143 Eakins also chose to represent known rowers, whose knowledge and skill 

of their sport could not be questioned, adding a layer of assurance for his own association 

with the activities he painted.  

Not only are Caillebotte’s rowers anonymous, but the artist also does not include 

landmarks that would situate his oarsmen in a particular location along the river. By 

contrast, Eakins often carefully delineates bridges and other landmarks to exactly position 

his rowers. Max Schmitt in a Single Scull (The Champion Single Sculls) is set between the 

Railroad Connection Bridge and the Girard Avenue Bridge, while in The Pair-Oared 

Shell, the rowers are nearly under the famed Columbia Bridge.144 This preciseness 

illustrates Eakins familiarity not only with the rowers, races, and the sport itself, but the 

very specific space in which it unfolded in Philadelphia. While both painters position the 

viewer as part of the action, only Caillebotte provides a phenomenological experience for 

his spectator, putting him right into the boat. In contrast, viewers of Eakins’ rowing or 

sailing pictures are always part of the peripheral action, never the center of attention. 

They are not a rower or coxswain in the main boat, but instead in the same position as the 

artist—sitting in another boat outside the picture plane, or watching from the shore. 

Additionally, we know that Eakins was almost obsessive when it came to delineating 

perspective in his rowing pictures, making numerous drawings and studies before 

                                                
143 Wilmerding, 137. 
144 These bridges remain important landmarks for rowers on the Schuylkill. Today, the third 
version of the Girard Avenue Bridge sits just west of the boathouses along Boathouse Row, and 
crews racing on the Schuylkill know the third version of the Columbia Bridge as the one you drift 
through after finishing a race at the grandstands just west of the bridge—it is also where winning 
college crews spray paint their initials in memorial of victory. 
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executing the final paintings. Later in his career, Eakins would tell his students “A boat is 

the hardest things I know of to put into perspective. It is so much like a human figure, 

there is something alive about it. It requires heaps of thinking and calculating to build a 

boat.”145 Surely Caillebotte would agree with this statement, not only in terms of the 

painted boat, but also in its actual construction, as he labored over his own designs 

endlessly.  

Just at the moment Eakins focused his artistic attention on rowers, the sport in 

America was undergoing major changes. By the early 1870s, professional rowing had 

become a potentially lucrative occupation for a young, strong man. Purses could reach up 

to $6,000 for a single race,146 and because of the stakes involved and the ease and 

enjoyment of watching such races, successful oarsmen gained a celebrity status akin to 

that of modern professional athletes.147 Races were heavily covered in the sporting press, 

such as Leslie’s Illustrated News and the Police Gazette, and at Philadelphia’s 1876 

Centennial Exposition, rowing and sailing were the only sporting events included. Such 

an atmosphere also encouraged constant innovation and improvement in equipment. In 

1872, the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen was formed, severing ties between 

amateurs and professionals in the sport. Although professional rowing was in its heyday 

at the time, accusations of cheating and secret dealing began to disillusion the public. By 

the turn of the twentieth century, professional rowing ceased to exist in the same manner 

and many of the best professional rowers transformed themselves into college coaches. 

Interestingly, it was at the 1900 Olympics games, held in Paris, that rowing made its 

Olympic debut. Four events were contested by eight nations on a course along the Seine 
                                                
145 Cooper, 40. 
146 In today’s dollars, such a purse would be equivalent to approximately $110,000. 
147 Churbuck,18. 
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River. Even in competition with the British and Americans, it was the French crews who 

took the most medals.  

Eakins had enjoyed outdoor activities as a youth, and when he returned from 

France, he resumed his athletic interests. He was himself a rower, and likely belonged to 

The Pennsylvania Barge Club, still in existence at #4 Boathouse Row.148 Since the 

purpose of the boathouses was a combination of exclusivity and competition, the boat 

clubs of his era were a curious combination of the wealthy and the much less wealthy 

ringers. During the early 1870s, Eakins made dozens of sketches, preparatory drawings 

and oil paintings of professional rowers John and Bernard Biglin, as well his friends the 

Schreiber brothers, and the Pennsylvania Barge Club four, which included his childhood 

pal Max Schmitt.149 In early 1871, Eakins executed his first rowing canvas, Max Schmitt 

in a Single Scull (The Champion Single Sculls). Schmitt, a lawyer and fellow member of 

The Pennsylvania Barge Club, was the winner of the Schuylkill Navy’s first single scull 

races in 1866 and 1867.  

In the work, Schmitt sits in a racing boat so modern that even today it wouldn’t 

look particularly out of place in a boathouse. The wooden craft, called Josie, is 

streamlined with modern rigging, and Schmitt’s tulip blades rest on the water. As 

evidenced by the trails of disturbed water caused by the blades and boats, Schmitt has 

only just stopped his boat. His posture, facing forward, somewhat hunched over his oars, 

but head turned serves a dual purpose. He looks at the viewer, who, if he were familiar 

                                                
148 Lloyd Goodrich was told this by Seymour Adelman, who heard it from either Eakins’s wife, or 
his protégé Samuel Murray. It is also reported on The Pennsylvania Barge Club website.  
149 Schmitt and his rowing activities are mentioned in more than a dozen letters Eakins wrote 
home during the three years he studied in Paris. See Thomas Eakins and William Innes 
Homer, The Paris Letters of Thomas Eakins, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 2009. 
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with rowing at the time, would instantly recognize Schmitt, and he glances behind 

himself in the way any rower would to assure that there is room to turn his craft without 

running into shore or into another boat. In that one gesture, Eakins advertises his 

connection to a superstar, his familiarity with the minutiae of the sport, and his own 

presence.  

Behind Schmitt is a second rower, identified as the painter, propelling a modern 

shell, whose stern is labeled “Eakins 1871.” The two boats allow Eakins to illustrate both 

motion and stasis, and like Caillebotte does in his rowing pictures, to emphasize the 

duality of rowing as an individual sport that is at the same time rife with a sense of 

camaraderie and shared purpose. In the far background Eakins utilized an old, heavy 

bottomed canoe paddled by two Quaker figures to accentuate the modernity of his 

foreground figures. Although early rowing clubs often had ornate uniforms for races and 

social situations, here Schmitt and Eakins wear simple white singlets. Eakins exhibited 

Max Schmitt in a Single Scull at the Union League of Philadelphia’s third art reception in 

April 1871, marking his professional debut as a painter in Philadelphia. The work 

received mixed reviews.150  

Eakins interest in precision and a scientific process is evident in technical analysis 

of the work, which reveals incised lines and pinholes in the underpainting, suggesting 

that the artist transferred preparatory sketches directly onto the canvas. When Eakins 

work came to critical attention in 1874, his friend and fellow artist Earl Shinn described 

the painter as “a realist, an anatomist and mathematician: that his perspectives, even of 

                                                
150 Darrel Sewell, Thomas Eakins, and Kathleen A. Foster, Thomas Eakins, Philadelphia Museum 
of Art, Philadelphia, PA, 2001, xxvii. 
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waves and ripples, are protracted according to strict science.”151 Such attention to fidelity 

led early Eakins scholars to argue that the painting was “photographically exact.” More 

recent examination suggests that the painting is actually a mishmash of views, as if boat, 

landscape, man, etc. were put together from various sketches to suit the scene the painter 

wanted to project.152  

According to Michael Leja, Eakins’s “realism” is deceptive. The artist “has taken 

obvious liberties to ensure the clarity and legibility of this narrative of movement and 

action.”153 To emphasize the story he is telling, Eakins inserts deliberate inaccuracies into 

the work. The oar puddles in front of each boat, for example, would in reality dissipate so 

that the puddles furthest from the boat would be much less distinct. This is not the case in 

the work, where all of the oar puddles are equal. Leja argues that this feature of the 

painting is intended to stop or compress time, so that the still image includes not just a 

single arrested moment, but incorporates the past as well. Furthermore, the spacing of the 

oar puddles and the wake created by the boats piloted by both Eakins and Schmitt are off 

as well, so that the boats are moving either impossibly fast for the wake to have not 

dissipated, or ridiculously slow for the oar puddles to be so closely spaced.  

Scholarship on Eakins tends to argue that these inaccuracies were an attempt to 

convey information concerning the trajectory of the boats and the skill of the rowers, to 

enhance the story being told, and to generally present an image that feels more real than 

direct transcription.154 Yet, these mistakes constitute deliberate artifice as well. Despite 

                                                
151 Earl Shinn, “Notes,” Nation, March 12, 1874, quoted in Michael Leja, Looking Askance: 
Skepticism and American Art from Eakins to Duchamp, University of California Press, Berkeley, 
Los Angeles and London, 2004, 59. 
152 Leja, 61. 
153 Leja, 62. 
154 Leja, 63. 
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Eakins disinterest in avant-garde painting during his studies in Paris, in his rowing 

pictures he seems to have absorbed the notion, by no means common amongst academic 

or American artists of the period, that purposeful inaccuracies could and should be 

incorporated into a painting, in particular a scene of everyday life, and that this might 

increase the power of such an image. Although his artifice was likely not intended in 

quite the same manner as that Manet or even Caillebotte,155 Eakins rarely missed an 

opportunity in these images to remind the viewer that they are looking at a real place and 

at real people, who exist outside the fantasy that is the painting, and that the artist is 

intimately familiar with the scene, both real and on canvas.   

This work can profitably be compared in subject to Caillebotte’s Périssoires 

paintings (Figs. 5-8). In both cases, multiple men are shown, each in their own craft, 

engaged in a social activity that is nevertheless fundamentally individual in its 

accomplishment. In both cases, the men are dressed casually in white t-shirts, and all 

appear to be engaged in their task as practice or simple exercise rather than as an end to a 

particular means. Michael Fried has used Max Schmitt in a Single Scull to illustrate the 

                                                
155 Manet’s use of artifice is well documented and is connected by scholars to the modernist 
nature of his work. See, for example, James Rubin, Manet's Silence and the Poetics of Bouquets, 
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, MA, 1994; Beth Archer Brombert, Édouard Manet: Rebel 
in a Frock Coat, Little, Brown, Boston, 1996; Michael Fried, Manet's Modernism, or, The Face 
of Painting in the 1860s, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1996; Carol M. Armstrong, 
Manet Manette, Yale University Press, New Haven, CT, 2002. While less fully explored, 
Caillebotte has begun to receive attention for the artifice in his paintings as well, in particular as 
to the manner in which the artist reproduced his photographer brother’s camera distortions in 
some of his paintings, or included logical impossibilities using devices as mirrors in work such as 
Gustave Caillebotte, At the Café, 1880, Musée des Beaux-Arts, Rouen, France. See also Daniel 
Charles in Gustave Caillebotte, Anne-Birgitte Fonsmark, Dorothee Hansen, and Gry Hedin, 
Gustave Caillebotte, Cantz, Ostfildern, 2008. 
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importance Eakins placed on reflection in his rowing pictures. This has led Fried to 

consider the realist approach of the rowing pictures as reflective, both in terms of the 

actual reflections in the water that Eakins includes—Schmitt and his oar, Eakins and his 

boat, the foliage along the edges of the river, etc.—but also as an “activity of inward 

representation that traditionally has recognized in the production of such images a natural 

analog to its own mysterious process.”156 In two of Caillebotte’s périssoires pictures, both 

painted in 1877 and entitled Boating on the Yerres, the reflection of the oars on the water 

is of similar visual importance. Yet the water is choppier in these works, making the 

reflections more difficult to read. In the case of Caillebotte, whose works tend to employ 

a smooth brushstroke, the reflection on water allows him to combine a more linear style 

of painting seen in the top half of the image with the painterly brushwork normally 

associated with Impressionism on the lower part of the canvas.  

Two years later Eakins completed Biglin Brothers Turning at the Stake. At the 

time, the Biglin brothers of New York were among the top professionals in the country, 

and Eakins was a big fan. The painting is most likely based on a famous race between the 

brothers and Henry Coulter and Lewis Cavitt of Pittsburgh that took place on May 1872 

on the Schuylkill River. On May 21, 1872, the Philadelphia Press reported, “John and 

Barney Biglin…have rowed a great number of races and lost very few…They are both 

dapper fellows, about the medium height, well formed, and with a very determined cast 

of countenance.”157 The Biglins won the race by twenty boat lengths. Lloyd Goodrich 

noted that “the sensation of physical energy and tension make this one of Eakins’ most 

                                                
156 Michael Fried, Realism, Writing, Disfiguration: on Thomas Eakins and Stephen Crane, 
University of Chicago Press, Chicago and London, 1987, 50. 
157 “First Pair-oared Race in America,” Philadelphia Press, May 21, 1872.  
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powerful representations of the male body.”158 In this work, Eakins demonstrates his 

knowledge of the sport by illustrating a very precise rowing motion. To turn the boat, the 

rower in front sits still, while the rower in the back rows the boat around. The oarsmen in 

the stern holds his arms taut and turns his oar backwards to create tension with the water, 

while the oarsman in the bow leans forward, rowing with a wide stroke to turn the boat.  

The moment Eakins chose to paint is one of triumph—the Biglins, clearly ahead 

of their competitors in red, have just completed the tricky turn around the stake. Their 

victory seems assured. While Caillebotte’s rowers, with the exception of Oarsmen in a 

Top Hat, tend to have their faces hidden by either a hat or their position, in many of his 

rowing pictures, including this one, Eakins employs facial expression and a head tilt to 

emphasize the connection between mental and muscular action. In Biglin Brothers 

Turning at the Stake, that connection is evident in the rowers’ expressions of 

concentration and their slightly tilted heads. Although their actions appear at odds with 

each other, they are working together, carefully in tune with the actions of the other.  

In Oarsmen, Caillebotte examines a similar relationship between rowers. 

Although they row an older type of boat that is neither as streamlined in its shape nor as 

efficient in its propulsion (as it lacks outriggers to extend the breadth of the stroke), the 

figures nevertheless exert great effort in pursuit of their goal. Their focused energy is 

evident not only in their sense of concentration, but even more so it is manifest in the 

ruddy skin of their arms and fingers, and especially the cheeks of the man in the bow of 

the boat. Such skin discoloration suggests both an overabundance of time in the sun and 

an elevated heart rate from exertion. Like the Biglin's, they too appear to lack 

                                                
158 Lloyd Goodrich, Thomas Eakins, volume I, published for the National Gallery of Art, 
Washington, Harvard University Press, Cambridge MA and London, 1982, p. 83. 
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communication with each other as the man in front, head down, appears entirely absorbed 

in the action of pulling his oar through the water, while his partner behind gazes out of 

the boat altogether. In reality, these two men are in sync, each performing his task to 

move the boat smoothly through the water. Both lean forward, feet braced on the wood in 

front of them, with their arms stretched out. They are at the beginning of the stroke, just 

starting to pull their oars through the water. The man in back, in addition to rowing, is 

also charged with steering the boat, and this explains his outward-looking gaze as he 

attempts to steer a straight path and avoid other boats on the river.  

This connection is even more evident in The Biglin Brothers Racing (1872) (Fig. 

26), where Eakins portrays the Biglin's in exactly the same point in the stroke as 

Caillebotte’s oarsmen. In this case, Eakins shows the two brothers from the side rather 

than head-on, and clearly in the middle of a tight race, as the bow of a competitor is 

visible in the extreme foreground. Nevertheless, the similarities are striking. In both 

cases, the head of the man in the stern tilts down in concentration, while the bowman 

glances to the side of the boat to gauge activity on the river. Additionally, both painters 

position their rowers at the beginning of the stroke. Although the perspective in 

Caillebotte is too close-up to see the oars, in the case of the Biglin's, we can see that the 

stroke hasn’t quite begun; the visible blade is still feathered, just about to turn and dip 

into the water to push the boat through the water to victory.159 Even here, while 

portraying an actual race, Eakins still chose to portray one of the countless moments 

between the real action, when the boat is merely gliding as the rower gears up for another 

push through the water.  

                                                
159 As with the other races he portrayed, there was extensive news coverage of this event. We 
know that the Biglins won this race by 50 seconds, a huge margin in a regatta.  
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A year before Eakins painted the brothers racing, he showed the Biglins 

practicing on the Schuylkill River in The Pair-Oared Shell.160 On the surface, the subject 

of this image is John and Barney Biglin rowing on the Schuylkill. But, the faces of the 

two men are blurry, and along with the landscape of the river, sketchily rendered. What is 

sharply in focus is the boat and its accompanying technology. The outriggers are not only 

carefully delineated, but rendered in red paint to make them stand out, and the ropes that 

make up the steering mechanism (likely controlled by a foot pedal in the bow of the boat) 

are also in sharp focus. Additionally, the most salient features of the rowers are not their 

specific identities, but rather the rippled muscles of their arms, and their matching 

uniforms of white Henley shirts with blue neck plackets.161 Such an outfit would 

immediately advertise the two as competitive rowers. The true focus on the painting is 

their arms, as they project in unison out towards the viewer from the center of the canvas. 

Again, these features are mirrored in Caillebotte’s Oarsmen. In that case, although the 

matching clothing does not necessarily signify a racing team, it does suggest membership 

to a boathouse, and connects the two figures visually for the observer. More interestingly, 

of course, is the similar position of the arms in this work, which also reach out of the 

picture plane towards the viewer. This feature imbues both paintings with a sense of 

dynamism and action. On the other hand, the two men in the Eakins work appear to be 

engaged in their task, and yet there are certain inconsistencies that catch the eye. While 

the oars are in the water, there are no oar puddles swirling in the calm water in front of 

                                                
160 A pair shell is the smallest type of shell (larger shells seat four or eight rowers), in which each 
rower has only one oar. A scull is a boat in which one, two or four rowers each have two oars.  
161 Henley shirts were so named because they were popular with rowers in the English town of 
Henley-on-Thames. A version of the Henley is still worn by some teams today. Eakins pictures 
the Biglin brothers in the same shirts in a variety of paintings, so these were likely their team 
shirts.  
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the boat, suggesting that no stroke has yet been taken. There is also no water trail at the 

stern of the boat, which would have been generated had the boat been moving through the 

water.  

Between 1872 and 1874 Eakins pictured the brothers in various settings and 

actions in at least nine oil or watercolor paintings and six preparatory drawings, likely 

from a combination of memory, notes and perhaps photographs.162 These works joined 

Max Schmitt in a Single Scull and the numerous less known works he based on non-

professional rowers in the area. Altogether, rowing is the best represented outdoor 

activity portrayed by Eakins during the 1870s.163 The choice of Schmitt and the Biglins 

as his subjects suggests a desire by Eakins to align himself with success, since these men 

had already proven themselves in their chosen field, something that Eakins was 

preoccupied with doing himself at the time. By opting to paint anonymous oarsmen, 

Caillebotte does not use his subjects in the same manner. Yet, by choosing to engage with 

the increasingly popular genre of leisure water scenes portrayed by his Impressionist 

colleagues, Caillebotte’s rowers also signal an identity for their maker, and align him 

with a desired place in the art world of his time.   

Like Caillebotte, Eakins focused attention on other water sports during his career, 

including sailing and swimming. In Sailboats Racing on the Delaware (1874) (fig. 27), 

Eakins pictures the “hiker,” a small catboat with a tall mast and large sail, popular in 

racing circles around Philadelphia.164 Sailing one required a quick-witted captain and a 

physically strong crew, and its speed and propensity to capsize made watching the races 

exciting for spectators. Here Eakins pictures a sunny, windy day (evident in both the sails 
                                                
162 Goodrich (1982), 87. 
163 Goodrich (1982), 87. 
164 Goodrich (1982), 89. 
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and the choppiness of the water), perfect sailing conditions. In the boat in the foreground, 

the artist highlights the exertion necessary to participate in the sport of sailing as three 

men lean back, pulling on ropes to steer the boat while the captain checks the sails and 

yells instructions to his crew. The physicality of the sport is even evident in some of the 

small competing boats farther in the background of the image.  

As in his rowing pictures, Eakins illustrates the team aspect of the sport, dressing 

each crew in a distinctive color—blue for one crew, red for another, white for a third. The 

matching shirts of the competitors not only connect each to his own boat, but together 

suggest a patriotic gesture on the part of the artist, who is perhaps implying the 

Americaness of such a scene. It was, after all, undertaken during the frenzied lead-up to 

the Centennial celebrations held in Philadelphia in 1876. The paint handling here is 

smooth and precise, so that as in many of his rowing pictures, Eakins takes special pains 

to show the mechanisms of the boats, such as the rigging, which can be viewed on the 

foreground craft. Interestingly, Eakins focuses his attention not on the winning boat, but 

rather one, judging from the vessels around it, which is stuck in the middle of the pack.  

Caillebotte also explored the theme of sailing races in Regatta at Argenteuil 

(1893) (fig. 28). This was the painter’s final large canvas, completed the year before his 

death. It was important to Caillebotte, as it had been to Eakins, to show his familiarity 

and involvement with the sport that he is portraying. But as Daniel Charles notes in the 

catalog for the 2009 exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, the artist went beyond 

familiarity by creating the “ultimate Gesamtkunstwerk,” in which he pictured himself 

piloting a boat that he designed, supervised construction on, and raced.165 The image acts 

                                                
165 Daniel Charles, “Caillebotte and Boating” in Gustave Caillebotte, Anne-Birgitte Fonsmark, 
Dorothee Hansen, and Gry Hedin, Gustave Caillebotte, Hatje Cantz, Ostfildern, 2008, 116. 
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almost as an advertisement for his own prowess at boat design—here he pictures himself 

in a boat called Roastbeef that he had built the previous year. A preparatory sketch in 

pencil for the painting shows a close up of the painter, whose carefully delineated face 

leaves no doubt as to the identity of the figure. Still, the focus of the sketch is not the 

head but rather on his hand; the artist messily scribbled around the hand to draw attention 

to the fact that the boat is steered with just one finger. Charles imagines the painter 

saying, “See how my boats are easy and precise to helm, compared to the old monsters 

which had to be steered by a pair of fairly muscular arms! This is progress on the 

march!”166 Charles further notes that although the artist engages with modernity in the 

form of the boat itself, he employed the traditional convention of a “ship portrait” in his 

execution, showing the same boat three times in a single frame.  

The artist engaged in this is a method to a great extent in other sporting pictures, 

notably in the Périssoires (Figs. 5-7) series and in his swimming pictures, each of which 

attempt to add the dimension of time to a static image. Eakins interest and participation 

with motion study photography, and recently Caillebotte’s connection to the medium, 

through his younger brother Martial, a photographer, has been well explored. 1892, the 

year during which Caillebotte conceived and worked on Regatta at Argenteuil, also 

marked the introduction in Paris of Charles-Émile Reynaud early films, shown at Théâtre 

Optique, a watershed moment in the history of moving pictures. Just as in his bathing 

pictures, here the painter looks both back to the custom of a ship’s portrait and forward to 

the advent of film, once again positioning his art both as part of art historical tradition, 

and as a thoroughly modern image. Progress indeed.  

                                                
166 Charles in Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 116. 
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With their regatta images, Eakins and Caillebotte switch tactics from their rowers, 

as Eakins paints anonymous figures while Caillebotte pictures himself in his own boat. 

Eakins’ painting illustrates the middle of an exciting race, thereby providing the viewer 

with the synesthestic experience that transforms images of sky, boats and water into a 

briny smell, and the feel of water spraying on wind-chapped cheeks. Caillebotte, instead, 

shows us a quiet moment between the action. Without the title there would be no real 

indication that this is a race; here the painter looks back at the viewer while he and a 

companion calmly steer the vessel. Those boats to the left of Roastbeef are clearly 

moored, with sails wrapped up, and the competing boats are just visible in the right 

middle ground. The action appears random and not necessarily part of a set course. 

Instead of an exciting competition, in Regatta at Argenteuil Caillebotte visually sums up 

the years of work he put into organizing and supporting the sport of yachting in France. 

1892 marked the year that l’Union des Yachts Français was finally formed at the behest 

of Caillebotte and his friends, and its formation marked the first true international sailing 

rules for handicapping standards in sailboat racing.167   

Eakins Swimming Hole (1885) (fig. 29) is an image that has been well mined by 

art historians, who have examined it in light of the artist’s potential homosexuality and/or 

insecure masculinity on the one hand, and as an art historical manifesto or bold artistic 

statement on the other. In this one image, Eakins explores themes that engendered critical 

and scholarly reaction similar to many of Caillebotte’s paintings. As Martin Berger points 

out, the landscape pictured in Swimming Hole168 was artificial—a recently flooded field 

near Haverford College created for industrial purposes but used extensively for pleasure 

                                                
167 Charles in Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 116. 
168 Eakins alternately titled this work Swimming, Swimming Hole and The Swimmers.  
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activities as well, including swimming and boating. He notes, “In picturing Swimming’s 

“artificial” landscape, Eakins points subtly to the recreation available to men of the 

middle class because of the changes wrought by industrialization.”169 This same force 

was behind the creation of the leisure spots along the Seine exploited by Caillebotte’s 

boaters and pictured in a wide variety of Impressionist paintings. The connection between 

industrialization, which created the desire, ability and means for Parisians of a variety of 

income levels to escape the city, such as office and factory jobs with regular days off and 

the ever-expanding train system, was made explicit in a cartoon that utilized Caillebotte’s 

Oarsman in a Top Hat. Here, the top hat was replaced by a smokestack, suggesting not 

only the encroachment of industry along what had been sleepy riverside towns, but the 

invasion of city dwellers such industry wrought (fig. 30).  

Furthermore, a number of scholars have examined the structure of Eakins’s 

composition, in which the painter attempted to connect his modern scene to classic tropes 

in art history. For example, the figures in Swimming form the pyramidal composition 

favored by Renaissance painters. Their nudity connects them as well to the art of ancient 

Greece, while the poses of many of the men and boys mimic those struck by models 

posing for academic compositions. It has been suggested that this was done in part to 

mitigate and excuse the overarching homoerotic theme of the work. As has been 

previously explored, Caillebotte experimented with many of the same tropes, such as the 

academic pose and the connection to art historical paradigms in his own controversial 

nude Man at his Bath. Art historian Randall C. Griffin has noted that “despite the figures' 

[in Swimming] being aesthetically 'clothed' by the image's allusions to Greek art, the 

                                                
169 Martin A. Berger and Thomas Eakins, Man Made: Thomas Eakins and the Construction of 
Gilded Age Manhood, University of California Press, Berkeley, CA, 2000, 92. 
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bathers can legitimately be understood as eroticized projections of male desire and as 

destabilizing markers of sexual and class ambiguity.”170 I would argue that the same can 

be said for Caillebotte’s bather as an academic study, and that recent scholarship on the 

painting has almost exclusively focused on the possibilities for such an “eroticized 

projection.” In Norma Broude’s essay “Outing Impressionism,” which focuses primarily 

on the homoerotic in Caillebotte and Frédéric Bazille (1841-1870), the author pulls from 

Griffin’s article to note that Bazille’s Summer Scene (fig. 45) may have been an 

inspiration for Eakins’ The Swimming Hole. Although Caillebotte and Eakins have only 

rarely been considered in scholarly comparisons, Bazille connects the two as a sort of 

martyr figure for picturing the male nude, and as a means for scholars to examine 

potential homoerotic sources or undertones to their paintings.171  

As has been noted regarding Caillebotte’s nude, Griffin further points out that the 

swimmers in Eakins’s picture appropriate a landscape that had by the mid-nineteenth 

century been firmly deeded to the feminine. In both cases, this transgression is only 

heightened by the artists’ attempt to avoid picturing the phallus. The question remains in 

both pictures as to whether the males themselves and their masculine, academicized 

                                                
170 Randall C. Griffin, “Thomas Eakins’ Construction of the Male Body, or ‘Men Get to Know 
Each Other Across the Space of Time’,” Oxford Art Journal 18, 1995, 70. 
171 Bazille is often thought of as a martyr figure for Impressionism in general, having died during 
the Franco-Prussian War before his friends and colleagues made a name for themselves. In 
picturing the nude, his Summer Scene, although accepted at the 1870 Salon, was quickly 
lambasted in caricature as anti-masculine. While the question of Eakins and Caillebotte’s 
sexuality is a relatively recent phenomenon in art historical scholarship, Bazille’s potential 
homosexuality was raised by Kermit S. Champa as early as 1978. Since then both Whitney Davis 
and Michael Hatt have argued that Summer Scene was a source for Eakins’ Swimming and for the 
homoeroticism they see as inherent in the image. In The challenge of the avant-garde, Paul Wood 
likens Bazille’s The Fisherman with a Net (1868) to Caillebotte’s Man at his Bath as two 
instances of nude men in academic poses set in contemporary landscapes. It is clear to me that 
Bazille’s background, despite the presence of houses hidden in the left middle foreground, also 
suggests an Arcadian location, making it far less starkly modern than Caillebotte’s bathroom 
setting.  
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poses, can overcome this issue. The two works are further connected by their settings—

both are appropriate natural spaces for nudity, allowing the painter to picture undressed 

men in a realist manner, and they are places made possible by the advent of industry and 

technology. In my earlier examination of Caillebotte’s bathing images, I argued that the 

pictures themselves can be seen as a manifesto of sorts. Caillebotte’s desire is to return 

the male figure to a central position in art, and to position his art and himself as an artist 

within a series of art historical paradigms, including “official art,” the coalescing 

modernist movement, and as part of Baudelaire’s conception of the painter of modern 

life. Likewise, Griffin contends that “The Swimming Hole should be understood, in part, 

as both a summary of Eakins' teaching philosophy concerning the sanctity and perfection 

of the male body and as an obvious challenge to the late nineteenth-century dominance of 

the female figure among nudes.”172  

Caillebotte, of course, also pictured men swimming in a landscape setting. Both 

the artist’s Bathers on the Banks of the Yerres (1878) (fig. 31) and Eakins’ The Swimming 

Hole include the dimension of time by using multiple figures, each of whom represent 

one portion of the activity taking places. Caillebotte pictures three men in various states 

of diving into the river. The two whose bodies are visible to the viewer are wearing 

matching bathing suits, which, like the nudity of Eakins figures, furthers the connection 

between the figures and their collective action. 173 In Caillebotte’s painting, the most 

prominent man leans over, exposing his buttocks as he prepares to launch himself off a 

diving board set on the edge of the water. A second man has already jumped, and his 

                                                
172 Griffin, 72. 
173 This is also true in Caillebotte’s Bather Preparing to Dive of the same year, in which two 
swimmers in matching flesh colored briefs, are at various points in the action—the main figure 
prepares to launch himself off a diving board, while a second figure climbs out of the water.  
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head is just visible over the ripples of the water, while a third figure is in the process of 

climbing out of the water, likely preparing to dive once again. Both the man in the water 

and the man climbing the ladder gaze intently at the figure about to dive into the river. 

The actions of the three men suggest a never-ending time loop of diving, swimming, and 

climbing. The figures in The Swimming Hole form an even more complex series of 

motions that suggest time. As in Bathers on the Banks, Eakins pictures his figures in the 

process of diving, from waiting one’s turn, to diving, to swimming back towards the 

rocky shore, to beginning the climb back to the diving surface. A second layer suggests a 

sort of primordial or natal action, in which the figure on far left reclines, while next to 

him the man begins his grasping assent to vertical, and finally, the figure waiting to dive 

stands triumphantly erect, hands on his hips.  

Again, although it is Eakins who is closely associated with stop-motion 

photography, both artists were strongly influenced by the medium, and this may help 

explain their similar interests in these works. Caillebotte explores this same theme in all 

three of his Périssoires paintings that include more than one rower on the river. The 

painter takes the viewer through the entire stroke necessary to propel the boat forward. 

Such an activity not only suggests the passage of time, but also acts as a visual primer for 

the sport itself. In each case, we see that based on the actions of one and then another 

oarsman, a rower must alternate the paddles evenly to progress forward in a straight line. 

This interest can also be tied to the nascent sporting press in France, which heightened 

interest in and availability of the photographs depicting the motion of a sport. While 

Eadweard Muybridge and Étienne-Jules Marey broke down a myriad of actions to study 

individual movement, both Eakins and Caillebotte utilized sports as a particular realm of 
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exploration, Eakins in photography beginning in the early 1880s, and Caillebotte even 

earlier in painting, as evidenced by his Périssoires of the 1870s. As in the swimming 

pictures mentioned above, the oarsmen are dressed in matching outfits and sitting in 

identical boats so as to create a sense of overall wholeness for the viewer.  

Considering that Eakins and Caillebotte were the only two fine artists to regularly 

explore the theme of sportsmen during the last quarter of the nineteenth century and that 

both were deeply involved in the sports that they portrayed, it is surprising that there has 

been so little scholarly comparison between the two painters. Over the past two decades, 

art historians have seized on each of these artists to explore late nineteenth-century issues 

of masculinity, homosocial leisure and the potential for homosexuality and/or 

transgressive sexuality in France and America.  Eakins is an intensely chronicled artist, 

with entire books devoted to his rowing pictures, or to the exploration of personal and 

artistic masculinity inherent in his artwork. Although Caillebotte’s sporting art has 

received relatively less attention, it is not unexplored territory. By examining the manner 

and intensions of Eakins towards this subject matter—to position himself not only 

amongst indisputable masculine figures but also highly skilled practitioners, to explore 

the anatomy of the male body, and to find a place for Gérôme’s classicizing gladiators in 

the modern world—Caillebotte’s rowing pictures become clearer as well. Each artist 

engaged with issues of modernity, suspended time and the potential for the inclusion of 

the dimension of time in a static image, and their own relationship to the subject matter 

they painted. Although Eakins does not engage with Caillebotte’s special project of 

transitioning the dandy figure from the streets of Paris to the Yerres River, he was 
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nevertheless engaged with the same overall issue—the redefinition of modern 

masculinity in a changing, post-war, rapidly industrializing late nineteenth-century.  
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CHAPTER 4 
BOATING ON THE SEINE: CAILLEBOTTE AND HIS FELLOW IMPRESSIONISTS 

 
In his introduction to the exhibition catalog for The Impressionists at Argenteuil, 

Paul Hayes Tucker credits group dynamics and “collective vision and communal effort” 

for the output of the Impressionist group. He further argues that the exceptional position 

of Impressionism now in the history of French art is not due to its members’ exploration 

of Haussmann’s Paris, but rather to the halcyon summer days they spent individually and 

collaboratively painting the riverscape and surrounding areas in Argenteuil and nearby 

towns.174 Clearly the pull of a nearby country-like setting was strong for a group of 

painters dedicated for the most part to plein-air painting and perhaps eager to emotionally 

escape the trauma they associated with the physical space of the Commune. For example, 

Claude Monet lived in or around Argenteuil for six years following his return to France 

after the Franco-Prussian War, and nearly all of the male Impressionists visited him there 

during his stay. Even before the war, in the spring of 1869, Pissarro moved to 

Louveciennes in Bougival, downriver from Argenteuil. Manet’s family owned a home in 

Gennevilliers, a little closer to Paris. Just a fifteen minute train ride from Paris, with 

trains moving between the two locations twice an hour, it was easy to make a social call 

to Argenteuil, or to stay longer and collaborate on work. For Caillebotte, the river held 

such sway over his imagination during the late 1870s that nearly half of his submissions 

to the fourth Impressionist exhibition had aquatic recreation as their subject.175   

                                                
174 Paul Hayes Tucker, The Impressionists at Argenteuil, National Gallery of Art, Washington 
D.C., 2000, 13. 
175 Debra N. Mancoff, Fashion in Impressionist Paris, Merrell Publishing, London, 2012, 134. 
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Caillebotte set his aquatic scenes, like many of his early garden paintings,176 on 

the area surrounding his family estate on the Yerres River, located just south of Paris. 

The artist’s father bought the neo-classical home in 1860, and the Caillebotte's used it as 

a summer residence and escape from city life. The home dated from early in the century 

and included formal English gardens leading to the river and wall paintings by the likes 

of Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot (1796-1875). However, when the artist painted his 

surroundings, he excised any historical references, preferring instead to portray only the 

modernity of the countryside and upper-middle and upper class life on the river. 

Caillebotte’s scenes of the area differ from many of his Impressionist colleagues in their 

intense focus not on landscape or country life, but rather on “city dwellers who 

subordinate nature via their physical activity.”177  

The property was sold in 1878 following the death of his mother and in May 

1881, at the age of thirty-two, the artist and his brother Martial purchased their own home 

in nearby Petit-Gennevilliers. Caillebotte’s estate was ideally located between the 

pontoon boathouse of the Cercle de la Voile de Paris, the sailing club of which he 

became vice-president in 1880, and Chantiers Luce, a boat-building company founded by 

the artist in 1886. When Martial married in 1887, the painter bought out his brother’s 

share in the property and became a full-time resident in the little village. In a studio he 

erected near the main house, Caillebotte worked on both paintings and boat designs.  

Gardeners, who tended the impressive gardens leading from the house to the boat dock, 

lived in an adjacent building with the members of Caillebotte’s sailing crew.178  

                                                
176 See, for example, Portrait in the Country (1876) and The Orange Trees (1878) 
177 Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 66. 
178 Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 92. 
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Like Caillebotte, many of the Impressionists at some point focused attention not 

only on the suburban landscape, but also on aquatic activities in Argenteuil and the 

surrounding areas during the last thirty years of the nineteenth-century. Although this 

dissertation focuses predominately on images that call attention to the bodies of those 

who pilot watercraft, in fact Caillebotte made approximately thirty paintings just of 

sailboats during the last decade of his life, and his Impressionist colleagues, including 

Édouard Manet, Alfred Sisley, Claude Monet and Pierre-Auguste Renoir contributed 

many as well. Only a minority of their works focused attention on water sports, and even 

fewer offered an examination of the bodies of those who engaged in these activities. 

Instead, Impressionist works done in this area tended to examine the impact of industry 

and rail bridges sprouting up along the river, or leisure activities or pure landscape in the 

fields and town surrounding the river. Caillebotte, of course, also gave attention to these 

aspects of the area, especially in the latter part of his career, in works such as The 

Argenteuil Bridge and the Seine (1883), Factories at Argenteuil (1888) and the Yellow 

Fields at Gennevilliers (1884). His penchant for focusing attention on the sports in which 

he participated, and on the male body in general, did not preclude him from also devoting 

a great deal of attention to such subjects, considered traditionally Impressionist in nature. 

Although the images that form the basis of this dissertation are distinct from the 

general Impressionist views of the Argenteuil area, they do share a number of common 

interests. These often include a focus on dress, a sense of camaraderie and gaiety, and a 

freedom and relaxation of the strict social rules of Paris. Fashion in late nineteenth-

century Paris was highly proscribed based on class and activity, and when its inhabitants 

left the swelter of the city in summer, casual or vacation clothing was similarly decreed. 
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Women wore lighter fabrics in brighter colors and bold patterns, while men dressed in 

pale suits of loosely woven fabric that contained elements of sportswear. Athletes showed 

their allegiance to sport or sporting club by donning the uniforms specific to their 

membership.  

Renoir’s Luncheon of the Boating Party (1880-81) (Fig. 32) is a wonderful 

illustration of the variety of dress worn while on holiday in the area. The work was 

shown at the seventh Impressionist exhibition, and of the painting the critic Paul de 

Charry, writing for Le Pays on March 10, 1882 noted: 

Un  déjeuner à Bougival is a charming work, full of gaiety and 
spirit, its wild youth caught in the act, radiant and lively, 
frolicking at high noon in the sun, laughing at everything, 
seeing only today and mocking tomorrow. For them eternity is 
in their glass, in their boat, and in their songs. It is fresh and 
free without being too bawdy. 179  
 

The painter set his scene on the upstairs terrace of the Restaurant Fournaise, an 

establishment known for attracting boatmen that was located on an island on the Seine 

River at Chatou. Eliza Rathbone has suggested that Renoir’s ability to fit such a crowd in 

the small space represented in the painting may be attributed to Caillebotte, whose work 

with radical perspective is evident in his own Oarsmen in a Top Hat (Fig. 3) and 

Oarsmen (Fig. 2). These were painted just a few years earlier, during the blossoming of a 

close personal and artistic friendship between the two painters.180   

The figures shown were established by Meier-Graefe in 1912, whose 

identification, for the most part, matches a photograph of the image annotated in an 

                                                
179 Charles S. Moffett, The New Painting, Impressionism, 1874-1886: An Exhibition Organized 
by the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco with the National Gallery of Art, Washington. R. 
Burton, Geneva, Switzerland,1986, 413.  
180 Eliza E. Rathbone, Impressionists on the Seine: A Celebration of Renoir's Luncheon of the 
Boating Party, Counterpoint in association with the Phillips Collection, Washington, DC, 1996, 
42. 
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unknown hand that was found in the archives of the art dealer Durand-Ruel.181 The 

painting displays a multiplicity of men’s and women’s fashions, intended to showcase 

individuals from a variety of spheres, and in various stages of vacation mode. Together 

the diversity of outfits acts as a reminder of just how accessible Chatou was to the city of 

Paris, and the mix of people and activities that resulted from such proximity. This likely 

exemplified both the true sense Renoir had of social life experienced at a restaurant such 

as this, and also embodies the feeling of freedom from constraint often inherent in the 

idea of “vacation.” For example, the top-hatted, black-suited critic and art historian 

Charles Ephrussi, standing in the background, is clearly fresh from the city, but he listens 

intently to a young man in a worker’s cap smoking a cigarette.  

A much more casually dressed group surrounds Caillebotte in the lower right 

corner of the picture. Here, a man who is likely the journalist M. Maggiolo wears a 

cream-colored pinstriped sack jacket, while the model Ellen Andrée has donned a festive 

three-quarter sleeve dress. Unlike the man in the red and white striped boating shirt and 

straw hat in the background on the right, Caillebotte is not dressed in a “rowing outfit.” 

Instead he is clad in an undershirt, dark workman’s pants and a jauntily positioned boater 

hat with a blue ribbon. Such hats, originally marketed to women but soon popular with 

boaters who appreciated their ability to float on water, were one of the first clothing items 

with unisex appeal.182 To illustrate their popularity with both sexes, Renoir included six 

boater-style hats in his canvas, three worn by women and three by men.  

The ordinariness of Caillebotte’s outfit is deceiving. Although the clothing is 

particularly casual, the hat and its accompanying ribbon identify Caillebotte as a member 
                                                
181 Rathbone, 40. 
182 Christopher Lloyd, Phillip Dennis Cate, Daniel Charles, and Gilles Chardeau, Impressionists 
on the Water, Skira Rizzoli, New York, 2013, 66. 
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of the Cercle de la Voile de Paris, the artist’s sailing club, or the Cercle nautique, his 

rowing club.183 The hat telegraphs Caillebotte’s status as not just a rower or sailor, but a 

man with serious knowledge of boats, with the wealth to focus attention on such matters, 

and the personal connections to belong to such an organization. His cap, unlike that of his 

companions, comes closest to the modern boater hat, which took on its boxier shape and 

rigid brim in the 1890s. Renoir further heightens Caillebotte’s casual nature and dress by 

seating him backwards on a ladder-back wooden chair. Although he is part of a group 

with Maggiolo and Andrée, he looks at his fashion twin, the son of the restaurant’s owner 

and a boatman himself. Leaving aside the fact that the men are, in light of contemporary 

fashion, practically nude in public, their hats alone would have clearly denoted where 

they were, since no fashionable man would wear such a hat in the city.  

Whether based on clothing actually worn by Caillebotte, on Renoir’s desire to 

portray Caillebotte as a serious but not pretentious boatman, or his friend’s request to be 

portrayed as such, here the painter aligns his fellow Impressionist not with dilettante 

sportsmen boaters, but with real athleticism, which must forgo certain fashionable trends 

in favor of shedding restrictive fabric for ease and range of motion.184 When Caillebotte 

and his rowing friends posed for a relaxed picture with their périssoire blades, the casual 

camaraderie amongst the group is evident not only in the way the men lounge against 

each other, but also in their matching dress (Fig. 33). In the photograph they wear loose 

white pants, long-sleeve shirts and rattan hats whose design was similar to the Prussian 

military Pickelhaube. In a self-portrait from the mid-1870s, Caillebotte pictured himself 

in this same outfit. In the roughly rendered work, the artist portrays his face with a 

                                                
183 Rathbone, 41. 
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slightly enigmatic expression, eyes sliding slightly away from the viewer, suggesting that 

the artist is hiding his interior self, with the boating outfit acting as a type of armor 

against the exterior world (Fig. 50). This costume was typical of oarsmen and of the 

uniforms common to various boating clubs of the era. In Renoir’s painting, the singlet 

worn by Caillebotte identifies him not simply as a rower, but as a competitor. The painter 

is dressed not unlike the rowers he portrays in his Périssoires series and in Oarsmen, 

although in those paintings, the undershirts the men wear included at least half or three-

quarter length sleeves. In Renoir’s image, Caillebotte is portrayed wearing a tank-top 

style of undershirt, the better to exhibit the supple but not overly developed arm muscles 

that the painter has earned through his sporting endeavors.  

Renoir further heightens Caillebotte’s connection to boating by positioning his 

friend so that, although nominally engaged in one conversation, his eyes are focused to 

the left of the picture plane, where he gazes longingly either at the woman across from 

him or at the water crafts beyond the railing.185 Although in English a boat is referred to 

as “she,” in the French language related objects (boat, ship, canoe) are paired with the 

masculine pronoun “le.” In either case, watercrafts are traditionally highly personified 

inanimate objects. The viewer is left to wonder which might be more loved, and more 

attractive to, the painter—the woman or the boat. In light of all that scholars have lately 

claimed concerning Caillebotte’s sexuality and potential attractions, both male and 

female, perhaps it is the boats (either conceived as masculine or feminine by Caillebotte) 

that constitute the painter’s real attachment. Caillebotte may have answered this question 

                                                
185 Rathbone, 41. 
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himself, by stressing the feminine association with boats.186 The same year he posed for 

Luncheon of the Boating Party, the artist christened his new racing yacht Condor, a 

reference to the Andean predatory bird but also a play on the female anatomy, and 

reinforced his intent by painting a large cat on the sail. He completed his clever pun three 

years later by naming his next racing boat Cul-Blanc (White Bottom),187 and parking the 

two next to each other at his docks.188  

In his own paintings of rowers, as in his portrayal in Luncheon of the Boating 

Party, Caillebotte insisted that the work center on the athleticism of the male body 

necessary to perform an activity such as rowing or sailing in a serious manner, and it was 

this focus that distinguishes his work on the subject from that of his Impressionist 

colleagues. As Christopher Lloyd notes, the artist portrayed aquatic sports as 

necessitating “the utmost sophistication, thereby implying that the efforts of the 

uninitiated could result in tired muscles, blistered hands, and bruised bodies, which city 

dwellers on a day trip from Paris, for example, might be unprepared for and clearly 

regret.”189 For the serious sportsman, of course, these same ailments would be considered 

a mark of pride, to be shown off as proof of hard work and the joy inherent in suffering 

for athletic glory.  

In what was certainly one of the earliest scholarly examinations of the role of 

sport in late nineteenth-century France, Eugen Weber writes, “physical exercise and the 

                                                
186 Anecdotally, boats are associated with the feminine for a variety of less than flattering reasons. 
For example a ship is handled or mastered by the (male) sailor, it needs a good amount of paint to 
remain attractive, it requires a great deal of upkeep and must be attended to regularly, and it 
includes parts such as a “waist” and “stays.”  
187 The word “cul” is actually a vulgarity, translating more colloquially to “ass” rather than 
“bottom.” 
188 Daniel Charles in Lloyd, Cate, Charles, and Chardeau, 60.  
189 Christopher Lloyd in Lloyd, Cate, Charles, and Chardeau, 30. 
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role that men attribute to it, that society envisages for it, can document times and 

mentalities as suggestively as can their industrial enterprises.”190 In Europe, organized 

sports and bodily training first gained traction in the German states and in Britain, each of 

which presented different models for engaging a population in physical activity. In the 

German confederation, support for physical training grew from Napoleon’s defeat of 

Prussia at the Battles of Jena and Auerstadt in1806, and later as a means of forging a 

coherent German identity. For the English during mid-century, sporting games were 

encouraged as a means of controlling the unruly and brutal play of schoolboys, and of 

controlling the working classes by refocusing their attention and energy. In both models, 

physical activity encouraged self-imposed discipline, self-reliance and patriotism.  

For his part, Caillebotte was enthusiastic, highly self-disciplined and methodical 

in all aspects of his life, evincing an almost obsessive nature when it came to his hobbies 

and activities. In addition to painting and taking on the work of organizing a number of 

the Impressionist exhibitions, these included an impressive stamp collection that he began 

with his brother Martial and cultivating massive gardens around his country home. He 

was even more serious about boat design, the development of structures and 

organizations to control and promote aquatic sports, and planning and competing in 

regattas. He devoted his personal attention, sizable fortune and seemingly endless 

enthusiasm to such a variety of activities that the art historian Daniel Charles was left to 

wonder, “how could a man dabbling in so many things be serious?”191 As an example of 

Caillebotte’s personality, Charles notes that the painter once designed a new class of 

racing boats and composed their subsequent regulations. No sooner had the rules been 
                                                
190 Eugen Weber, “Gymnastics and Sports in Fin-de-Siècle France: Opium of the Classes?” The 
American Historical Review, Vol. 76, No. 1 (Feb., 1971), 70. 
191 Charles in Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 109. 
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published than Caillebotte got to work building boats that could circumnavigate his own 

rules. He was a man incapable of stasis, who strove always for improvement, and it was 

this personality trait that must have drawn the artist to sports such as rowing and sailing. 

The very tenets of such activities reward participants who desire not only to compete 

outwardly against others, but inwardly, in a constant battle against their own limitations.  

While German sport focused heavily on the individual training of the body, 

especially through gymnastics, and was conceived by nineteenth-century Europeans as 

democratic and collective in nature, the British eschewed training for the camaraderie of 

team glory. Sporting culture in England developed mostly in private schools that could 

devote a great deal of resources to their advent, and so was understood as elitist in nature. 

When the French began to seriously consider the benefits of athletic activity, they turned 

to both models—first to the German model as a means of serving the needs of the state in 

the wake of military defeat, and then, starting with the upper-classes, to Anglo sports—

activities meant to be engaged in simply for the sake of the game and the enjoyment of 

the participants.192 By the late nineteenth century, the term physical culture had become a 

loosely defined umbrella for all of these activities—both the German version, based on 

individual body-building and agility, especially through gymnastics, and the kind of team 

and combat sports, such as rugby, British football, cricket and boxing, that were favored 

by the British. As a concept, physical culture embraced taxing activities in order to ensure 

the health of the race, by returning to “the simple and patriarchal life of yesteryear.”193  

Team sports gained enormous popularity in the United States and in England by 

the mid-nineteenth century, but such increasingly commoditized and codified social 
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activities were slower to grab the attention of the French public. Instead, the French first 

turned to individual body-shaping sports inherited from the ancients and those practiced 

by the Germans. In the arts, classical revivalists dominated the Academy throughout the 

century, and even practitioners of newer art forms, such as photography, often turned to 

ancient sports as a means of positioning themselves amidst the grand tradition. The 

physical culture movement, when it began to gain popularity during the second half of 

the century, relied on photography for advertisement. Photographers counted on the 

juxtaposition of ancient sculpture, or the portrayal of ancient sports such as the 

Pankration, an ancient Olympic sport that translates to “all-powerful,” and combined 

boxing and wrestling, to further legitimize the movement. In doing so, they aided in the 

promotion of a more muscular, body-conscious form of masculinity. 

Although most modern studies of physical culture concentrate on bodybuilding, 

rowing was also an excellent means of fulfilling the tenets of the movement. As a 

competitive sport, it is incredibly taxing, builds even and attractive muscles throughout 

the entire body, supports proper posture, and does so by employing actions that were 

crucial to games, warfare and trade in the ancient world. At the same time, it also 

embraces aspects of both the German and Anglo focused sports of the period—it can be 

either one of the most individual, inner-focused activities, or the most team-oriented sport 

in existence. As an individual sport, it develops an almost solipsistic relationship between 

rower and the mechanics and development of his individual body. As a team sport, in any 

given boat there is no room for stars or shirkers—everyone must perform the exact same 

action in perfect rhythm in order to successfully move the boat forward, a situation that 

creates an unprecedented level of camaraderie amongst the teammates. Rowing, as 
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evidenced by the variety of activity along the Seine, could also be either highly elitist or 

absolutely democratic, based on the variety of boating experiences available for hire or 

purchase.  

As physical activity, outside the confines of labor, gained traction in Europe, 

practical motivations also contributed to the rise of sports that went beyond the 

conceptual desire to connect their culture to that of the ancients. For example, as the 

Industrial Revolution progressed in Europe and America, a working-class urban 

population that increasingly labored only a half-day on Saturdays required an outlet for 

its energies and newly won leisure time. In England, organized team sports also grew out 

of a concern both for the workingman’s enjoyment and well-being, and from middle-

class and local government desires to keep this population engaged both physically and 

mentally in a socially acceptable manner. The development of sports leagues and 

regulated sporting contests kept urban populations busy while away from their regular 

work, while the codification of rules and the introduction of referees and judges 

reinforced the rhythms of the factory and the office.  

The history of rowing, the sport most often painted by Caillebotte, has roots that 

reach back to the ancient world, and like so many other athletic activities, finds its 

practical ancestor in both combat and commerce. For centuries, rowing was the means by 

which human navigated waterways. The Greeks increased the efficiency of their boats by 

organizing slaves to row together in a rhythmic manner, a synchronized motion not 

unlike that seen by competitive sweep rowers today. Even in the ancient world, rowing 

was performed for pleasure or display as well. In Book V of the Aeneid, a rowing 

competition is held as part of the funeral games that Aeneas organized in honor of his 
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deceased father. Virgil describes how the boats line up, how the rowers keep their strokes 

in unison, the oars creating puddles in the water while the crowd cheers on their favored 

boat.194 In the Middle Ages, rowing races became part of various religious festivals in 

many parts of Europe, including France, and usually involved a rivalry between village 

fishermen.  

Competition gained further importance as increasingly urban cities situated on 

waterways required oarsmen to ferry passengers and goods across rivers, with favor 

going to the fastest rowers. The first modern rowing event (also the longest on-going 

athletic event), the Doggett Coat and Barge, took place between oarsmen on the Thames 

in 1715. The first modern regatta took place on the same river in 1775, but competition 

amongst watermen on all of Europe’s busy rivers, including the Seine, likely happened 

every day as cargo and passengers were rushed from one bank to the other. As early as 

1805, rowing began to permeate the upper-classes as students at Eton took to the water, 

and the first club devoted solely to rowing was created at Oxford and Cambridge in 

1817.195 

By the 1830s, British vacationers and expatriates had introduced competitive 

rowing and sailing to the Parisian suburbs. Asnières, located northwest of Paris on the 

Seine River, became the home of the Cercle nautique rowing club in 1855, while across 

the river, the Cercle des voiliers de la basse Seine formed at Argenteuil in 1858. By the 

mid-1850s rowing clubs had sprung up along both the upper and lower Seine, creating 

opportunities for the development of fierce sporting rivalries amongst the members of 
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various boathouses.196 The popularity of rowing clubs became part of canotage, which 

literally translates to going boating, but in regular use was a term denoting a social 

amusement that could include swimming, rowing, eating, drinking, singing, dancing, etc. 

It was said that on weekend afternoons, the rented rowboats on the Seine were plentiful 

enough to act as a make-shift foot bridge from one end to the other.197  

Canotage was first coined in the early nineteenth century, even before the word 

sport appeared in the French language around 1828. At its origins, canotage involved an 

element of theater and role-playing, with a carnival-like atmosphere whereby going on 

the water to “spite conformity was the Sunday revenge upon the etiquette honored on 

workdays.”198 By the 1840s, however, such playful beginnings began to give way to 

competitiveness, and to attract a type of person who desired excellence in all aspects of 

his life. Boat design improvements and organized events proliferated, and it was in this 

atmosphere that Caillebotte entered, designing boats and becoming involved in serious 

sporting pursuits. However, even in the 1870s, although canotage had become iconically 

French, it was still associated with the progressive fringe. In that manner, it was akin to 

Impressionism itself, a fact sometimes recognized by critics. For example, Charles 

Euphrassi joked in the Gazette des Beaux Arts that the Impressionists took up boating as 

a bulwark against convention, while the German-French writer Albert Wolff, who had 
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dubbed the first Impressionist exhibition a collection of lunatics throwing paint, had also 

been unable to find a moral function for the Regatta Society.199 

The rowing clubs that grew up around the Parisian suburbs were initially limited 

to upper-class members, and were considered a part of promoting French industry and 

politics internationally. In other words, to compete with the British in those realms, one 

had to adopt their gentleman sports. As early as 1854, in his book Le sport à Paris, the 

author Eugène Chapus blamed the late adoption of sport in France on French disdain for 

nobility.  As the French put the traumas of the ancien regime, Revolution and Napoleonic 

regime behind them and moved into the modern industrial world, they were ready to 

compete with the British in every way, and sport became the most enjoyable aspect of 

that competition. The cross-Channel connection was highlighted by the adoption of 

hybrid terms for these activities—le sport, le rowing, les yachts.   

Many of the Impressionists were interested in rowing and sailing for sport, both as 

participants and spectators. In 1865, for example, Renoir sailed from Paris to Le Havre in 

order to the see the races held there, and it was Alfred Sisley (1839-1899) who is credited 

with teaching Caillebotte to sail. As noted in the introduction, Paul Signac’s passion for 

boating was inspired by Caillebotte, and the younger painter owned a périssoire named 

Manet-Zola-Wagner, and a sailing cutter dubbed Olympia.200 Caillebotte is present in at 

least two of Renoir’s canvases that illustrate the activity surrounding boating, including 

Luncheon of the Boating Party and Oarsmen at Chatou (1879) (Fig. 34). In the latter 

painting he appears as the casually dressed man in the straw hat standing on the bank. 
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Caillebotte’s boat dock and his mistress can also be seen in Renoir’s The Seine at 

Argenteuil (1888). However, Caillebotte’s colleagues were more likely to portray 

canotiers, who adhered more closely to the early, more relaxed and festive aspects of 

canotage, than the athletes Caillebotte preferred. 

As a group, the Impressionists have been credited with creating “an art of 

confrontation,”201 wherein many of them regularly took as their subject the rapidly 

changing world of the late nineteenth century. From greater social mobility to advancing 

technologies and industry, their world was in flux, and the Impressionists took it as their 

calling to examine that world. Their commitment to the “transient and the fugitive” was 

not simply related to formal qualities or to atmospheric conditions, as was ascribed to 

them for most of the twentieth century, but to the sense that French life and culture itself 

was constantly transforming before their eyes. One reason the Impressionists were so 

drawn to Argenteuil during the 1870s was the rapid nature of change occurring in the 

once sleepy village following the arrival of the railway in 1851. 

Unlike Caillebotte, most of the Impressionists tended to illustrate heterosocial 

leisure scenes rather than the bodies of athletes practicing their sport, or enjoying lively 

homosocial activities. As in Luncheon of the Boating Party, the subject of Oarsmen at 

Chatou (Fig. 34) is less the sport itself, and more the manner in which portraying such an 

activity illustrates the vivaciousness of youth and the glorious possibilities of a fine 

summer day. Formally, this work has also been noted as an experiment in color theory, in 

which the painter juxtaposed contrasting colors in an attempt to heighten their perceived 

brilliance. The boat in the image is not a racing craft but rather a pleasure boat intended 
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for paddling about in a leisurely manner, the type that might be used by a man wooing a 

young woman on a lazy Sunday afternoon.   

When Monet included boats or even regattas in his works, they tended to be 

conceived very differently than Caillebotte’s. In Regatta at Argenteuil (1874), for 

example, Monet depicted racing sailboats, a sculler and small crowd of spectators 

cheering for the boats. Yet, the paint handling is so impressionistic that the sails are only 

truly distinguishable from the sky because the white brushstrokes of the former are 

vertical, while those of the latter are horizontal. While the figure in the boats and the 

people on shore are clear enough to include tiny details such as barely-there beards and 

hats, they too blend into the landscape. The focus here is not on the bodies of the athletes, 

the athleticism inherent in competition or the construction of the boats, but rather on the 

landscape as a whole. The eye is drawn to the red flags and the small streamers that fly 

jauntily atop the sailboats, as well as to the extreme billowing of the sail on the far right 

of the picture which balances the red of the flag on the far left. Together these details 

focus attention not on the sport of yachting, but on the atmospheric conditions necessary 

for an exciting race. Renoir may have painted the same regatta while visiting Monet at 

Argenteuil in the summer of 1874. That canvas, also titled Regatta at Argenteuil (Fig. 

35), is even more sketchily brushed than Monet’s canvas, so that the boats and figures 

seem to dissolve into the landscape of the river, shore and sky. Renoir luxuriates in the 

texture of water, grass and clouds. Although both artists engage with modernity in their 

paint handling and in picturing one of the summer regattas so popular at the time, the 

sport itself, and those competing in the activity, are incidental to the scenes they portray.  
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That same summer, the two friends completed a second set of paintings of a 

similar subject, both entitled Sailboats at Argenteuil (1874) (Figs. 36 and 37). These 

works, which, according to art historian Paul Hayes Tucker define “the shared aims and 

aesthetics of the impressionists at Argenteuil in the 1870s,”202 illustrate a moored sailboat 

on a sunny day on the river. In each case there are two main figures; a sailor in a salmon-

colored shirt and straw hat stands in the boat, and a second man who converses with him 

from the top of the boat or while standing at the end of the dock closest to the boat. In the 

foreground of both images, ducks paddle around, while in the background of Monet’s 

painting two crews of rowers and a sailboat move through the water and a series of 

sailboats appear in Renoir’s work.  

These works were likely painted around the same time of day and certainly from 

the same vantage point on the shore, as indicated by the tufts of grass visible in the 

foreground. Based on the small differences in the scene—the color of the ducks, the 

background boats, and the sailor’s companion—the paintings were either a result of 

personal artistic choice as well as transcription of a scene, or they were made on different 

days. These works have been considered as emblematic of an unprecedentedly generous 

artistic friendship between the artists, and as a celebration of all that a place like 

Argenteuil had to offer. Despite much finer brushwork in both scenes, and therefore a 

more defined sense of the aquatic activity taking place in the images, there is still no 

focus on the body or on the sport of either rowing or sailing as an end in itself. Rather, 

once again the activity on the river serves as a means to illustrate the activities of daily 

life through a commitment to plein air painting.  

                                                
202 Tucker, 122. 
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In Regatta at Mosley (1874) (Fig. 38) Alfred Sisley also took up the subject of 

boat racing. In this case, a number of sweep boats with eight rowers compete on a windy 

grey day, surrounded by spectators in boats and on shore, while above them fly large 

flags representing a variety of nationalities. This image was painted during a trip Sisley 

took to England in 1874, and falls in line both with the Impressionist interest in 

atmospheric conditions, and with their seeming preoccupation with flags in similar 

outdoor scenes. That Sisley himself was actually British (although considered in Britain 

to be a French painter), it is less surprising that he would focus on this type of rowing 

regatta, which at the time already enjoyed a long and storied history in England. 

Although faithfully rendering the sport, with the oarsmen lined up at the same point in the 

stroke facing the coxswains, and the sense of crowding inherent in a tight (and therefore 

exciting) race, it is nearly impossible to make out individual bodies. Rather, the figures of 

the rowers are made up of a few strokes of paint each, and blend into each other and the 

water. This work utilizes such a scene to focus attention on the sky, on reflection on the 

water and on the flags flapping in the wind, rather than on the rowers or the contest. 

In Oarsmen at Chatou (Fig. 34), Renoir again used personal companions to 

illustrate his subject. In this case, in addition to Caillebotte, the woman on the shore is 

likely Renoir’s future wife Aline Charigot, while the boatman may be the artist’s brother 

Edmond. Portraying people or landscape intimately familiar to the artist was also a factor 

in many of Caillebotte’s paintings. He regularly portrayed friends and family inside his 

Parisian apartment or on its balcony and it is commonly held that the men in The Floor-

scrapers (Fig. 1) were working on the hardwoods in the artist’s own home. Likewise, 

while the identities of his rowers are unknown, the boats and the landscape were 
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intimately familiar to the artist, who often portrayed boats that he designed or owned, and 

the little river that ran by his estate rather than the less personal areas of the Seine around 

Argenteuil. There, the activities portrayed by the painters were popular with the 

anonymous crowds, while in Yerres, the small river was frequented only by a select 

group of local rowers, likely known to Caillebotte. The section of the Yerres near the 

Caillebotte estate was the setting for the painter’s series illustrating men in périssoire 

boats.  

About a dozen years after he made many of his rowing pictures, Renoir painted 

The Seine at Argenteuil (1888), an image of two women sitting in a rowboat together 

while a small black dog watches them from a dock. Although one woman is piloting the 

craft while the other is a passive passenger, there does not seem to be an exertion or even 

necessarily movement by the woman with the oars. Instead, the two companions, who 

may have been Renoir’s wife Aline and Caillebotte’s companion Anne-Marie Pagne,203 

appear to be drifting through the landscape. The focus of the image is the reflections of 

the boats and landscape on the water, not on the bodies of the women. Caillebotte is 

himself represented in the painting by his racing sailboat La Moquette, which drifts along 

behind the women. This was the first boat built in Caillebotte’s own boatyard in 1886, 

and so surely held special significance for the painter. Even here, the seemingly 

homosocial environment is made heterosocial by the inclusion of Caillebotte’s boat as a 

substitute for the painter himself.  

In 1878 Caillebotte bought a racer, Isis, the first of many boats owned by the 

painter, and he became a stockholder in France’s first weekly magazine devoted to 

yachting. Within two years, he had become vice-president of the sailing club Cercle de la 
                                                
203 Charles in Lloyd, Cate, Charles, and Chardeau, 72. 
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Voile de Paris, the most active boat club in France during the second half of the 

nineteenth century. He was, by some accounts, the most significant yachtsman in France 

between 1879 and his death, creating influential boat designs, winning races, developing 

a national handicapping system and working to found a national yachting authority. 

Caillebotte was France’s sailing champion from 1887-1893 and the country’s most 

notable designer of racing yachts from 1890 until his death. Interestingly, as Daniel 

Charles notes, most of his boating images were completed before he fully immersed 

himself in water sports, and while champion, the predominant subject in his oeuvre were 

pictures of gardens and flowers.204 Apparently he could obsess over representing rowers, 

or on participating in such activities, but not both at once. Perhaps it was in depicting 

such activities that the then casual participant’s interest was piqued, leading to his later 

immersion in the sport itself. In that instance, it would be a case of life imitating art. 

One of the difficulties in studying the artist is the dearth of personal published 

chronicles he left concerning painting. This problem is not present when studying 

Caillebotte the yachtsman, whose writings are far more prolific. Traditionally, 

scholarship on the artist notes somewhat sorrowfully that he gave up painting in favor of 

his maritime hobbies. As Daniel Charles points out, at the time Caillebotte “retired” to 

Petit-Gennevilliers, Impressionism was still a relatively marginal movement, while 

yachting and boating were taking French society by storm. Quoting an obituary that 

lamented that Caillebotte had “dropped the brush for the oar,” the author argues that it 

was “quite a mighty oar.”205 Current Caillebotte scholarship is mired in the question of 

                                                
204 Charles in Lloyd, Cate, Charles, and Chardeau, 73. 
205 Charles in Lloyd, Cate, Charles, and Chardeau, 73.  
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his potential transgressive sexuality, but a more pertinent investigation may be his 

potential for alternative areas of expertise and historical importance. For while he 

certainly painted first, and played a key role in the rise and sustainability of 

Impressionism, it is valid to ask whether, in the end, he was an artist who sailed, or a 

boatman who painted.  

As noted earlier, in terms of class, boating was an activity both shared by a 

variety of income levels, and at the same time could be absolutely exclusive. Working-

class Parisians could afford to rent a boat to paddle on the river, but they were 

conspicuously separated from sportsmen, who owned their crafts, belonged to the clubs 

and enjoyed the true leisure time it took to train for races and events. Nonetheless, 

contemporary critics did not generally comment on the class implications of Caillebotte’s 

rowers. When he presented his Périssoires (Figs. 5-8) at the 1879 Impressionist 

exhibition, the artist’s use of color predominated discussion of his paintings. The critic 

Paul Sébillot sniffed: “His Périssoires and rowing Canotiers are almost interesting 

because of their investigation of light and plein air. I suppose that certain of these 

compositions would improve if they were placed as decoration in an apartment.”206 As 

Anne Distal notes, Caillebotte’s colors and brushwork in these paintings owes an artistic 

debt to Monet. They clearly explore the changing seasons as their various colors, the 

lighting and the foliage suggest spring, summer and early autumn. This was an interest 

not only germane to the Impressionists, but was also part of a long-standing French 

decorative tradition. Distal further sees them as decorative, perhaps even destined to hang 

                                                
206 Commenting on périssoires (Fig. 5), La Plume, May 15, 1879 in Moffett, 272. 
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in the dining room of the home at Yerres (his later series of sailboats were intended for 

brother Martial’s Paris apartment).207  

These works illustrate the kinds of class struggles emerging in France as various 

sports and leisure activities took on importance to French social life and hierarchies. The 

new boating clubs, such as those that Caillebotte championed, distinguished themselves 

not just by uniform but also by boat design. While the hoi polloi paddled around in 

heavy-bottomed, old-fashioned row boats, real sportsmen utilized sleek périssoires, 

newly designed skiffs and a variety of specialized sailboats. The périssoire, which first 

became available in the 1860s, took its name (a “dying thing”) from its extreme 

instability as a craft.208 Although they are less sophisticated in design and nature than 

rowing sculls, such precariousness, of course, required skill and consistent practice to 

maneuver successfully, and the depiction of such would automatically categorize those 

piloting the boats as serious oarsmen. For the lower classes, boating offered leisurely 

transportation to the clubs and bars that sat along the edge of the Seine or Marne rivers. 209 

Caillebotte makes clear in Périssoires that rowing is the activity unto itself, not a means 

to an end.  

At the 1879 exhibition, Caillebotte exhibited the Périssoires canvases, along with 

other works of summertime leisure along the Yerres, pairing the sport with, for example, 

swimming in Bathers on the Banks of the Yerres (Fig. 31) and fishing in Angler (1878). 

The painter intended these works to harmonize in both subject matter and color, and as 

such all the outdoors scenes set on the river are bathed in a green-blue tonality that was 

                                                
207 Distal, 85. 
208 Charles in Caillebotte, Fonsmark, Hansen, and Hedin, 2008, 111. 
209 Albert de Saint-Albin, Les Sports à Paris, Paris, 1889, 40 
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universally derided by critics. According to reviewers of the Impressionist exhibitions, 

overuse of colors such as blue, violet and green was an ongoing problem for the painter. 

Evaluating the next show for the Gazette des Beaux-Arts, Charles Ephrussi chided 

Caillebotte once again: “Blue…is the color on which they stumble, the great rock on with 

the Impressionists founder. Thus Monsieur Caillebotte…has enlisted under the banner of 

blue.”210 These works are all set long the quiet stretch of sheltered river on which the 

painter himself learned to row. Unlike the extreme perspective of Oarsman in a Top Hat 

and Oarsmen, here the viewer’s eyes seem to glide quietly along with the boats as they 

slip through the water. In observing the boaters, we are positioned either on the bank of 

the river (Fig. 5), or as a fellow oarsman, in one case following the group in front (Fig. 

6), and in the other, turning back to study the rowers behind (Fig. 4) (in the case of Figure 

5, the viewer could either be in a boat looking back, or standing on the shore where it juts 

into a bend in the river). 

The three Périssoires scenes are also fairly large in scale for the subject matter, 

with the two horizontal works measuring nearly 61 inches and about 46 inches in length 

(Figs. 4 and 5), and the vertical image nearly 62 inches high (Fig. 6). Their size has the 

dual effect of monumentalizing the subject matter and of emphasizing the large, 

impressionistic brushstroke that the painter employed in capturing reflections on the 

water, as well as the water itself. Taken as a group, the works act as a visual instruction 

booklet for rowing a périssoire. First, they illustrate how the boat moves through the 

water, in one instance sluicing up along the boat when the river is a bit choppy or the boat 

not perfectly balanced (Fig. 6), and in another sliding gracefully through the current, the 

                                                
210 Charles Ephrussi, “Exposition des Artistes Indépendants,” Gazette des Beaux-Arts, May 1, 
1880 
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disturbed water in an even pattern only possible when the boat is held perfectly balanced 

and the stroke is even (Fig. 4). Furthermore, each one details the entirety of the stroke, 

from one side of the double-bladed kayak paddle entering the water to the other side 

finishing the stroke.  

By exhibiting his rowers from the front (Fig. 4), the back (Fig. 6) and the side 

(Fig. 5), Caillebotte also details proper posture and foot placement, key elements to 

completing the successful rowing stroke. In addition to instructing the viewer on the 

physical elements of the activity, the painter highlights the proper mental attitude. 

Although all three canvases include more than one rower, in all cases the focus of the 

oarsmen is clearly inward, with each man’s head tilted slightly forward and eyes cast 

vaguely downward to emphasize the need to pay attention to the surrounding activity 

while maintaining mental attention in your own boat, focused on your stroke alone. 

Finally, the painter clearly delineates the type of person who might expect to be 

successful at piloting a périssoire; male, and of course wealthy enough to afford the boat, 

the proper attire and the leisure time for sustained practice, but just as importantly, hale 

and muscular. The painter especially details the biceps and the deltoid and dorsi muscles 

of the upper and middle back (particularly noticeably in figs 5 and 6). These are not small 

men, with backs bowed from hunching over a desk or factory line, skin pale from lack of 

sunshine. These are hearty, masculine bulwarks against the detrimental aspects of modern 

life. They perform a seemingly tranquil and sanguine activity that in reality is training 

their minds and bodies to successfully sustain the pitfalls and challenges of the city world 

they will most likely return to once the weekend or vacation is over.  
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Later in this dissertation, I argue that Caillebotte’s rowers are dandies/flâneurs 

transferred from the streets of Paris to the suburban waterway. Although generally 

associated with strolling or wandering, it is clear that simply floating about in a boat 

would be less appealing in the context of rowing, as it could potentially be associated 

with the working class. Thus the flâneurs in Caillebotte’s paintings do not paddle around 

aimlessly or stand about on shore as do many of the oarsmen portrayed by his 

Impressionist colleagues, but exert themselves as uniformed athletes, illustrating not only 

their wealth, but also their membership to elite clubs. By presenting them as such, 

however, the artist implicates his figures in the complicated relationship between the 

modern advent of sports in France and its connection to ideals and anxieties surrounding 

late nineteenth-century masculinity. That last association has been picked up by recent 

scholarship, and, when considered in light of the bathing pictures examined in an earlier 

chapter, has suggested that the overarching implication of both subjects is the exploration 

of non-normative sexuality. As I explore in other chapters of this dissertation, when it 

came to bathing and boating, the artist’s project was a great deal more nuanced, touching 

on sexual anxieties as a means of exploring broad issues of modernity.  

As previously noted, Caillebotte is the Impressionist known for homosocial and 

more athletic river scenes, while his contemporaries’ preferred making heterosocial 

boating pictures. Even while the two friends painted a slew of boating scenes during the 

mid-1870s, Renoir felt it necessary to include both genders in his work. In Canoeing 

(Young Girl in Boat) (1877) (Fig. 58), the artist utilized both genders to juxtapose how 

different types of people might approach the prospect of a pleasure trip on the Seine. 

Here a young woman in the foreground sits still in a large rowboat, while a man, dressed 
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in a rowing costume, propels a périssoire boat to her left. In the catalog for 

Impressionists on the Seine, Eliza Rathbone argues that Manet’s Boating (1874) (Fig. 40) 

was the inspiration for this picture, although it lacks the psychological tension between 

the male and female protagonists. Instead, the mood here is lighthearted pursuit, as the 

man seems to doggedly paddle after the woman.  

The author further notes a formal similarity in Renoir’s Canoeing (Fig. 58) and 

Caillebotte’s Oarsman in a Top Hat (Fig. 4). Both employ the dramatic technique of 

including the viewer in the rowboat with the painted protagonist, thereby implicating the 

audience in whatever drama might be taking place on the river. While this is certainly 

true, and an example of the influence the two friends and colleagues had on each other’s 

work during this period, I would also suggest that these paintings illustrate their differing 

interests in the intersection of boating and gender. Whereas Renoir requires two figures, 

one male and one female, to play out a drama of rowing, exertion (or lack thereof) and 

desire (or lack thereof), Caillebotte captures that same intrigue in the person of a single 

male figure. Caillebotte’s boater is city and suburb, work and play, comfortable and out 

of place. He is the agent moving the boat, but he’s not quite a “real” rower, as evidenced 

by his inappropriate dress and by posture and a facial expression that suggest slight 

discomfort with his activity. Literally, he is a rower because he is performing the activity 

of rowing, but psychologically he just doesn’t fit.  

In terms of pursuance and desire, Norma Broude has famously noted homosexual 

overtones in this painting, suggesting that the man’s averted gaze and prominent groin 

area solicit the viewer.  While I disagree with her reasoning and suggest alternate 

possibilities for the rower’s position in the next chapter, there is little doubt that the 
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painting is full of tension and some sort of attraction, sexual or otherwise. Interestingly, 

in Renoir’s painting, the woman in the boat lacks agency—she requires the (presumably 

male painter/spectator/rower) to continue the drama, either by allowing the man in the 

périssoire to catch up, or to allude him by strengthening her stroke. In Caillebotte’s 

painting, the male figure has the power to move the boat, and yet short of tossing the 

spectator/painter overboard, he cannot escape us. For Renoir, the viewer is implicated in 

a drama taking place between two external figures, while in Caillebotte’s work, the 

viewer becomes one of the key dramatic actors. 

Caillebotte’s Oarsmen in a Top Hat is an anomaly in his rowing oeuvre. Instead 

of portraying athletes, here the artist paints a casual boater. His street clothing, including 

the striped shirt and small bow tie, while casual, suggest an outfit appropriate for 

luncheon in the village or a weekend stroll in a park. In case his dress is not confusing 

enough, the artist includes two properly dressed men in a boat in the background, to 

remind the viewer what a boater is supposed to be wearing while on the river. The man 

inhabits a strange liminal space between city and countryside. He has removed his jacket 

to accommodate a full stroke, suggesting some knowledge of how to undertake this 

activity, and yet his waistcoat remains firmly buttoned, his sleeves unrolled and his 

bowtie in place. His body seems fairly relaxed, but his carefully rendered hands, gripped 

tightly around the oar handles, offer a sure sign of exertion and nervous concentration. To 

further the conflation of city and suburb, the artist has employed the same “zooming 

perspective” he used in his most famous Parisian scenes, lending it a sense of “urban 

dynamism, as though the city were just over our shoulder.”211 

                                                
211 Robert L. Herbert, Impressionism: Art, Leisure, and Parisian Society, Yale University Press, 
New Haven and London, 1988, 245. 
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As Anne Distel has argued regarding Caillebotte’s rowers, the artist was 

following a painting trend that had already been taken up by other painters, including 

Impressionists, but while Monet, Renoir and especially Manet focused on heterosocial 

intrigue, “Caillebotte…focused exclusively on rowing, concentrating his attention on the 

physical exertion involved in this ‘leisure’ activity.”212 As such, Oarsman in a Top Hat 

(Fig. 4) has been compared to the contemporary boating scenes made by Manet and 

others, based primarily on the formal device of cropping the image so that the boat would 

jut out into real space and the social interaction inherent in pairs or groups performing an 

activity together. Other recent critics have disagreed, however, suggesting that unlike 

other Impressionists, Caillebotte’s boating pictures are not about social interaction. Yet, 

as Norma Broude has pointed out, the assumption that such leisure activities cannot be 

shared by single sex groupings privileges heterosexual interaction.213  

Here Caillebotte has positioned his rower so close to the picture plane as to 

necessitate the inclusion of the audience. Again, the only way that this boat can be whole, 

and therefore stay afloat, is if the viewer is a passenger, with the stern of the boat behind 

him or her. This immediacy begs the question of the viewer’s gender. If this is a typical 

Impressionist leisure scene, the implied viewer is a female passenger, subverting 

nineteenth-century expectation for the viewer/viewed relationship. If, however, the 

painting is considered within Caillebotte’s sporting oeuvre, the viewer is almost certainly 

a second man, presumably dressed in a fashion similar to the man in the top hat. If the 

viewer is facing the man, then he is, given the rules of propulsion, necessarily a passive 

passenger who cannot also be actively rowing. In this scenario, the man in the boat 
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controls the action and the motion of the passenger/viewer. The man featured in Oarsman 

in a Top Hat (Fig. 4) is rendered so as to appear to be a portrait, and yet the model has 

never been identified. His heavy-bottomed boat, however, may have been Caillebotte’s 

own rowboat.214  

Varnedoe’s catalogue for the 1976 Caillebotte retrospective placed Caillebotte’s 

Oarsmen as an intermediary between Édouard Manet’s Boating and Mary Cassatt’s The 

Boating Party (1894) (Fig. 40). As in Caillebotte’s Oarsmen and Oarsman in a Top Hat, 

both Manet and Cassatt’s works are radically cropped, with the bow of the boat jutting 

out of the picture plane so that it invades the viewer’s space and necessarily places him or 

her into the boat with the painted figures. Additionally, both Boating and Caillebotte’s A 

Man Docking his Skiff (1878), along with Oarsmen, are simplified images that suggest 

Japanese influence. There is no specific location, but rather just enough information to 

read the activity; in the former, sailing and in the latter, pulling a périssoire boat towards 

a riverbank. In Caillebotte’s work, Japanese influence has also been credited with 

allowing the artist to utilize the idiosyncrasies of proportion produced by manipulating 

perspective to heighten the emotional emphasis in his work.215 In Man Docking his Skiff 

(Fig. 8) for example, the extreme perspective and viewpoint highlight the fragility of the 

skiff against the solid mass of the rower. This seemingly calm view into a quiet moment 

of everyday life along the river in fact stresses both the skill of the rower and the muscle 

mass he has developed by practicing his sport. While Caillebotte’s rowers are all male, 

both Manet and Cassatt’s pictures include a male rower and a female passenger, thereby 

again reinforcing traditional gender hierarchies. In Cassatt’s work, the boatman faces 
                                                
214 Distel, 75. 
215 John Russell Taylor, Impressionist Dreams: The Artists and the World They Painted, Little, 
Brown and Company, Boston, 1990, 168. 
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away from us, and the attention of his passenger, a woman holding her baby, is focused 

on the man rowing. As viewers we are necessarily passengers in this boat, but our 

specific role is unclear and not particularly threatening.  

For Boating, Manet posed his brother-in-law Rodolphe Leenhoff in the uniform of 

Caillebotte’s boathouse, the Cercle nautique, while the woman wears a hat that belonged 

to Manet’s wife.216 Such outfits allow us to understand that this man is not a professional 

hired by the woman to ferry her about, but rather a companion of the same or similar 

social class. Paul Hayes Tucker notes that Manet’s oarsman is “seeming at once 

disinterested and disdainful, he trains his eyes on us as if we were the object of 

contemplation, not the other way around.”217 The confrontational gaze implicates the 

viewer in a very different manner than does Oarsman in a Top Hat (Fig. 4). In Manet’s 

work, we have intruded on some sort of normalized sexual dance between the boatman 

and his passenger, an interruption that the man clearly does not appreciate. Yet Manet’s 

work fascinates by its very opaqueness. The role of the two figures, their relationship to 

each other and the moment we are interrupting is not clear, leading to sense of unease and 

awkwardness. In this sense, Oarsmen in a Top Hat is an instructive comparison, as it too 

renders the viewer uneasy in its incomplete and confusing narrative or potential for 

multiple narratives. 

Manet explored the same dynamic in a canvas entitled Argenteuil (1874), in 

which a man appears to be propositioning a woman while they sit on a dock at the end of 

the water. In that work, the woman seems to be considering whether she will accompany 

the man onto his boat, and accept the potential implications of that action. Although there 
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is no indication of her decision, if the two paintings from the same year are seen as 

pendants, it appears that the woman has made her choice. Interestingly, in Argenteuil, it is 

the woman who looks out at us enigmatically, as if asking for crowd input into her 

decision. Having made her choice in Boating, that woman gazes away from us, while her 

male companion now focuses attention on the audience/intruder, as if to say, “This is 

none of your business.” Robert Herbert has suggested that this painting is Manet’s 

attempt to update Luncheon in the Grass (1863), here replacing his focus on the history 

of painting with a naturalist interpretation of modern life.218  

Here again the artist is mysterious. Although critics of the time read the woman as 

a cocotte, she performs none of the poses or gestures typically ascribed to such women in 

paintings, such as reclining or evincing a weary body posture or despondent expression. 

Although dressed in clothing that might have been read as lower or lower-middle class, 

she is nevertheless fully covered, with her hair neatly tucked under a hat. Based on the 

variety of scholarly interpretations, Caillebotte’s Oarsman in a Top Hat (Fig. 4) is 

equally puzzling—is the figure in this work, as Kirk Varnedoe suggested in 1987, an 

“emblem of an ideal,” a civilized man in control of nature, or, as Norma Broude argued a 

decade and a half later, is the man in the image at the mercy of his own transgressive 

desire, uncomfortably avoiding the homosexual gaze? Are we as viewers to be buoyed by 

the image, seeing in ourselves the same ability to bend nature to our will and for our 

enjoyment, or are we meant to be discomfited by the scene, wondering what our role is in 

this man’s internal struggle? Or, as Robert Herbert asserts, is the viewer “the proverbial 

fly on the wall and has no psychological presence in the fiction of the picture”219? I would 
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argue that it is exactly its enigmatic nature, which allows the viewer to project his or her 

own desires onto the canvas while simultaneously implicating him or her in the action in 

a literal sense, that makes the picture so intriguing, and such an important entry in the 

index of modernist painting.  

Both Argenteuil and Boating are typical of Manet’s oeuvre in that canvases 

containing more than one figure rarely illustrate people engaging directly with each 

other.220 In this sense, Oarsman in a Top Hat (Fig. 4) is similar in mood to Manet’s work; 

while the viewer is necessarily part of the picture, the man’s face is turned away, creating 

a visual rift between painted/viewed protagonists. However, this mood does not hold true 

in Oarsmen. In that canvas, although the figures do not look at each other or the viewer, 

they are engaged in such coordinated activity that the mutually dependent relationship 

that exists between the figures becomes a significant aspect of the work itself. Their 

matching outfits, which are those of the serious amateur rower rather than the 

professional riverman or occasional pleasure-seeker, also tie the men together as a 

working pair. Although their boat is lighter than the heavy bottom rowboat illustrated in 

Oarsman in a Top Hat, and was intended for competition, it is still a great deal more 

cumbersome than the sleek new rowing shells available for rowers in England and 

America. It is hard to believe that Caillebotte had never seen such a racing shell, and that 

his competitive nature did not attract him to such boats, but there is no evidence to 

suggest he owned or painted such boats.221    
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and included outrigging to extend the length of the oar stroke. These boats were illustrated by 
Thomas Eakins during the 1870s (see previous chapter).  
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Impressionists were often criticized for their seemingly arbitrary cropping, which 

today is often considered the result of photography’s influence. In Oarsmen, Caillebotte 

takes that cropping to an extreme—the picture is such a close-up of the two men that not 

only is nearly half the boat missing from the image, but the blades of the oars, the parts 

that actually propel the boat, are missing as well. The extreme cropping was punned by 

caricaturists such as Bec, who reproduced the image in a line drawing for Le Monde 

parisien that completely cuts off the head of the rower in the bow.222 Instead, Caillebotte 

focuses total attention on the bodies of the men in the boat, and in particular their 

substantial but softly muscled arms, which jut out of the picture plane towards the viewer. 

Michael Fried has noted the contradiction inherent in this action; at the same time as they 

reach their arms out to the viewer, the rowers turn their heads, completely absorbed in 

their action. This simultaneous acknowledgment and denial of illusion is one of the 

factors that makes the painting so interesting, and suggests that it is an important entry in 

any examination of art historical modernity.223 Despite it fascinating view and 

implications regarding the artist’s association of sport and masculinity, there is no known 

contemporary criticism that deals specifically with this image beyond a few caricatures of 

the painting’s subject matter.224  

Oarsmen also provides an interesting crossover with images of the worker, 

another subject popular with Caillebotte. Such figures, as noted in Caillebotte’s oeuvre by 

contemporary critics, were in line with a general Impressionist interest in depicting labor. 

The best-known example would be Degas’ preoccupation with laundresses, but might 
                                                
222 Bec, “Coup d’oeil sur les indépendants,” Le Monde parisien, May 17, 1879.  
223 Fried argues that such a dichotomy recalls Gustave Courbet’s The Stonebreakers, and may 
have been an attempt by Caillebotte to reconcile the artistic aims and modernist intentions of both 
Courbet and Manet. Fried in Broude, ed., 79. 
224 Distel, 77 
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also include the waitresses, prostitutes, café singers or barmaids painted by Degas and his 

fellow Impressionists. Caillebotte’s most prominent entry into the subject matter would, 

of course, be The Floor-scrapers, shown by the artist at his first Impressionist exhibition 

after it was rejected from the Salon. In style, the picture is academic in nature, but its 

subject monumentalizes the trivial and everyday. However, although following 

Impressionist precepts in heroicizing workers, Caillebotte was alone in the depiction of 

men toiling on canvas. Furthermore, the artist shows his workers in a state of near 

undress, celebrating their movement and musculature by portraying them in a variety of 

poses that display various muscles. In doing so, Caillebotte clearly intended to align 

himself as an artist with such manual laborers, a move both artistically radical and in line 

with his own understated personality and relationship to his wealth.225 

It is profitable to consider the men depicted in Oarsmen as another example of 

men at work, albeit engaged in a more frivolous type of toil. In this canvas, Caillebotte 

evinces the same interest in the musculature that performs such an activity. Instead of 

viewing his workers from above, so that the painter/viewer stands while the workers 

crawl on the floor, as in The Floor-scrapers (Fig.1), in Oarsmen the artist confronts his 

“workers,” head-on, from a position of equality and participation rather than superiority 

and observation. In the first instance, the painter may have fantasized or even fetishized a 

connection between painted and painter, while in the latter case he invented stand-ins for 

himself performing an action in which he himself participated. 

The artist’s interest in their bodies and in the kinetics of their movement in the 

boat could also be considered in relation to Degas’ dancers. Although such figures toiled 
                                                
225 For more on Caillebotte’s conflation of fine arts painting and house painting, etc., see Michael 
Marrinan, “Caillebotte as Professional Painter: From Studio to the Public Eye,” in Broude, ed., 
22-28. 
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with their bodies for profit and with the intention of performing for the public, they relate 

to Caillebotte’s rowers in their participation in an activity outside the usual labor force, 

an interest that viewers were likely to observe or engage in during their own time away 

from work. More importantly, both Degas and Caillebotte studied their rower/dancers in 

a variety of situations, selecting poses and body types suitable for their endeavors, as both 

artists attempted to delineate the kinetic and physical experience of the activity.  

As John Russell Taylor has noted, Caillebotte and Degas were similar in their 

desire to eschew literary content in their painting, while at the same time creating scenes 

with the intention of leaving the story, or moral, tantalizingly unclear. Their images so 

often invite the desire to make a story of the scene, without any clear indication of how 

such a tale might be told.226  Additionally, the two were intimately familiar with their 

subject; although Degas was not himself a dancer, he is famous for the amount of time he 

spent observing and studying such women. Both artists utilized extreme perspective to 

heighten the intensity of their kinetic paintings and lavished attention on the uniforms of 

their figures. Additionally, in their paintings of rowers and dancers, both painters seem to 

have left the issue of sexual desire for or by their protagonists tantalizingly vague, 

allowing the viewer to project his or her own narrative. In this sense, Oarsman in a Top 

Hat (Fig. 4) surely offers a profitable comparison to Degas’s dancers.  

Where they differ might be best attributed to the artist’s personalities, and their 

dislike for each other is well documented. Degas was certainly more prickly and jaded, 

fascinated by the city and all its clandestine evening activities, while Caillebotte preferred 

to paint the home, the familiar, and the hearty atmosphere of the suburbs by day.  

Certainly no critic found a sense of camaraderie a salient feature of Degas or his art, as 
                                                
226 Taylor, 176. 
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Bertall did of Caillebotte in 1879: “He has friends he loves and who love him. He seats 

them on strange couches, in fantastic poses.”227 Nevertheless, early in his career critics 

noted a debt to Degas’s style in Caillebotte’s work, and certainly the two have been seen 

as having a similar formal interest not only in extreme perspective but also in a more 

prominent sense of draughtsmanship than many of their Impressionist colleagues. Their 

strong sense of line focused attention on aspects of Impressionist interest other than the 

transient and the fugitive, including a fascination with modern life in the capital (or in 

Caillebotte’s case, also just outside the city). As in Oarsman in a Top Hat, Degas’s 

dancer canvases often suggest an intriguing but unresolved narrative. Likewise, in a 

similar manner to Oarsmen, Degas was intrigued by the kinetics of physical activity and 

by the bodies of those who perform it; in both cases, the artists illustrate their personal 

knowledge and connection with their subject matter. Finally, as Caillebotte did in his 

Périssoires series, Degas, in many scenes of dancers in rehearsal, exhibits a similar 

interest in the modernist notion of being alone within the crowd; every dancer or rower 

focused inward on their own motion or propulsion, even as they negotiate the space 

around them filled with others engaged in the exact same activity.  

Of course, the core members of the Impressionist group were all individual 

personalities with their own artistic style. Their revolutionary desire to explore the 

everyday world around them brought them together, and their penchant for working and 

exhibiting together resulted in a great deal of overlap in their artistic goals and their 

painterly production. Caillebotte, a bit late on the scene and relatively quick to take his 

leave, nonetheless was impacted by and influenced his fellow Impressionists. With 

Monet, Sisley and Renoir, the younger artist garnered a particular color palette and 
                                                
227 Bertall (Charles-Albert d’Arnoux) in L’Artiste June 1, 1879 
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shared an interest in depicting the leisure spots along the Seine. With Manet and Degas, 

Caillebotte shared a penchant for focusing on potentially unresolved relationships 

between figures and their surroundings, which has lately led to a great deal of scholarly 

interest in the potential for transgression in his images. For this, he should earn the title, 

along with the two older artists, of modernist. As will be explored in the next chapter, 

such a modernist bent also led Caillebotte to conceive of his rowers as latter day 

dandy/flâneurs, a real life mantle he shared with both Manet and Degas. By exploring the 

similarities and disjunctions between Caillebotte’s boating pictures and those of his 

colleagues, the artist’s full intent becomes clearer. Caillebotte alone blurred the lines 

between observer and participant in his pictures of rowers, and it is this, along with his 

preoccupation with the bodies of those he depicted, that most readily distinguishes his 

boating pictures from those of his Impressionists compatriots. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE EMERGENCE OF PHYSICAL CULTURE IN FRANCE AND THE 
ASSIMILATION OF THE DANDY 

 

Caillebotte’s homosocial boating scenes mirrored the gendered reality of serious 

athletic rowing in the nineteenth century. It was an activity, like flânerie, that was 

exclusively male.228 As Tamar Garb notes, “semi-naked…the body of the bourgeois 

oarsman offered a male modern-life painter a perfect focus for the study of an ideal 

modern masculinity: vigorous, active and purposeful.”229 Nevertheless, the challenge that 

Caillebotte faced in portraying such a subject lay in the need to heroicize the undressed 

(or in his case, underdressed) body, a task the artist boldly took up again a decade later in 

Man at his Bath (Fig. 7) and Man Drying His Leg (Fig. 23). Yet even in the late 1870s, 

Caillebotte was intent on exploring the elasticity of successful masculinity in a rapidly 

industrializing culture still reeling from military defeat.  

With his paintings of rowers, the artist explored the world of serious sportsmen, who 

practiced their craft amongst the throngs enjoying the newly available leisure spaces 

along the Seine outside Paris. In doing so, he was attempting to make the everyday and 

the mundane worthy of great painting. Although depicting suburban leisure scenes was 

de rigueur for the Impressionist group, Caillebotte upped the ante by focusing his 

attention on the bodies of men. There was always the potential that such scenes could 

render the man portrayed banal or even ridiculous in the eyes of critics and the public. To 

                                                
228 For more on the gendered nature of flânerie, see Janet Wolff, “The Invisible Flâneuse: 
Women and the Literature of Modernity,” Theory, Culture & Society 2, November 1985: 37-46, 
Kathleen Adler, “The Suburban, the Modern and ‘une Dame de Passy,” Oxford Art Journal 12, 
1989: 3-13 and Aruna D'Souza and Tom McDonough, The Invisible Flâneuse?: Gender, Public 
Space and Visual Culture in Nineteenth-Century Paris, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 
2006. 
229 Garb, 48. 
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combat this danger, Caillebotte reconceived of the sportsmen as a reinvention of the 

Parisian flâneur. In doing so, the avid sportsman and consummate dandy figure entangled 

himself in an art of personal representation and societal redemption.  

The dandy, as an actual historical figure and as a literary conceit, has evolved over 

time in reaction to the mores and circumstances of a variety of locations over the past two 

centuries. In the most general sense, the dandy was a public figure, intent on celebrating 

difference in a rapidly homogenizing world. In his Salon of 1846, the poet Charles 

Baudelaire (1821 –1867) notes that each era called forth its own version of the dandy. 

The dandy, he believed, was in a constant state of reinvention.230 With the help of Honoré 

de Balzac (1799-1850) and Baudelaire, the mid-nineteenth century Parisian dandy took 

on the creative personality of the artist and flâneur. When the fabric of Parisian society 

was torn asunder by the Franco-Prussian War in 1871, Caillebotte recast the dandy again, 

at least in the visual arts. He accomplished this by combining the dandy’s core interest in 

leisure and the pursuit of the self with a new focus on physical culture that encouraged a 

more social, physically active dandy in keeping with newly minted societal anxieties 

concerning the masculinity of French men.231  

While the flâneur was oft mentioned in fiction, caricature and newspaper 

editorials during the middle portion of the nineteenth century, it was perhaps Balzac who 

most thoroughly examined the character in La Comédie humaine. According to the 

author, the flâneur should be a living guidebook to the city, but he must also keep both a 

physical and psychical distance from the activities of the street, and from its inhabitants. 

In the second volume of his opus, Balzac’s protagonist exclaims, “To stroll is to vegetate, 
                                                
230 Baudelaire, The Painter of Modern Life and Other Essays, 26-29. 
231 Here I consider the term “leisure” not as the absence or opposite of work, but rather as an 
alternate form of work—an activity away from one’s typical activity.  
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to flâneur is to live!”232 As early as 1854, the writer Eugène Chapus’ had dubbed sports 

“aristocratic diversions,”233 by which he meant that such activities encouraged the best in 

men, inspiring them to courage and fortitude. He praised the English influence on French 

sports, noting that the British considered rowing, for example, as serious business rather 

than a frivolous diversion.234 Such an activity was ripe for dandy infiltration. For his part, 

Caillebotte not only created images of the sporting dandy but also became a flâneur of 

the riverbank in his everyday life. No doubt the artist, who immersed himself totally in 

the boating culture emerging along the river, could act as Balzac’s living guidebook to 

the area and its popular pursuits, even as his rowers remain safely ensconced in their own 

individual island-boats.  

During the Second Empire, it was Baudelaire who upheld the waning status of the 

flâneur, becoming the greatest proponent of the dandy lifestyle in France. He refined and 

redefined the type, articulating a new style and a way of life embodied by the Parisian 

flâneur, who continued to stroll anonymously through the boulevards and arcades of 

Haussmann’s Paris. For Baudelaire, the dandy was a “shimmering locus of human 

sublimity, a mystery rather than a model…a phenomenon that could expand to meet its 

creators’ needs.”235 After the Franco-Prussian War, with the streets of the city no longer 

available to the flâneur in quite the same way, Caillebotte struggled to expand dandyism 

to meet a new set of social challenges. His rowing pictures from the post-war period 

explore the intersection of dandyism, male bonding and leisure, while continuing to 

                                                
232 Honoré de Balzac, La comédie humaine, vol. II, edition publiée sous la direction de Pierre-
Georges Castex, Gallimard, Paris, 1976, 930. 
233 “divertissements aristocratiques” 
234 Eugène Chapus, Le sport à Paris, L. Hachette et Cie, Paris, 1854, 3-4. 
235 Jessica R. Feldman, Gender on the Divide: The Dandy in Modernist Literature, Cornell 
University Press, Ithaca and London, 1993, 102.  
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celebrate the pursuit of self in a socially acceptable manner. In post-war France, this 

meant a self that incorporated the physical body not only as scaffolding for fashionable 

clothing and coiffure, but also as a muscular, working machine.  

The transfer of the dandy from the streets of Paris to the banks of the Yerres 

River, the location of Caillebotte’s rowers, simply represented a new dimension of the 

flâneur. The similarities between the traditional haunt of the boulevardier and the 

suburban river was recognized by the curators of the Caillebotte exhibition held at the 

Brooklyn Museum in 2008. They noted, for example, that in Boats Moored on the Seine 

(1892) (Fig. 63) “sailboats plied the waters alongside commercial barges and steamboats, 

making this waterway as diverse as the newly redesigned streets of Paris…(a)s in his long 

views of the Parisian boulevards, Caillebotte shows a deep recession looking down the 

river, marked by diminishing masts.”236 Such a visual connection between the physical 

space of city streets and suburban waterways only serves to heighten the connection 

between traditional conception of the flâneur and Caillebotte’s newly conceived rowing 

dandies. In relocating the dandy, the painter transformed the discipline and self-control 

that had always existed when performing dandyism into that which was necessary to 

propel the body to athletic glory.  

The first incarnation of the Dandy, embodied by George ‘Beau’ Brummell (1778-

1840), originated in Regency England near the end of the eighteenth-century, a period 

intent on redefining its relationship to both monarchy and aristocracy. The dandy was a 

lord without the title, and without want of a title. He was a gentleman not by birth, but by 

action, dress, mannerism, and pure insistence of the fact. He had no familial or 

                                                
236 Brooklyn Museum, “Exhibitions: Gustave Caillebotte: Impressionist Paintings from Paris to the Sea,” 
http://www.brooklynmuseum.org/exhibitions/caillebotte/boats_moored.php, accessed April 1, 2014. 
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professional obligation. The dandy was dedicated to the art of living—to the minutiae of 

dress, toilette, fine food, the theater, well-orchestrated leisure activities, and conversation 

that was at once witty and devastatingly sarcastic.237 Interestingly, although the first 

incarnation of the dandy was not associated with athleticism, the early costume of the 

dandy figure was highly influenced by sporting wear, in this case English clothes meant 

for riding and shooting.238 Although the understated wealth and behavior of the 

Caillebotte family would seem anathema to the British dandy, Caillebotte never married, 

did not practice a profession and did not consider the pursuit of money a worthwhile 

endeavor. Instead, he engaged in leisure activities—painting, sailing, rowing, gardening, 

stamp collecting and the organization of events for the public exhibition of these 

activities—with the singular focus and seemingly boundless energy of the true dandy. Of 

course the ability to do so in and of itself denotes great wealth. Caillebotte displayed his 

class status, whether consciously or not, through dedication to hobbies rather than 

material goods. He replaced conspicuous consumption with conspicuous leisure. 

Contemporary photographs attest to Caillebotte’s dandy sensibilities that required 

just the right costume for each of his endeavors, whether as gardener, sailor, rower or 

café denizen (Figs. 27 and 49). Preparatory drawings and x-rays of his canvases 

demonstrate the connection between meaning, fashion and identity for the painter. In The 

Pont de l’Europe, for example, which is one of the few paintings by the artist that 

previous scholars have connected to the dandy figure, Caillebotte made numerous 

revisions to dress and accessory—here changing a hat, there adding more ruffles to a skirt 

                                                
237 Domna C. Stanton, The Aristocrat as Art: A Study of the Honnête Homme and the Dandy in 
Seventeenth- and Nineteenth-Century French Literature, Columbia University Press, New York, 
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and parasol.239 Although that painting, and especially Paris Street, Rainy Day, are often 

mentioned by art historians writing about fashion and/or the modernization of Paris, 

Caillebotte’s own sporting scenes have never been connected by scholars to 

developments in men’s fashions or the dandy figure. Yet it is reasonable to infer that he 

took as much care with the outfits of his rowers as he did with his city denizens.  

Dandy or not, city or suburban, at work or engaged in leisure, post-war men 

walked a fine line when clothing their bodies. On the one hand, to take too much interest 

in coiffeur and dress was unseemly and could even infer an effeminacy that suggested a 

tendency towards inversion.240 At the same time, the focus on training the body through 

sports and exhibiting that body in clothing was an important component of masculine 

propriety and required that attention be paid to appearance. This confusing situation 

certainly played a role in how Caillebotte outfitted the majority of his rowers. Although 

he was photographed in proper rowing attire (Fig. 49), and wears the hat of his own 

boathouse in Renoir’s Luncheon of the Boating Party (Fig. 32), in Oarsmen (Fig. 2) and 

the Périssoires canvases (Figs. 4-6), the author clothed his figures in understated yet 

appropriate dress for the activity, so that the clothing seemed to service the activity rather 

than act as an end to itself.  

This is deceptive, however, as these figures are outfitted in a manner that focuses 

total attention not on the men as members of a particular boat house, or group, but rather 

                                                
239 Gloria Lynn Groom, Impressionism, Fashion, & Modernity, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, 
2012, 66. 
240 The connection between dress and masculinity in the nineteenth-century is especially well 
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Identity, Manchester University Press, Manchester, 1999 and Christopher Breward, The Hidden 
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on the bodies that resulted from serious attention to sport. Rowing is the means by which 

they might achieve “spiritual aristocracy,”241 and the correct outfit for showing off this 

goal was one that emphasized the sport rather than the club. These uniforms, which 

consisted for the most part of undershirts and loose workers pants, had the benefits of 

showing off hard-earned musculature, which would have been less noticeable in the 

billowier, long-sleeve official club shirts. Such bodies could, in turn, assist in their own 

success in dress upon return to the city. According to the critic Charles Blanc, writing in 

1877, a man’s outfit should exude gravity, stability, freedom of movement and 

symmetry.242 This required not only correct tailoring, but also a solid, symmetrical, 

upright body on which to hang the clothing. Although the type of boat shown in Oarsmen 

would have worked the leg muscles as well as the arms and back, périssoires focused 

attention solely on the upper body. This was in keeping with the needs of modern city 

wear, however, which included loose trousers that did not emphasize the leg muscles as 

had the breeches of previous generations. In fact, thinner legs paired with a broader chest 

and arms would only serve to make the legs appear longer and more appealing in the 

trouser styles of the period.   

Dandyism arrived in France around 1816 when Beau Brummell fled England for 

Paris. The arrival of peace in France after the return of the Bourbons brought exiled 

French aristocrats back to Paris, and with them came a renewed anglomania.243 As a 

sport, rowing also travelled from England to France, and represented to French 

participants both a means of co-opting what they believed to be positive English traits 
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and competing with the British on an alternate international stage. British vacationers in 

La Havre, Paris and Rouen introduced the French to competitive canotage in the 

1830s.244 In his 1854 publication on French sports, Eugène Chapus recognized the 

dominance of English sportsmen. He then congratulated the French on catching up to 

their rivals across the Channel, noting that unlike the British, the French were hampered 

in their pursuit of athletic glory by a general mistrust of any kind of unproductive activity 

that might appear aristocratic in nature.  The term flâneur likely first appeared a decade 

earlier in an 1806 pamphlet entitled Le Flâneur au salon ou M. Bon Homme: examen 

joyeux des tableaux, mêlé de vaudevilles, in which the writer reviewed the current Salon 

at the Louvre. The fussy and rules-bound author does not much resemble the later 

incarnation of the Parisian flâneur, which was created through assimilation with the 

dandy.  

In 1879, just two years after Caillebotte began his rowing pictures, L'Académie 

française officially recognized the term flâneur. Ironically, by that period the character 

itself had begun to lose its specialized position in the public discourse. Although 

seemingly headed for extinction as an “archaic model of masculinity”245 by mid-century, 

the dandy/flâneur proved to be an elastic character that could be reinvented time and 

again to suit the needs of a particular generation. Throughout the Bourbon Restoration 

and the July Monarchy, Parisians such as the novelist Jules-Amédée Barbey d’Aurevilly 

(1808-89) and Baudelaire were drawn to dandyism as a foreign (British) exoticism, even 

as they reshaped and refined le dandysme. Although Barbey argued in On Dandyism and 

George Brummel (1845) that the French did not possess the cultural constitution to truly 
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embrace and embody the dandy, under his and Baudelaire’s auspices, the dandy was 

transformed; no longer simply embodied art, the dandy became an artist. In doing so he 

gained not only a profession, but also agency in the evolution of the concept.  

For Barbey, a dandy was much more than a man with a fastidious concern for 

fashion. Clothing was important, but not in and of itself. Rather, dandyism was “a way of 

being entirely composed of nuances.”246 It was difficult to pin down the dandy’s many 

interests and attitudes with exactitude, but above all the dandy was defined by his 

independence. While Baudelaire embraced the appearance of the dandy, he rejected its 

purpose of pure idleness. The French dandy, as conceived of by Baudelaire in the person 

of Constantin Guys, looked like a dandy, cared for his appearance and for the trappings 

of dandyism, but was a working artist. In The Painter of Modern Life, Baudelaire wrote, 

“Dandyism does not even consist, as many thoughtless people seem to believe, in an 

immoderate taste for the toilet and material elegance. For the perfect dandy these things 

are no more than symbols of his aristocratic superiority of mind.”247 Baudelaire 

rechristened the dandy, making him interchangeable with the Parisian flâneur, the mid-

nineteenth century man about town. He was not interested in aping the aristocracy, but in 

a conscious community of artists; not in extravagant affectations, but rather an 

“aristocracy of spirit.”248  Despite its lengthy history, Baudelaire conceived of dandyism 

as quite modern. Throughout his writings, the poet used the term dandy as a value 
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judgment; despite their own proclivities, those artists he approved of were dandies, all 

others were not.249  

 The development of dandyism in France, especially through the writings 

of Baudelaire (who himself was influenced by Barbey d’Aurevilly, Honoré de Balzac and 

Théophile Gautier), inspired a generation of artists and writers, including Édouard Manet, 

James McNeill Whistler, Edgar Degas, Emile Zola, Henri Fantin-Latour and Gustave 

Caillebotte. The pursuit of the self, the desire for an audience, and the meticulous concern 

with style in both their work and their personal lives are aspects of the cult of the dandy. 

Baudelaire published The Painter of Modern Life in 1863, just as this new generation 

began to come of age artistically. At the same time, the development of the Paris arcades 

(Les passages couverts de Paris) early in the nineteenth century and Haussmanization 

during mid-century created the physical space and opportunity for anonymous wandering 

in which the flâneur blossomed.250  

Despite the suburban location and daytime setting, the idea of wandering, 

observing and allowing oneself to be lost in a crowd is on full display in the Périssoires 

canvases. In these works, each of the first three paintings (Figs. 5-7) includes more than 

one figure, alone in a boat, but connected by their mode of transportation and their 

uniform of a white shirt and a rattan hat. It appears that all are amicably engaged in side-

by-side leisure, each propelling his craft but part of a larger group. As noted earlier, the 

faces of most of the men are hidden beneath their hats or by a turn of the head, the better 

to focus inward attention on the stroke while remaining aware of the other boats. 
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However, such group anonymity also emphasizes the flânerie of Caillebotte’s rowers, as 

the true dandy concealed his individuality behind a protective mask of communal but 

meticulously achieved appearance.251  

Additionally, as he later endeavored to do with Man at his Bath, Caillebotte’s 

Périssoires constitute an attempt to fulfill Baudelaire’s call for a painter of modern life. 

Here he combines the decorative tradition and landscape painting that surrounds the 

boaters discussed in the last chapter (the half of art that is the “eternal and the 

immutable”) with the brand new subject matter of the serious sportsman performing his 

role in a newly available, modern leisure spot on the Yerres (the half of art that is the 

“ephemeral, the fugitive, the contingent”).252 Caillebotte also engaged in modernism by 

including purposeful optical distortions in perspective in these works, which he had 

observed in his brother Martial’s photographs. Daniel Charles calls this “realism of the 

highest order.”253 By monumentalizing his oarsmen and connecting them to art historical 

tradition, Caillebotte attempted to claim a modernity that will one day be worthy of 

antiquity. Unlike Baudelaire, however, Caillebotte finds the “mysterious beauty which 

human life accidentally puts into”254 the modern in the athletically transformed bodies of 

the men who perform such a contemporary activity. 

These are scenes of suburban boating and Impressionist landscape, and yet the 

figures appear like boulevardiers. They have simply traded the streets of Paris for the 

river, night for the day, and their top hats and waistcoats for rattan sun visors and t-shirts. 

By situating each man in his own boat, and yet connecting them through activity, dress 
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and demeanor, Caillebotte stressed the flâneur interest in both observing and being 

observed, and in being alone within the crowd. While the ordinary flâneur remained 

stuck in Paris, assaulted by the commoditization of the city so well explored by Walter 

Benjamin in The Arcades Project, Caillebotte’s rowers have smartly utilized the benefits 

of commodity—easy transportation to the river, the mass production of sport specific 

clothing and technological developments in boat building—to enjoy a type of “strolling” 

no longer so available in the busy modern city. 

Caillebotte’s rowing dandies depended on more than the formation of the 

conceptual framework for its existence. The expansion of the train system during the 

latter part of the nineteenth century made possible the mass movement of people in and 

out of the city on a daily basis or for an easy weekend trip. The resultant flowering of 

leisure spots and vacation locations along the Seine, and an imperative for fresh air and 

exercise necessitated by the burgeoning office culture of the Industrial Revolution, 

combined with the institution of flânerie to make Caillebotte’s sporting dandies culturally 

possible. It was the dislocation and trauma of the Franco-Prussian War, however, which 

made them necessary. 

The Franco-Prussian War was one of the shortest in history, but it had a 

monumental effect on the French, both physically and psychologically. Much of the 

population of Paris took up arms in the uprising known as the Paris Commune, and this 

third and final phase of the War ended in May of 1871 with complete, absolute, 

catastrophic defeat. The Third Republic was born of double defeat, of France by the 

Prussians, and of the Communards by the French army. The repression of the commune 

was horrific and bloody, with thousands marched to Versailles for trial and many of those 
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executed. Paris remained under martial law for five years. Approximately one out of 

every thirty Parisians was killed during l’année terrible.255 As peace returned and 

Parisians tried to regain a sense of normalcy, they found that they were unable to simply 

return to their pre-war life. Not only had the war, the uprising and the commune affected 

them personally, but also the entire nation was left vulnerable and weak with a sense of 

ennui, wondering just how such a great nation had been dispatched so quickly and so 

brutally.256  

Although Baudelaire died three years before the outbreak of this war, many 

prominent flâneur-artists were directly involved. Caillebotte was drafted into the Garde 

Nationale Mobile de la Seine, eighth company, seventh battalion on July 26, 1870 and 

demobilized on March 7, 1871. Manet and Degas served in the artillery division during 

the war, but did not see action. Renoir was conscripted into the cavalry but returned 

unharmed. Monet and Pissarro fled to England in 1870, and the former also visited 

Holland, waiting out the war and Commune out of country. Manet, at least, stayed true to 

his dandy nature throughout, as Berthe Morisot later joked that the painter spent most of 

his time in the army changing his uniform.257  

The artists and their fellow flâneurs were despondent over the state of wartime 

Paris. As the Prussian army moved through France and then retreated to its post-war 

borders, artist’s studios were ransacked and paintings were trampled by soldiers or 
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pierced with bayonets.258 In just one horrifying example, Prussian soldiers 

commandeered Pissarro’s home for use as a slaughterhouse, using the canvases he left 

behind as butcher’s aprons and to soak up animal blood on the floor.259 Beside the horrors 

of war, the city of Paris was under siege, and this meant a disruption of the flâneur 

lifestyle. There was simply nothing to do, nowhere to go, and no one to see. Art historian 

Hollis Clayson notes, “The war of 1870 brought about the collapse of one of the central 

truisms of Second Empire bourgeois life: it discontinued the fabled dominion of the 

flâneur…The normal traffic in nothingness and the pleasures gleaned from having 

nothing to do…were short-circuited by the unavailability of the usual menu of urban 

distractions.”260 The rigors of prewar sociability in Paris were lost.261  

 Not only did flâneurs find it difficult to continue their prewar social lives, 

but tolerance for their activities and interests also diminished as the war’s effects became 

a reality. Reactions to the defeat were varied and far-reaching. Military loss convinced 

the French that Frenchmen were “a pitiful lot, physically timid and indulged and morally 

weak and self-serving.”262 The French had been ruined by the modern urban world. 

Numbed by office jobs or crippled by industrial labor, with brains overtaxed by the 

intellect and mind, spirit and body destroyed by big city living, it was no surprise that the 

French could not defend themselves. The difference between France and Germany came 

down to one thing: vigor. In the wake of defeat, the French came to believe Prussian men 

had it, and French men did not (Fig. 30). 
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The prescription lay in emulation of the ancients, and the belief that French men 

had to combat the demasculinizing nature of the modern city, with its offices and passive 

leisure options, and to return to the more physically active, out-of-doors lifestyle of the 

early Greeks. The ancients were an inspiration not only for the burgeoning physical 

culture movement, but for the dandy as well. Barbey, for example, called for “the calm of 

the antiquity in the midst of contemporary agitation.”263 The physical culture movement 

grew out of anxieties not simply for masculinity in general, but French masculinity in 

particular. Life drawing classes at academic art institutions had focused attention on the 

ancient body throughout the nineteenth century, but it was in the burgeoning world of 

photography, and by extension, photographic advertisement, that the public was able to 

see the connection between sports, the muscular body of the ancients, and the potential 

for a new version of French masculinity to act as a bulwark against further loss.264 The 

growing importance of sports in school and of bodybuilding and athletics in the general 

population was a proactive means not only of promoting individual manliness, but also, 

by extension, the military defense of France. “Paris stripped away the effeminacy of a 

city of joy, and rose again as a heroic city. It assimilated all the male virtues.”265 Along 

with the rest of French society, the dandy had to assert his manliness and his fitness for 

modern life.  

As the nation confronted itself following the war, there was increasing acceptance 

that the vices plaguing modern men were the result of their urban, materialistic and 

sedentary society. The twin evils of luxury and cerebral professions were blamed for the 
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prevalence of homosexuality, obesity, masturbation, muscular atrophy, laziness, and both 

moral and physical weakness that seemed endemic to modern Frenchmen during the 

Third Republic. The threat was twofold: such degeneration threatened not only the 

military security of the French State, but would lead to the evolution of such effeminized 

men that the two genders would become indistinguishable and procreation impossible.266 

The cure lay in creating a simulacrum of a seemingly simpler pre-industrial past in which 

men were forced by necessity to engage in militaristic or agrarian pursuits that required 

constant physical activity.  

Athletic pursuits presented the perfect solution: the training of the body would 

combat the ill effects of a sedentary, cerebral lifestyle, kept the mind and hands busy, and 

focused natural energy towards a wholesome outcome. This was particularly true for 

combat sports such as fencing (and later boxing) as well as agility exercises such as 

gymnastics. In response to such concerns, gymnasiums began operating in cities not only 

in France but also across Europe and the United States. The grandfather of this movement 

was the German physical education instructor Friedrich Ludwig Jahn (1778-1852), who 

in 1812 founded Turnverein, a nationalistic and athletic movement in Prussia. 267  

Ironically, just as the post-Commune focus on athleticism in France was motivated by 

military defeat at the hands of the Prussians, so too was Jahn reacting to the humiliation 

of Prussia by Napoleon in the early years of the nineteenth century. The promotion of 
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gymnastics in the German states was also directly correlated to the drive for German 

political unification.268  

As would be true in France later in the century, in the Germanic states the health 

and well-being of the individual body was conflated with that of the nation. Jahn began to 

lead schoolboys on outings to the countryside in 1810, and he soon erected apparatus 

now associated with gymnastics and field sports. The benefit of participation, according 

to Jahn, was not just an increase in physical strength, although that was important, but 

instruction in cooperation, bravery, and camaraderie. Jahn hoped this combination would 

lead to a population not only capable of achieving freedom from invading foreign powers 

and the subsequent unification of Germany, but also of sustaining democratic institutions 

once that first goal had been achieved. Thus the future of the entire population came to 

rest on participation in bodily training. In 1813, Jahn himself fought in the War of 

Liberation that freed Prussia from Napoleon’s control, and upon his return, published his 

most famous book Die Deutsche Turnkunst,269 which became the bible of gymnastics 

education.270  

Gymnastics and athletic training soon became popular amongst the adult 

population in Germany as well. Turnvereins quickly spread through German cities. Even 

critics of Jahn furthered the athletic movement in Germany by encouraging physical 

education for women and arguing for freer (less apparatus driven) play for children. 

Evidence of the direct political connotations attributed to sports in Germany can also be 
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seen in its opponents—monarchs throughout the German states, uniformly opposed to the 

loss of personal power that would follow unification, eventually came to see the 

turnvereins as dangerous hotbeds of revolutionary activity. Jahn was eventually arrested 

for conspiracy and many German states banned turnvereins entirely. However, by 1840, 

as industrialization focused attention on the need for a common legal and currency 

system amongst the various German entities, gymnastics organizations for adults and 

physical education in schools began a period of revival. At the start of the Franco-

Prussian war, 1,500 gymnastics societies served the newly formed German nation.271 

Even after unification, gymnastics remained an important part of the academic curricula 

of Germany. It was used by Universities as a means of attracting aristocratic students 

who were used to the rituals of riding, dancing, fencing and, to some extent, vaulting.272 

Each of these activities was marked by its level of complexity and sophisticated rule 

structure.  

Although the rowing paintings that Caillebotte began in 1877 do fit in the general 

context of Caillebotte’s love for sport and the outdoors and Impressionist interest in 

leisure activities along the Seine, rowing is a sport that worked particularly well for the 

dandy project. In reality, there is nothing inherently useful about rowing a boat that is not 

ferrying goods or passengers back and forth on a river, and yet those who do so imbue it 

with the greatest of meaning and importance. In Baudelairean terms, they constantly find 

“gravity among the frivolous.”273 Rowers, along with other sportsmen, strive to create, if 

not an intellectual or psychological self-as-art, at least a physical body as art. This re-
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tooling of the body had been a part of the dandy regiment in various forms since its 

inception.  As art historian Tamar Garb observes, the muscles on Caillebotte’s rowers 

contrast sharply with those of workers, as the muscle of conscious exercise. She notes the 

“strapping, well-fed, ruddy-faced…men, dressed in the appropriate costume (who) flexed 

their muscles and heaved their way across the water.”274  

In 1889, the French critic and dramatist Jules Lemaitre wrote “from an ensemble 

of insignificant and useless practices [the dandy] fashions a craft which bears his personal 

stamp, and which appeals and seduces in the manner of a work of art.”275 These words 

would certainly resonate with any oarsman, including Caillebotte. Both rowers and 

sailors break down their motions into small bits, only to build them again to a greater 

whole, one that is incredibly taxing and idiosyncratic, but which seems to the casual 

viewer perfectly choreographed and synched with the other member(s) of the boat. The 

more skill a rower possesses, the more his activity appears effortless to observers.   

Following the Revolution in France, the government attempted to foster a sense of 

nationalism, partly through a focus on state education for children. Napoleon further 

strengthened this movement by centralizing the education system, and the physical 

education provided in these schools was, for the most part, borrowed from the German 

tradition. This often included hiring foreigners to teach athletics to the French. Still, 

during the reign of Napoleon III and in the aftermath of the Franco-Prussian war, 

increasing medical and sociological evidence pointing to a preponderance of alcoholism, 

venereal disease, impotence, insanity, a plummeting birth rate and the poor physical 
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condition of army recruits suggested that more—much more—had to be done to improve 

appropriate masculine behavior and stem such a tragic national decline.276  

The French undoubtedly lagged behind American and some fellow European 

powers in developing a sporting culture, to the extent that even today they are as a nation 

much less associated with athletics. There are also few historiographical sources on 

French sporting history (whereas books devoted to sports in Germany, England and 

America could fill entire library racks). As late as the 1860s, the wealthy in France 

predominantly engaged in equestrian sports, while the rural poor participated in 

traditional village games. In both cases, the focus was social and not related to the 

physical transformation of the body. Aquatic sports gained increasing popularity during 

mid-century, attracting the wealthy and the working-class, dedicated sportsmen and 

weekend dabblers. By the 1880s, a more varied and vigorous menu of sporting activities 

began to take hold throughout France. During the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 

for example, traditional village amusements such as quoits, a game similar to horseshoes 

or bocce, began to give way to active and often team oriented sports such as soccer and 

rugby.277 It was a Frenchman, Baron Pierre de Coubertin (1863-1937), who brought the 

dream of a modern day Olympic games to fruition in Athens, the same year that 

Caillebotte died.  

The sporting body gained further traction after mid-century as the industrial world 

began to carve out the time and acknowledge the importance of leisure and its associated 

activities. Additionally, the increasingly urban populations created both the population 

density necessary for the promulgation of sporting clubs and organizations, and a 
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growing concern for their necessity. No longer regulated to the working class 

professional athlete and his aristocratic imitator, these clubs served an array of social 

classes as well as various levels of skill and interest.  

Caillebotte’s Oarsmen has traditionally been considered an example of the artist’s 

fidelity to realism and as evidence of a problematized masculinity. At the same time, it 

represents a vision of pure athleticism, and the celebration of the effects of physical 

exertion. In this image there is literally nothing but the singular pursuit of a sporting 

activity—no architecture, no industry, no entertainment, no military quest or implied 

financial transaction. There is only the joy and satisfaction that comes from working the 

body for its own sake and of understanding the mechanical miracle that is human 

physiognomy in locomotion. Such a picture not only illustrates the best type of outcome 

for a nation intent on encouraging physical culture, but also acts as an inspiration to 

viewers, who must think to themselves how good it would feel to be outdoors, on a lovely 

river, cheeks reddened and muscles burning with a pleasant sort of exhaustion. It is a 

painting that both reacts to societal forces coalescing in the wake of military defeat, and 

acts as an advertisement for the pleasure of fulfilling such a cultural imperative.  

It is a powerful and dynamic composition in which the viewer is treated to a 

coxswain-view, as though he were in the boat, with the smell of the river in his nostrils, 

and the feel of the boat jerking backwards as the rowers pulled their oars through the 

water. As Kirk Varnedoe observed, “The forceful push-pull of the relatively shallow 

picture space seems to act as a direct correlate for the physical energies of the activity 

depicted.”278 The hands of the forward oarsman appear to project out of the canvas, 

giving the composition a sense of a third dimension. Michael Fried later noted that the 
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dynamics of rowing, in which the actions taken by the figures who jump out of the 

picture plane will soon propel those same figures into the background.279 Although not 

necessarily trained in Lecoq de Boisbaudran’s theory of memory drawing, the artist 

clearly called upon his own experiences on the water when he created this work. As 

earlier noted, Caillebotte was also known to be one of the Impressionists most influenced 

by photography, and just as the progressive positions of the oars in the périssoires series 

seem to have been inspired by the motion photography popularized by Thomas Eakins 

and Eadweard Muybridge, Caillebotte’s Oarsmen may relate to the 3-dimensional 

photographic stereoscope images so popular at the time.   

At the same time, Oarsmen is also a powerful example of Caillebotte’s use of 

sport as an outlet for the post-war dandy. Rowing and sailing can be relaxing pursuits, but 

for the serious amateur, they require a type of hard work and stoic suffering that 

surpasses most other games and sports. Caillebotte’s rowers exhibit a singularity of focus 

that calls to mind Baudelaire’s dandies, men full of passion and restrained energy.280 

Here the artist pictures the type of rower that the average flâneur would desire to 

associate with—not the pleasure boaters who paddled about but rather serious oarsmen 

dedicated to their sport. Attendance, if not participation, at serious sporting events was as 

de rigueur for the man about town as was appearances at city diversions such as the 

Opera. In his 1867 guidebook entitled Les plaisirs de Paris: guide pratique et illustré, 

noted flâneur Alfred Delvau devotes chapters to cafés, the opera, theater, concerts, balls, 

clubs, horseracing and water sports. In his text, he admits that the French were behind the 
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British and Americans in developing the sport, but noted with excitement its recent gain 

in popularity.281  

The appearance of idleness always required hard work and forethought, and here 

Caillebotte conveys the effort required in what might otherwise seem like a mere 

diversion. Just as Baudelaire’s Monsieur G. never missed a detail of dress, carriage or 

accoutrement, in this image Caillebotte paid particular attention not only to the uniform 

of his rowers, but to their position within the boat, and the manner in which their muscles 

work together to propel the craft beneath them. The man in front is entirely absorbed in 

the activity, unaware of the presence of the viewer; he neither observes nor is aware of 

being observed. Like any good rower, he is entirely focused on the action and rhythm 

within the boat.  The man in the back, however, looks to his right, out past his oar. Is he 

simply regulating his stroke and steering the boat, or observing the boaters around him? 

Of course, a second figure is also implied. As the passenger/coxswain, the viewer is the 

only one in a rowing shell that can and should observe all the many sights on and along 

the river. By including the viewer as coxswain, Caillebotte implicates the audience in the 

sporting dandy project.  

The enormous Gymnase Triat opened in Paris in 1847, although the movement 

did not gain much traction until after the war. In the 1874 inaugural address for the Club 

Alpin Française, the organizers located their desire to found  “a school of physical energy 

and moral vigor” in their own grief at recent military losses, and hoped their efforts 

would encourage French youth to become “more virile, more apt to bear military life, 
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more prepared to face a long conflict without discouragement...."282The men that 

Caillebotte pictures in the Périssoires series and in Oarsmen are coded as successful 

examples of French support for athletics, with their strong backs and arms, upright 

posture and task-focused attention. They are unafraid of hard work, willing to perspire for 

their cause, but also to work together with others for a common goal. Who better to 

defend France against threat, both internal and external, than men such as these? An 1884 

guidebook to the city aimed at American travelers listed two principle gymnasiums in the 

city—the Gymnase Paz, considered one of the best in Europe, located at 34, Rue des 

Martyrs, and the original Gymnase Triat at Avenue Montaigne 55, near the Champs-

Élysées. These were merely the two most notable amongst Parisian gymnasiums of the 

era, and numerous establishments intended for swimming, fencing, various boating 

activities, tennis, and ice-skating soon joined them. It is noteworthy that each of these 

establishments advertised for teachers or “professors” to educate members and visitors on 

the proper performance of these activities.283  

Although they began as pseudo military training centers, sporting clubs soon 

became akin to other types of communal societies, affording an organizational structure 

and social identity for its members. In fashion-conscious Paris, these groups also tended 

to wear a very specific uniform for their activity, the better to visually broadcast both 

their participation and the exclusive nature of their organization. Like Caillebotte’s 

rowers, who wear a costume of white t-shirt and rattan hat decorated with a club specific 

ribbon to advertise elite affiliation, so too did members of gymnastics societies wear a 
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uniform of body-length tights paired with a specific type of pants and white or blue 

jacket, along with a cap reminiscent of martial headgear.284 These establishments often 

garnered financial support from the government by offering military training as part of 

their program, further emphasizing the historic connection between sport and war.285  

Following the Franco-Prussian War, French bourgeois society was prepared to 

embrace a form of dandyism that focused on the physical body through fencing and 

gymnastics. The academician and playwright Ernest LeGouvé encouraged the public to 

take up fencing because, while he approved of a republican form of government, he 

wanted a democracy that was aristocratic in its manners and sentiments.286 The character 

of a man, he believed, could best be judged by his fencing style. This ideal echoes the 

Baudelairean dandy who was a productive artist while maintaining an aristocratic 

appearance and a whiff of idleness. While Baudelaire argued that democracy was the 

natural enemy of the dandy, and French sporting organizations could project a 

democratizing attitude, he also claimed that the dandy appeared in just such times of 

social and political upheaval. Both Baudelaire and Barbey believed that the dandy 

eschewed the history of events in favor of a history of manners.287 In other words, the 

reinvention of the dandy need not be a result of specific historical events, but rather the 

need to find a sense of continuity that connected past attitudes and mores with those of 

the present. The dandy could rise from the ashes of chaos and create a new form of 

aristocracy, one that gained legitimacy outside the world of work or inherited wealth. 
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Sport was just such an institution, one that could shore up the nation in general, while 

allowing for individual glory and recognition. 

Despite its burgeoning sporting culture, during the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century, commentators within France remained concerned that physical development 

within the educational system was being neglected in favor of intellectual advancement. 

A palatable sense of decline permeated fin de siècle France. Such ennui encouraged 

participation in sports, as well as a flowering of literature that stressed the importance of 

heroism. The post-war period saw a surfeit of public monuments dedicated to military 

heroes, the revival of the cult of Joan of Arc and a yearly list of heroic exploits published 

in the Almanach de Drapeau.288 Civic heroism was encouraged on a variety of fronts, 

from religious teachings to patriotic organizations, to the push for colonial occupation 

and of course participation in sports. Physical courage became the means by which a boy 

might achieve successful masculinity, a feat that might be proven on the battlefield or on 

the playing field.    

While English schoolboys of the late nineteenth century were encouraged to 

undertake rough and tumble sports that privileged aggression and adventure, the French 

lycées continued to focus on intellect, civilization and pedagogical submission to the 

state. Concerned commentators argued that French boys should internalize the lesson of 

Vercingetorix, who united the (hot-blooded, barbarian) Gauls in their rebellion and 

ultimate submission to the (civilized, mannered) Romans in 53-52BCE. Successful 

French masculinity depended on combining the natural courage, intelligence and heroism 

of the Gauls with the highly civilized and disciplined behavior learned under the Roman 

Empire. By the 1880s, there was great concern that French school boys, subject to the 
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strict military and monastic disciplinary and organizational structure of lycées had little 

time or energy to devote to physical exercise, and therefore would be unable to tap into 

the positive aspects of their Gaulish heritage. Hygienic experts continually extolled the 

benefits of fresh air, gymnastics, sports and control of the appetite, and the directive was 

repeated often enough to suggest resistance on the part of schools and parents.289 Of 

course competitive boating provides an excellent visual example of how such a 

combination might be successfully achieved. Rowing, especially in a craft with multiple 

crewmen, is an ancient pedigreed activity that requires an “ultimate submission,” since in 

order to successfully move the boat in a straight line there can be no individual thought or 

purpose. At the same time, it is an activity that attracts the type of participants who find 

joy or satisfaction in physical fatigue and suffering. As evidenced by Caillebotte’s 

rowers, even in the rules-bound world of late nineteenth century France, they are too 

concerned with the sport itself to mind sunburned cheeks or worry about donning outfits 

that might otherwise be considered the mark of a lower class.  

According to its critics, the lack of training for the body and absence of 

appropriate outlets for the energies of young men turned the lycées into hotbeds of vice 

and degeneracy. When these young men were set loose in the city, they had no ability to 

resist its many corrupting temptations. They were prone to drinking, smoking, visiting 

prostitutes, dancing, and wasting their time and money on dime novels and pornography. 

The natural excess energies of young men led inevitably to social disease, masturbation 

and general degeneracy, as well as to a heterosexual surfeit that could lead to homosexual 

behavior. It was hoped that sports might counteract such degeneracy, not only by burning 

off excess energy and focusing the attention of participants, but by engaging them in 
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activities that stressed rules, uniformity, and sacrifice in the pursuit of a positive end 

result. With the loss of the Franco-Prussian War, it seemed increasingly necessary to 

involve adult men in this endeavor as well. To reinvigorate French masculinity as a 

whole, the French quite naturally looked to the athletic practices of the victors.  

Although seemingly contrary pursuits, in practice flânerie and sporting culture 

had a great deal in common. Medieval European sports such as hawking, court tennis and 

hunting involved clothing that was protected by sumptuary laws, legally restricting the 

visual symbols of the sport to the nobility.290 While the dandy was a rebellion against the 

official nobility, such men nevertheless retained an appreciation for the exclusivity of 

symbol. This included sports clothing and equipment that, while no longer legally 

restricted, relied on cost to maintain itself as an outward sign of privilege. Gymnastics, 

first to gain traction in France, did involve a uniform and required specific apparatus to 

perform. At the same time, at its most basic level, it was a means of perfecting the body, 

a solipsistic focus that could easily be reconceived as an extension of the dandy’s 

attention to clothing that shaped the body into a particular silhouette.  

What began as a revival of fencing and gymnastics led to a broader interest in 

sports with critics and commentators increasingly focusing the attention of the nation on 

physical education, sport and the importance of a strong, fit body and fit body 

politic.291Le sport and Gymnastique, conceived of as a pedagogical movement of national 

renewal, 292 represented an avenue for post-war dandies to embrace. It focused on fair 

play, rules, and the possibility of winning hard-fought but playful and gentlemanly 
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contests. 293  Sport includes aspects of leisure, idleness, austerity and heroism, and was 

the natural place for a new incarnation of the dandy. Never lazy even in his leisure, the 

true dandy had a passion for strategy, rules, willpower and self-discipline.294 

Soon, however, such overly structured activities lost favor to more team-oriented, 

English based sports. Gymnastics had a nationalistic and middle-class focus that was 

anathema to the dandy and British inspired activities allowed for the celebration of the 

individual within the greater context of the team. Such games were also exciting for 

spectators to watch, so that participants performed a ritual with the purpose of being 

celebrated by the crowd. Although this relationship turned the dandy imperative of 

observing rather than being observed on its head, it also called forth a sense of celebrity 

and exclusivity, as team members constantly advertised their belonging and their right to 

be admired by the throngs through common dress and action. Upper-class French youth, 

for example, quickly co-opted English sports to transform traditional village football into 

an elite activity intended to train them for rigors of running a nation.295 However, while 

Caillebotte’s Impressionist colleagues often pictured spectators enjoying sailing and 

rowing regattas, Caillebotte alone painted the effort it took to participate in such sports.  

Many of Caillebotte’s paintings from the immediate post-war period include one 

or more pensive young flâneurs, disconnected to the urban bustle around them or visible 

from their apartment. Examples of these works include Paris, a Rainy Day (1877), Le 

pont de l'Europe (1876), On the Pont de l’Europe (1876-1877), all set on city streets, and 

Young Man at His Window. These images were made just prior to Caillebotte’s rowing 
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series, making the latter appear as an answer to the anxiety and sense of dislocation 

palatable in the former.  

Charles Baudelaire had proclaimed dandyism “the last spark of heroism amid 

decadence.”296 Throughout its history the dandy had often been accused of vanity, a 

charge that suggests not only narcissism but also selfishness and the reluctance to 

sacrifice for the greater societal good. The dandy’s stance against marriage and their 

appreciation of the commercial availability of sexual pleasure also left them open to the 

charge of homosexuality, or at least subversion of the family, considered the foundation 

of society.297 It was felt that effeminacy, love of leisure and luxury were the triad of 

characteristics that threatened French masculinity and sapped the strength of the nation. 

They were also the three characteristics most associated with dandies. In 1844 Barbey 

argued that the same “restless search for the approval of others, the unquenchable thirst 

for applause from the gallery”298 was not vanity but a love of beauty and splendor. Such a 

statement would, of course, also feel familiar to many athletes. In a post-war world, it 

was crucial that the dandy/flâneurs (both actual men who strived to live the dandy 

lifestyle and the concept of dandyism itself) reinvent itself in a manner that visibly 

translated his love of audience into a glory to benefit the individual and the state, rather 

than a selfish vanity.   

By tapping into the cultural preoccupation with a strong body and body politic, 

Caillebotte and his rowers were able to embody a type of dandy that remained 

fundamentally interested in the self and in an aristocracy of spirit but that did not 

represent a threat to the democratization and nationalism of post-war France. As Barbey 
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had noted a generation before, one could not become a dandy simply by following a set 

of rules of dandyism; rather, a man had an instinct towards independence and 

capriciousness, or he did not.299 There could be nothing more dandified, therefore, than 

eschewing the notion that the dandy/flâneur could only exist on the streets of Paris, that 

the wandering be in the form of walking, or that the uniform consist of well-groomed 

street clothes. Caillebotte, confident in his position and in his independence, was able to 

follow his own impulse in translating the dandy to a new and modern location, the 

recently created vacation destinations of the Seine, to continue the flâneur imperative of 

observation. 

  As discussed earlier, Caillebotte was known as a perfectionist. He spent 

as much time managing events or designing equipment for rowing and sailing as he did 

participating in those events or representing them on canvas. That Caillebotte took so 

seriously activities that he did not rely on financially only serves to reinforce his status as 

a dandy. A generation earlier Baudelaire argued that for the dandy, “there is a grandeur in 

all follies, an energy in all excess… all the complicated material conditions to which they 

submit, from the impeccable toilet at every hour of the day and the night to the most 

perilous feats on the sporting field, are no more than a system of gymnastics designed to 

fortify the wall and discipline the soul.”300 As a casual participant in roughhousing (Fig. 

12), a serious athlete or a major figure in the codification and organization of water sports 

in France, Caillebotte embodied the post-war flâneur, and he conveyed to sport the same 

love of rules, dress and accessories that earlier generations of dandies brought to 
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wandering the city. For Caillebotte, masculine leisure could be active as well as relaxed, 

vigorous as well as picturesque.  

Caillebotte was perfectly positioned to take on the mantle of the post-war dandy. 

He had enough money so that finances were never an issue. For example, when 

Caillebotte was elected Conseiller municipal of his small hamlet, he avoided tacky 

budgetary skirmishes by paying for infrastructure improvements out of pocket.301 Such 

financial independence was crucial for the Baudelairean dandy, as was Caillebotte’s use 

of his money to pursue his interests, rather than having an interest in the money itself and 

its accumulation. As Baudelaire noted, the dandy has “no other calling but to cultivate the 

idea of beauty in their persons, to satisfy their passions, to feel and to think.”302 While the 

typical dandy adorned his body with external items in pursuit of beauty, Caillebotte’s 

rowers reshape the muscles of the body itself with the same goal. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, his familiarity with his subject and his engagement with modern life are 

not just illustrated in the figures themselves, but in their craft, which are expensive, 

newly developed, fragile boats requiring a high level of skill to operate and money to 

purchase and provide upkeep.  

Perhaps Caillebotte’s most seemingly obvious sporting dandy appears in 

Oarsman in a Top Hat (Fig. 4). Again, the perspective of the image is such that the 

viewer is the boat’s passenger, sitting opposite the rower. It is a strange and somewhat 

incongruous pastiche of the city dweller in nature, in which a flâneur has again replaced 

the boulevard with the river, and the act of strolling with rowing. Contemporary viewers 

recognized this, as evidenced by a cartoon in Le Charivari that appeared after the work 
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was shown at the fourth Impressionist exhibition in 1879, in which the man’s top hat is 

replaced with a smoke stack, signifying the incursion of the city into the countryside 

(Fig).  

The figure is prominent enough to suggest a portrait, yet there is no record of the 

identity of the model. Although it is certainly not a self-portrait, the man portrayed in the 

image looks very much like Caillebotte’s portraits of his bourgeois friends, such as Paul 

Hugot and Jules Dubois. On the one hand, his clothing sets him apart from the rest of the 

population on the river, and on the other, his activity distances him from the urban world 

of commerce and polite society. Despite the presumed presence of the viewer as rowboat 

passenger, in the larger sense, this dandy is certainly alone in the crowd. In contrast to the 

rowers in Oarsmen, the figure is not harmoniously connected to his craft by color, and 

the palette itself is far less sunny. There is not the same sense of strenuous activity either. 

Rather, the man seems vaguely uncomfortable and his face betrays a slightly nervous 

expression. The formal clothing of the figure is out of place, and negates the comfortable 

masculinity afforded to properly dressed and vigorously muscled oarsmen. The boat in 

the background, which contains two properly dressed rowers with impeccable posture, 

reinforces the slightly ridiculous man in the foreground. Is this man Caillebotte’s most 

obvious rowing dandy, or his anti-dandy, suggesting that the flâneur of the city streets 

and the flâneur of the riverbank cannot be one and same?    

The dandy was a “poet of the cloth, a man who lived to dress rather than dressed 

to live. Clothing was forever a symbol of his spiritual aristocracy.”303 Appropriate male 

fashion was to be understated, made up of blacks and grays. Fabric and a good cut might 

indicate wealth, but differences were subtle rather than ostentatious. Through consistent 
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pictorial advertisement, a preferred silhouette emerged during the latter part of the 

nineteenth century. A properly dressed and proportioned man exhibited an upright 

posture, a narrow waist, a wide torso and a flat stomach. Earlier generations of dandies 

were able to achieve the proper body type through the use of male corsets, but by mid-

century these had fallen out of favor.304 Although the cut of trousers or the addition of a 

chest bib might help, it was left to the musculature of the body to create the proper shape 

in the less restrictive fashions of the day. The stakes for fashion were high. Although a 

man was expected to represent himself through his intelligence and confidence rather 

than his dress, the outfit was always necessarily the first visual clue to the inner self. In 

this manner, sports and athletics also came to play an important role, by working the 

musculature and supporting a posture that could properly inhabit such fashion to its most 

beneficial.  

Norma Broude has argued that Oarsmen in a Top Hat (Fig. 3) is unequivocally 

homoerotic, in part because the pelvis of the top-hatted man is thrust towards the 

viewer.305 However, this viewpoint fails to take into account Caillebotte’s own 

involvement in rowing, and his clear desire to create rowing pictures with an athletic 

realism that is faithful to the sport. As the painter surely knew, the best way to propel his 

craft would be to dig his heels into the bottom of the boat and tilt his pelvis slightly 

forward in order to “hang” on the oars, thereby using the large muscle of the thighs to 

assist the smaller muscles in the arms and back. Further, rather than looking away from 

the homosexual gaze, as Broude would have him, I would suggest that the man gazes out 

towards his oar, which he moves with his right hand, as rowers often do in order to check 
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their steering and stroke. As noted in the previous chapter, this is such an enigmatic 

image that it allows viewers to project wildly divergent explanations concerning the 

identity of the man and his purpose on the river. 

A small, rarely discussed pastel entitled Boaters on the Yerres (1877) (Fig. 41) 

may shed light on Caillebotte’s intentions in both Oarsmen and Oarsmen in a Top Hat. In 

Oarsmen and Boaters on the Yerres we are in the same type of sweep boat, but the latter 

image is pictured from the perspective of the starboard rower in the bow rather than from 

the coxswain/passenger in the stern.306 By once again cutting off part of the boat in 

Boaters on the Yerres, the viewer becomes a crucial second member of the crew, whose 

participation is all that allows the boat to move downriver rather than turn in useless 

circles. As Caillebotte cuts off the boat in Oarsmen in such a way as to necessitate the 

inclusion of the viewer as passenger, we might assume that the painter understood the 

viewer for that painting to look and dress much like the one he pictures in Boaters on the 

Yerres.  

This relaxed figure wears a casual blue suit and straw boater hat, but instead of 

participating in the action, he slouches slightly forward, knees spread and ankles together. 

With his eyes downcast and hands limp in his lap, he puffs on a pipe. His hands are more 

sketchily rendered than other parts of the body, suggesting movement, as though the man 

is worrying something in his fingers. Such posture and activity signifies both comfort 

with the activity (he is clearly used to being in a boat and not afraid of falling in the 

water), and an inner focus (either total absorption in the sensory experience of simply 
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being on the river, or a mimicking of the oarsman’s need to pay attention to his stroke). 

Certainly the position of the man’s legs and hands could suggest a version of the Venus 

pudica pose, calling attention to the man’s groin by covering it with his hands. This is 

further highlighted by the left leg of the port rower seen from behind, which directly 

points to the man’s crotch.  

I would argue that the intent here has more to do with a posture of total relaxation 

than on enticing the homosexual gaze. This man is comfortable in a boat and trusts the 

skill of his companions so much that he need not even consider holding on for balance or 

safety. Furthermore, his spread legs, with knees touching the sides of the boat, would 

serve a stabilizing function as well, keeping the boat from rocking side to side more than 

necessary. His blasé attitude also enhances his status as a dandy. The flâneur, disdainful 

of amateur Sunday pleasure boaters, would feel it necessary to appear completely at ease 

with the activities of serious sportsmen, knowledgeable concerning their craft and 

comfortable with his participation. Such an association was clearly based on class 

snobbery, as the more serious athletes were by necessity wealthier than weekend pleasure 

boaters. It is reasonable to assume that Caillebotte is here illustrating the fluid 

relationship between dandy and athlete. Although passenger at this particular moment, 

the man in the blue suit could soon strip off his constricting clothing and sub in for a 

rower. 

A view into the bottom of the boat also furthers my argument that Caillebotte is 

illustrating athletic skill rather than transgressive sexuality in his rowing pictures. In 

Boaters on the Yerres we are able to see the foot well of the boat, where the painter 

illustrates the left leg of the port stern rower, whose oar cuts him, the sportsman, off from 
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his passenger. Importantly, Caillebotte shows the metal bar attached to the board in front 

of him through which the man has threaded his foot. By keeping the feet stable and 

attached to the boat, the rowers would be able to better utilize the large muscles of the 

legs in addition to the smaller muscles of the back and arms to propel the boat. Although 

there is no direct evidence that such a contraption existed in the heavier, old style row 

boat illustrated in Oarsman in a Top Hat, the inclusion of such parts on racing shells 

would have certainly encouraged rowers in other boats to mimic the activity of pushing 

the feet and legs against the board in front in order to utilize the legs.  

Interestingly, in Boaters on the Yerres, the artist has captured his rower in a 

moment of rest rather than action. Although his reddened neck indicates effort or a bit of 

sunburn from continued outdoor activity, and the circular oar puddles visible in the 

background on the left and the white wake that trails from the stern make clear that the 

boat is still moving through the water, the left hand of the rower is in his lap rather than 

positioned on his oar. Based on the slightly off center wake, it is possible that the boat 

has either been left to drift while the men rest, or is in the process of beginning a turn, 

which if done in a casual manner would not necessitate that the inner arm remain on the 

oar. In any case, such a posture and level of inactivity, along with the matching hats and 

twin downward gazes reinforces the connection between rower and passenger, active and 

passive, uniformed and suited. The dandy and the sportsman are one and the same, 

sometimes participating in the sport, sometimes enjoying the company of those who are 

actively engaged.   

Many of Caillebotte’s paintings, including Oarsman in a Top Hat, do suggest an 

interest in homosocial interaction and a possible unease with modern masculinity. But in 
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that painting, as in Oarsmen and Boaters on the Yerres, Caillebotte’s intention was 

clearly on both an ocular realism and a fidelity to athletic realism, and on the exploration 

of the re-imagined dandy, not homosexual desire. Both Baudelaire and Lecoq would most 

likely have appreciated Caillebotte’s ability to transform a utilitarian activity into beauty 

and art, and to provide the viewer with the sensory experience of the activity. By 

employing a perspective that allowed for the viewer to include himself as a fellow 

oarsman, Caillebotte turned his périssoires into flâneurs but also into a “type” to be 

observed by the viewer/flâneur. “He is the flâneur. Walking desultorily through the city 

and paying attention to the way the city begins and ends before his very eyes…Those 

appearing are types. Never does the flâneur know them personally…They linger on in his 

memory while he reconstitutes for us and for himself the story of their life.”307 In his 

paintings of rowers on the Yerres, Caillebotte follows just this prescription. He illustrates 

both the intertwined relationship of the dandy and the serious sportsmen in the Parisian 

suburbs along the Seine during the latter nineteenth-century, and the transformation of 

the flâneur from wanderer of the city to athlete on the river. By positioning his rowers in 

such a manner as to include the viewer in the image, and by generally obscuring the 

individuality of his rowers, the painter also implicates us in his project. We become 

flâneurs of the river, never knowing the figures we observe personally, but in so many 

instances, able to project onto the figure the story of their lives that we want to tell. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 

 
During his short career, Gustave Caillebotte painted numerous genre scenes, 

landscapes and still lifes, organized and participated in many of the Impressionist 

exhibitions, and became a major collector of Impressionist paintings. Along with his 

brother Martial, the artist was an important philatelist and expert on modern stamps. He 

dedicated a great deal of attention to the landscape around his home, cultivating plants 

and designing the impressive gardens that surrounded his property. His most important 

contributions outside the art realm came in the newly emerging world of organized water 

sports that grew up in Paris and the surrounding suburbs along the Seine and its 

tributaries. Never one to dabble, Caillebotte pursued his hobbies and passions with an 

almost frenetic energy. He could not simply send paintings to an exhibition or race one of 

his many boats in a regatta; instead he also had to organize, promote and look after the 

finances of the show, or design a new class of boats, write the rules for sailing them and 

take charge of the body promoting the race. None of these activities was intended to 

increase the artist’s already sizable wealth, and yet he imbued each one with the utmost 

of importance. 

Many of the choices he made during his lifetime, along with his untimely death, 

have led the artist to be ignored or misunderstood by art historians over the past century 

and a quarter. Not only did he “retire” from the art world towards the end of the 

Impressionists exhibitions, but unlike a number of his colleagues, he did not live long 

enough to see Impressionism accepted by the mainstream art world. Unlike Renoir and 

Monet, he did not have a late body of work that embraced aspects of post-Impressionism 

and early twentieth-century modernism that could be called upon by scholars attempting 
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to rehabilitate the artist by retroactively fitting him into the modernist paradigm set up by 

Roger Fry and Clive Bell following their 1910 exhibition Manet and the Post-

Impressionists.  

Although reviewed by contemporary critics in both a positive and negative light, 

he was almost always considered a key member of the Impressionist group. For three-

quarters of a century after his death, he was primarily remembered as a patron rather than 

painter. He did, of course, play a crucial role not only in funding, organizing and 

promoting many of the Impressionist exhibitions, but he also supported many of the 

artists financially through loans and the purchase of works. Monet in particular may not 

have been able to continue painting in the same manner without the constant infusion of 

funds he received from Caillebotte. His bequest was a targeted fight to bring the 

Impressionists to the attention of the public and to enfold it into the mainstream history of 

French art not only by bequeathing his incredible collection to the State but also requiring 

that it be displayed in the premiere contemporary and historical art museums in Paris. 

Ironically, very few of his paintings made it into museums early on, and even today many 

key paintings remain in private collections. Although occasionally displayed during 

exhibitions, this has made it difficult for art historians to consider his oeuvre as a holistic 

body.  

Even today, Caillebotte often garners very little attention in scholarly and 

educational texts devoted to Impressionism as a whole.308 He has been included more 
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substantially in recent catalogues such as Impressionists on the Seine (1996), The 

Impressionists at Argenteuil (2000) and Impressionists on the Water (2013). In those 

texts, Caillebotte is folded into the general interest of the Impressionists in visiting and 

representing the developing leisure culture along the Seine outside Paris. In this manner, 

Caillebotte is shown to have an interest in representing modern life. His participation in 

sports and his subsequent visceral understanding of what he is representing on the water 

are also explored. Simultaneously, the artist’s most famous cityscapes, such as Paris, A 

Rainy Day and Pont de l’Europe, have gotten attention in texts devoted to fashion during 

the nineteenth-century and as examples of Impressionist explorations of Haussmann’s 

Paris. Over the past two decades, Caillebotte’s interest in the male body, especially as it 

manifested itself in his workers, bathers and sportsmen, have brought him to the attention 

of scholars interested in gender or queer theory. In each case, however, Caillebotte’s 

oeuvre has been divided and the artist categorized in an either or fashion. What has been 

missing is an overarching investigation of the artist’s motives that connects the various 

means by which he explored changing ideals and expectations of masculinity during his 

era through the lens not only of a physical modernity (such as Haussmanization in Paris 

or new boat designs and leisure opportunities in the suburbs) but also through a 

theoretical modernity in line with both the Baudelairean conception and the 20th century 

art historical paradigm of modernism.  

Amongst the Impressionists, Caillebotte enjoyed a unique freedom from both 

market constraints and parental influence. Not only was the need for salability removed 

from his artistic motivation, but the relatively early death of his parents also meant a 
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nearly twenty-year span of working without concern for either emotional or financial 

familial censure. The artist’s strong personality also furthered his ability to ignore 

societal imperatives in his art. His class and disposition generally made him immune 

from cultural constraints; he seems to have been unconcerned with other people’s 

opinions while at the same time always ready to jump into a situation to help or to take 

charge.  Such circumstances suggest that more than most painters throughout history, 

Caillebotte enjoyed the ability to create just exactly the picture he felt like painting at any 

given moment. Many of his scenes fit within the general confines of Impressionist 

landscape or leisure scenes of everyday life, especially around his home in Petit-

Gennevilliers. Yet the painter also focused a good deal of attention on still lifes, not 

usually associated with Impressionist painters. This preoccupation deserves a close study 

of its own, which is unfortunately beyond the scope of this dissertation.  

His cityscape scenes also fit within the general trend of Impressionist exploration 

of city life and entertainment in Haussmann’s Paris. Yet as scholars have rightly noted, 

his focus is nearly always slightly skewed from the expected—his interest in workers, for 

example, or the strange perspective of paintings such as Paris, A Rainy Day or Le Pont de 

I’Europe. Although he was certainly a flâneur, he also devoted at least as much time and 

energy to exploring the psychological possibilities inherent in picturing friends and 

family within the domestic setting. In this his oeuvre is rivaled by his female colleagues 

Berthe Morisot and Mary Cassatt, who did not have the freedom to enjoy the streets of 

Paris in the unfettered manner of their male counterparts.   

In focusing attention on the interior of the home, especially as he did in Man at 

his Bath (Fig. 7) and Man Drying his Leg (Fig. 23), Caillebotte went beyond the regular 
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domestic setting of dining room or living room, examining the possible intersection of the 

most private room in the home with the public consumption of sex so often pictured by 

Edgar Degas and others, whose female bathers were always conflated with prostitution. 

In doing so, the artist created confusing signifiers that heighten the artifice of the work, 

pointing to an interest in modernity of the type so often associated with Manet. To 

recognize this, the viewer must take a wide view of the artist’s body of work, rather than 

a narrow examination of a single group of paintings.    

For example, Caillebotte’s At the Café (1880) is akin to Manet’s A Bar at the 

Folies-Bergère (1882) in the use of false or confusing mirror imagery intended to 

heighten the unreality of the scene. Interestingly, considering Caillebotte’s focus on the 

male body in his rowing and bathing pictures, unlike Manet’s barmaid, his protagonist is 

a potentially unseemly man who gazes not directly at the viewer but rather into a mirror 

set behind the viewer. As he so often did in his rowing pictures of a few years earlier, not 

only does Caillebotte incorporate the audience in the work, but also some aspect of 

landscape or architecture or boat behind the viewer. This has the effect not of enticing us 

to understand the work as an illusion of a scene we have stumbled on, but rather reminds 

us of the artifice of any such image. Such a heightened sense of three-dimensionality, 

achieved not by incorporating Renaissance perspective but by enveloping the viewer into 

impossible situations, only reinforces the two-dimensional surface of the painting.  

It is a general trope in art history today that Manet represents the beginnings of 

modernism and epitomizes Baudelaire’s painter of modern life, primarily because he 

called attention to the flatness of the canvas and incorporated the confrontational gaze of 

undressed women. What becomes evident when considering Caillebotte in a broader 
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sense is that he too embraced a similar sense of modernism during the 1870s and 1880s, 

emphasizing the artifice of painting through both formal and iconographic means. In a 

wide variety of paintings, from city scenes to domestic interiors and sporting pictures, the 

artist utilized radical perspective, often influenced by the distortions produced by 

photography, odd color combinations that seem to have set the teeth of critics on edge 

time and again, and a variety of painterly techniques within single images that 

incorporate both a precise draughtsmanship and contemporary Impressionist styles. At 

the same time, regardless of expectations for a space—be it the privacy of a bathroom or 

the physical possibility of viewing a rower at a particular angle—Caillebotte forcefully 

incorporated the audience into the image. Such a viewer would naturally be led to wonder 

how he or she physically or psychologically ended up in such a scene. The resulting 

discomfit leads ultimately to unanswerable questions. Why am I in this bathroom? What 

role do I play in the propulsion of this boat? Exactly where am I standing in this scene?  

This uncertainty makes the works intriguing while at the same time highlighting the 

artist’s interest in exploring artifice.  

That Caillebotte focused his attention on the exploration of the male body within 

these spaces, when the female body was the normative viewed object in art, raised the 

stakes. This caused the artist to consider how it might be possible for a painter committed 

to modernity and scenes of everyday life to present the masculine body in a natural 

setting and in a manner that heroicized rather than made ridiculous such a body. Like his 

American contemporary Thomas Eakins, Caillebotte turned to sportsmen as a means of 

exploring musculature and male anatomy. Sportsmen, who were some of the few semi-

nude bodies regularly observed in modern life during the latter part of the nineteenth 
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century, offered these painters a means of displaying and promoting an acceptable brand 

of masculinity, one that was both sanctioned by bourgeois notions of respectability and 

patriotic in its gymnastique/le sport connotations. As athletes themselves, the two artists 

were intimately familiar with the sports they depicted, which allowed them to precisely 

illustrate the technical details of the boats and the proper handling of such watercraft. At 

the same time, such familiarity provided the freedom to explore the unreal as well. Both 

men purposefully skewed perspective in their works, which served the purpose of 

heightening the emotional reality of the work while at the same time highlighting the 

formal artifice of painting.  

Caillebotte furthered his project by creating a visual space in which to transport 

the post-Franco Prussian War dandy/flâneur from the streets of Paris to the suburban 

waterways around Yerres and Argenteuil. In doing so, he experimented with the elasticity 

of flânerie as a conceptual space for successful masculinity. To conceive of his rowers as 

dandies gave them a sense of import that goes beyond the more leisurely scenes created 

by his Impressionist colleagues. Like those figures, these men enjoy the newly available 

recreational opportunities that were also captured by Manet, Monet, Renoir and Sisley in 

an attempt to celebrate both the modern and the transient in art. Yet Caillebotte adds 

another layer by conflating recreation with serious athletic pursuit and flânerie, 

examining how modern French men might look when successfully combating the 

demasculinizing effects of modern life and recent military loss. Such a project had 

implications beyond the art world, because it added another source to the visual and 

textual promotion of the future of the French State.  
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It is only by examining the artist’s underdressed male figures in both the domestic 

and suburban setting in light of contemporary subject matter from the Impressionists and 

fellow sports painter Eakins that Caillebotte’s overall project becomes evident. These 

works do not simply represent another version of Impressionist suburban leisure, nor a 

realist celebration of intimately familiar athletic activities or an overt exploration into the 

artist’s own psyche and potential transgressive sexuality. Instead, they constitute 

Caillebotte’s visual manifesto of modernism. On the heels of Manet’s radical experiments 

and the precarious position of Impressionism within nineteenth-century painting during 

Caillebotte’s career, the artist utilized his own paintings to proclaim a space for the 

modern within the history of art. In doing so, his interest lay not only in promoting his 

own brand of Impressionism, but in the movement in general. It is clear from his actions 

during his lifetime and in his will that the group’s success was paramount to the artist. In 

any case, images of undressed or underdressed men engaged in physical activity had by 

Caillebotte’s era enjoyed a long history within art, from the ancient Greeks to Neo-

classical battle scenes. At the same time, the physical space of a bathroom, or the ability 

to travel easily travel to suburban waterways and engage in non-functional activities with 

new equipment was clearly intended as a salute to the excitement of the now. The 

overarching theme to the part of Caillebotte’s oeuvre that deals with the male body and is 

the focus of this dissertation was a combining of the fugitive and the eternal. If Manet is 

the acknowledged “painter of modern life” as conceived by Baudelaire, then Caillebotte 

deserves to take his place as heir apparent.  
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Figure 1. Gustave Caillebotte, The Floor-Scrapers, 1875, Oil on canvas, Musée d’Orsay 

 

 
Figure 2: Gustave Caillebotte, Oarsmen, c. 1878, Oil on canvas, private collection 

 

 
Figure 3: Gustave Caillebotte, Oarsman in a Top Hat, c. 1878, Oil on canvas, private 

collection 
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Figure 4: Gustave Caillebotte, Périssoires, 1877, Oil on canvas, National Gallery of Art, 

Washington, DC 
 

 
Figure 5: Gustave Caillebotte, Périssoires sur l'Yerres, 1877, Oil on canvas, Milwaukee 

Art Museum, http://www.mam.org 
 

 
Figure 6. Gustave Caillebotte, Périssoires, 1878, Oil on canvas, Musée des Beaux-

Arts in Rennes 
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Figure 7. Gustave Caillebotte, Man at his Bath, 1884, Oil on canvas, Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston 
 

 
Figure 8. Apollo Belvedere, 2nd century CE marble copy of late 4th/early 3rd century BCE 

bronze by Leochares. Museo Pio Clementino, Vatican. 
 

 
Figure 9. Jacques-Louis David, Cupid and Psyche, 1817, oil on canvas. © 2014 The 
Cleveland Museum of Art. All rights reserved. 
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Figure 10. Farnese Hercules, Roman copy of Greek original from early 3rd century CE, 

marble. Museo Nazionale, Naples. 
 

 
Figure 11. Gustave Courbet, The Wrestlers, 1853, oil on canvas. 

Szépmüvészeti Museum, Budapest. 
 

 
Figure 12. Photographer unknown, Gustave Caillebotte Boxing, c. 1880. Private 

Collection. 
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Figure 13. Honoré Daumier, “Les bains à quatre sous,” Le Charivari, Croquis d'Été, Plate 

29, June 29, 1858. Copyright © 2004–2014 the Brooklyn Museum 
 

 

 
Figure 14. Honoré Daumier, “Après l'eau, le feu,” Le Charivari, Croquis d'Été, July 7, 

1858. Benjamin A. and Julia M. Trustman Collection of Honoré Daumier 
Lithographs, Robert D. Farber University Archives & Special Collections Department 

Brandeis University Libraries 
 
 

 
Figure 15. Gustave Caillebotte, Man Drying his Leg, 1884, Oil on canvas. Private 

Collection on Loan to the Art Institute of Chicago. 
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Figure 16. Anonymous, Photograph of Gustave and Martial Caillebotte, c. 1886, 

photograph. Private Collection. 
 

 
Figure 17. Gustave Caillebotte, Nude Woman on a Couch, 1880, Oil on canvas. 

Minneapolis Institute of Arts. 
 

 
Figure 18. Honoré Daumier, “N'allant aux bains froids que pour avoir occasion de 
développer son biceps,” Le Charivari, August 10, 1865. Benjamin A. and Julia M. 
Trustman Collection of Honoré Daumier Lithographs, Robert D. Farber University 

Archives & Special Collections Department Brandeis University Libraries 
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Figure 19. A.P. Martial, Arms of the City of Paris, circa 1871 

 

 
Figure 20. Édouard Manet, Woman in a Bathtub, 1878-79, Pastel. Musée d'Orsay, Paris 

 

 
Figure 21. Edgar Degas, Woman Leaving the Bath, 1877, Pastel. Musée d'Orsay, Paris. 
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Figure 22. Currier & Ives, James Hammill and Walter Brown, in their great five mile 
rowing match for $4000 & the championship of America: at Newburg Bay, Hudson 

River, N.Y., Sept. 9th 1867, lithograph. 
 

 
Figure 23. Thomas Eakins, The Champion Single Sculls (Max Schmitt in a Single Scull), 

1871, Oil on canvas, 32 1/4 x 46 1/4 in., Metropolitan Museum of Art 
 

    
Figure 24. Thomas Eakins, The Pair-Oared Shell, 1872, Oil on canvas, 24 x 36 

inches, Philadelphia Museum of Art 
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Figure 25. Thomas Eakins, The Biglin Brothers Turning the Stake, 1873, Oil on canvas, 

46 x 65 inches. © 2014 The Cleveland Museum of Art. All rights reserved. 
 

 
Figure 26. Thomas Eakins, Biglin Brothers Racing, 1872, Oil on canvas, National 

Gallery of Art, Washington, DC 
 

 
Figure 27. Thomas Eakins, Sailboats Racing on the Delaware, 1874, Oil on canvas, 24 x 

36 inches, Philadelphia Museum of Art 
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Figure 28. Gustave Caillebotte, Regatta at Argenteuil, 1893, Oil on canvas. Private 

collection 
 

 
Figure 29. Thomas Eakins, Swimming, 1885, Oil on canvas, 27 x 36 inches. Amon Carter 

Museum of American Art 
 

 
Figure 30. Draner (pseudonym for Jules Renard) caricature of Oarsman in a Top Hat, 

entitled “Steam(boat) Party,” Le charivari, April 23, 1879 
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Figure 31. Gustave Caillebotte, Bathers on the Banks of the Yerres, Oil on canvas, 62 x 

46 inches. Private collection 
 

 
Figure 32. Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Luncheon of the Boating Party, 1880-81, Oil on 

canvas. The Phillips Collection, Washington, DC 
 

 
Figure 33. Photographer unknown, Gustave Caillebotte with some of his boating friends, 

c. 1877, photograph. Private collection. 
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Figure 34. Pierre-Auguste Renoir, Oarsmen at Chatou.1879, oil on canvas. National 

Gallery of Art, Washington, DC. 
 
 

 
Figure 35. Auguste Renoir, Regatta at Argenteuil, 1874, Oil on canvas. National Gallery 

of Art, Washington, DC 
 

 
Figure 36. Auguste Renoir, Sailboats at Argenteuil, 1874, Oil on canvas, Portland Art 

Museum, Oregon 
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Figure 37. Claude Monet, Sailboats at Argenteuil, 1874, Oil on canvas. Private 

Collection 
 

 
Figure 38. Alfred Sisley, Regatta at Molesey, 1874, Oil on canvas. Musée d'Orsay, Paris 

 
 

 
Figure 39. Édouard Manet, Boating, 1874, Oil on canvas, Metropolitan Museum of Art 
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Figure 40. Mary Cassatt, The Boating Party, 1894, Oil on canvas, National Gallery of 

Art, Washington, DC 
 

 

 
 Figure 41. Gustave Caillebotte, Boaters on the Yerres, 1877, Pastel. Private Collection. 
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